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Abstract 
This Professional Problem Dissertation presents a particular method for devising theatre 

using an educational model.  The project addresses a significant gap in scholarship: 

although it has garnered considerable attention in the United Kingdom, devised theatre 

is relatively little known in the United States, where it is also referred to as collaborative 

collaboration.  In particular what is lacking in this scholarship is a pedagogy which 

prepares the students to create an original performance.  Madeline Hunter’s seven 

aspects of a lesson plan can be utilized to facilitate a discussion of the issues involved in 

creating theatre from a group perspective.  Hunter’s seven aspects, in combination with 

other tools such as Viewpoints, a movement/voice technique, were crucial to my 

creating and teaching my own course in devised theatre.  Devised theatre, which usually 

originates from the participants, offers the potential advantage of involving students 

with issues central to their own experiences in order to create a performance which 

affects their lives and those of the people around them. At the same time, it requires 

the instructor to adopt roles not always common in educational settings – those of 

guide and facilitator, for example.  Curriculum design is thus a key component; this 

study augments theoretical approaches to curricular issues with an explanation of the 

actual realization of lesson plans, rehearsals, and performances.   I have also created an 

assessment and evaluation of the course with perspectives from the audience, students, 

and the instructor.    In conclusion, this new model of devising theatre stimulates 

collaboration, group problem solving, collective artistic creation, and individual and 

group reflection on the part of the participants.  Devised theatre deserves 

implementation as an innovative pedagogical method that promotes the development 

of fundamental educational objectives. 
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Chapter I 

Introduction and Background 
This Professional Problem Dissertation provides a pedagogy and case study for 

other teachers to prepare university students to devise their own performance and 

helps further the evolution of devised theatre in universities as well as in the 

professional theatre.  The author has developed a devised theatre course for 

undergraduate college students and describes the pedagogy used to create it, using 

students to collaboratively create an original performance piece that integrates theatre, 

music, and art.   

Devised theatre, referred to as “collaborative creation” by some artists, is 

defined by Alison Oddey in Devising Theatre: A Practical and Theoretical Handbook as a 

method of creating original performances by gathering a group of artists who bring their 

unique experiences to collaborate on the creation of a new product.  Oddey writes:  

The process of devising is about the fragmentary experience of understanding 
ourselves, our culture, and the world we inhabit.  The process reflects a multi-
vision made up of each group member’s individual perception of that world as 
received in a series of images, then interpreted and defined as a product.  
Participants make sense of themselves within their own cultural and social 
context, investigating, integrating, and transforming their personal experiences, 
dreams, research, improvisation, and experimentation.  (Oddey 1)   

British and Australian theatre companies refer to this process of uniting individual ideas 

in a performance as “devising,” while companies in the United States typically refer to it 

as “collaborative creation” or “collaborative process.”  Since the term “collaborative 

process” also applies to theatre that starts with a script, this study will retain the term 

“devised theatre” to refer to the process of collaboration leading to original creations.   

In the fall semester of 2009, THA 3352 Special Topics: Devised Theatre was 

created at Lubbock Christian University after being proposed and developed by this 

writer.  Lubbock Christian University (LCU) is a faith-based university associated with the 

Churches of Christ.  During the spring semester of 2009, I proposed the class to the art, 
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music, theatre, and education faculty at LCU.  I discussed the topics that I would be 

covering and how these elements would help prepare the students to take the Texas 

State teachers’ exam for drama.  Since the university attracted students of faith, I 

prepared the course to address the worldview that a majority of the students would be 

practicing, to begin where the students were, to help them grow as people and as 

artists.  Dr. Don Williams, Director of Graduate Studies, was instrumental in approving 

and setting up the course.  He approved the course because he is committed to 

providing a variety of quality educational experiences for his students.  His only concern 

was that the class would not have enough students enrolled in the course for it to be 

offered.  Fortunately, this was not an issue.  The final enrollment of the course was nine 

students: three art majors and six theatre majors.  The overall goal for the students was 

to teach them how to develop an original performance using devising methods including 

individual and group exercises.  The students participated in class work that focused on 

ensemble building, storytelling, music, art, movement, voice, and problem solving.   

Through collaboration, the students incorporated their individual talents to develop 

text, movement, music, and visual art around the specific theme of “beauty,” a topic 

that seemed relevant to both themselves and the community.  

Heddon and Milling, in Devising Performance: A Critical History, define the 

process devising according to their examination of various companies discussed in the 

book as “a process for creating performance from scratch, by the group, without a pre-

existing script” (Heddon and Milling 3).  Rather than starting with a script, the 

participants in a devised theatre project may start in several ways.  Oddey writes, “*The 

project] is determined and defined by a group of people who set up an initial framework 

or structure to explore and experiment with ideas, images, concepts, themes, or specific 

stimuli that might include music, text, objects, paintings, or movement” (Oddey 1).  The 

goal of devised theatre is to collaboratively create a performance based on the 

participating artists’ experiences and research.  Oddey defines the process of devised 

theatre in four parts: “process” (development of the piece), “collaboration” (working 
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together), “multi-vision”(incorporating different ideas and experiences), and “the 

creation of an artistic product.”   

Devised theatre is created not only between artists, but between artists and 

their community.  Oddey continues:  

Devised theatre is a contemporary reflection of culture and society.  It is 
continually addressing new theatrical forms, making original contributions out of 
the existing interests and considerations of the time.  It is about the relationship 
of a group of people to their culture, the socio-political, artistic and economic 
climate, as well as issues or events surrounding them.  Devising allows for a 
constant re-definition of theatrical performance, and for work to begin from any 
starting point.  Choice, opportunity and infinite possibility set devised theatre 
apart from conventional play text production.  (Oddey 23) 

By creating a performance pertaining to certain issues relating to the actors and 

audience, the theatrical performance is continually redefining itself.    

According to Heddon and Milling, devised theatre is a relatively new form of 

theatre, but it can trace its roots back to folk arts and popular arts.  They argue that 

elements of devising have been a part of performance in various times and cultures.  

Theatre companies who developed devised theatre in the 1960s and 1970s were 

inspired by earlier popular arts, including commedia dell’arte.  Some of these artists saw 

commedia as a way for actors to improvise within a scenario.  Jacques Copeau also had 

an influence on various theatre companies in the twentieth century through his 

experimentation with masks and improvisations.  The avant-garde European director’s 

use of chance and improvisation as well as the use of “found” objects was also a part of 

the development of devised theatre (Heddon and Milling 10-12). 

To introduce the devised theatre companies in the United Kingdom that she will 

be exploring, Oddey briefly discusses the political and cultural situations that brought 

about their need for devised theatre.  Theatre companies were searching for something 

different from the traditional hierarchal theatre involving a play written by a playwright.  

Devising theatre simply reflected the changes happening within the society during this 

time by providing the designers and actors the opportunity to originate the concepts 

(Oddey 4-5). 
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Despite the plentiful productions that were being created, there was not much 

material about devised theatre.  In 1994, Oddey wrote in the preface of her book 

Devising Theatre that one of reasons for writing it was that she “felt there was a lack of 

information on the subject . . . ” (Oddey xi), and Heddon and Milling pointed out the 

need for further exploration in their book Devising Performance by suggesting that 

“*t+en years later, and after what turns out to be a surprisingly quick survey of books or 

articles that specifically concern themselves with this enduring and prevalent practice, it 

is apparent that very little has changed” (Heddon and Milling 1).   

Historically, theatre documentation often consists of texts of the various plays 

that were performed.  Since the nature of theatre is ephemeral, it is instructive for 

artists working in devised theatre to not only document the product produced but also 

the process by which the collaborators created the performance.  When beginning with 

original work that may or may not produce a script, it would be helpful for artists to 

create some sort of record for future generations.  Devised theatre projects often do 

not produce an artifact such as a script, poster, or program, which makes the production 

even more ephemeral than productions that at least start with a script.  Other 

companies that have used the devised process have had the foresight to take work 

which was written and produced by the group to a publisher to give opportunities for 

other theatre artists to recreate them, such as the play The Laramie Project.  While the 

work was created through the devising process of Moisés Kaufmann and the Tectonic 

Theatre Project, future artists would approach the work as they would a play already in 

text form.  I do believe that it would be important to inform the audience that the work 

that the current artists were producing was written by an ensemble.  Oddey also points 

out that, “in order to promote a greater dialogue between performers and audience, 

there must be more articles, books and conferences to digest and discuss the subject of 

devised theatre within a public forum” (Oddey 164).  Documenting devised theatre is 

invaluable for students, practitioners, audience, and the general public.  Oddey writes 

that documentation brings credibility and respectability.  Along with helping “outsiders,” 

documentation can also prove valuable for the individual companies.  She notes, 
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“Documentation provides research material for considering and evaluating a process of 

devising in relation to a company’s particular set of objectives or intentions” (Oddey 22).  

This project meets not only the need for documentation but also the need for a 

curriculum that prepares students to create an original performance.   

There is nothing currently in print that details a complete curriculum or complete 

case study for university students, although Preparing to Devise gives suggestions as to 

various exercises.  In the same semester that I taught the Special Topics: Devised 

Theatre course at Lubbock Christian University (LCU), Morrow, Bauer, and Herrington 

published an article in Theatre Topics discussing the courses offered at colleges and 

universities that produce new works.  The problem they identify with the programs is 

that few prepare students in the devising methods to be able to collaboratively create 

original work.  The article states:  

Thus faculty who wish to lead their students in devising work are struggling as 
they attempt to teach skills that are foundational to ensemble creation, while 
simultaneously are under pressure to deliver a “finished” performance.   
(Morrow, Bauer, and Herrington 125)  

A goal of this case study was to find a balance between preparing the students to create 

an original performance and giving the students time to implement what they had 

learned in order to create a “finished” product.   

The outline of the study is as follows: The first chapter examines the literature of 

devised theatre and makes the case for the usefulness of this process as a tool for 

artists.  The second chapter details the process of creating and implementing the 

course: designing the curriculum, the realization of the lesson plans, the rehearsals, and 

the performance.  The final chapter is an assessment and evaluation of the course with 

perspectives from the audience, students, and the instructor (me).  The appendices 

contain the scope and sequence or plan for the course itself (Appendix A); the syllabus 

(Appendix B); the course schedule (Appendix C and D); the rehearsal schedule (Appendix 

E); all my reflective lesson plans I created with my comments based on the students’ 

success during the class periods (Appendix F); the IRB Proposal (Appendix G); the poster 

and postcard for advertising the performance (Appendix H); the program (Appendix I); 
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the audience survey (Appendix J); and the original script created for the devised 

performance (Appendix K).     

The significance of this project is I am using the students to create a performance 

within the scope of a course.  The course is not designed to create a professional 

production, but has an educational purpose.  Theatre practitioners have written several 

books detailing their individual professional processes in creating original works.  Two 

such books document the work of the Wooster Group: The Wooster Group Workbook by 

Andrew Quick, and Breaking the Rules: The Wooster Group by David Savran.  Rob Ritchie 

edited a book concerning the experiences of the artists in the Joint Stock Theatre 

entitled The Joint Stock Book: The Making of a Theatre Collective.  David Williams 

undertook a similar composition about the Theatre Du Soleil, entitled Collaborative 

Theatre: The Theatre du Soleil Sourcebook.  These books focus on the history of 

professional groups, their processes, and individual experiences of the actors within 

these companies.  Scott Graham and Steven Hoggett, the artistic directors of Frantic 

Assembly, wrote The Frantic Assembly Book of Devising Theatre, a unique collection of 

exercises, essays, suggestions, and examples from Frantic Assembly productions.  

Currently, however, no one has written a case study detailing the experience of creating 

a pedagogy for a specific devised theatre project as it is created in the classroom.  The 

need is apparent considering that devised theatre is practiced and taught in Britain and 

Australia, as well as in North America, but its methods, so far, have not been related to 

university teaching and educating.    

British practitioners authored seven of the nine primary books discussing devised 

theatre, a Canadian artist edited the eighth book, and an American artist wrote the 

ninth.   The nine books can be divided into two categories.  The first group of books 

focuses on the process of devising and on exercises that can contribute to the 

development of the performance.  The second group of books focuses on the history 

and practices of various companies, as well as original influences of devised theatre.  

The goal of this project is to build on what has been previously discussed by these 

authors by practically applying their advice and exercises within a formal university 
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course.  The major works are discussed at length, but terms that are not relevant to this 

study are not defined.    

The books of the first group are Devising Theatre: A Practical and Theoretical 

Handbook by Alison Oddey; Devising: A Handbook for Drama and Theatre Students by 

Gill Lamden; Devised and Collaborative Theatre: A Practical Guide edited by Tina Bicat 

and Chris Baldwin; The Performer’s Guide to the Collaborative Process by Shelia 

Kerrigan; Through the Body: A Practical Guide to Physical Theatre by Dymphna Callery; 

and Young People, New Theatre: A Practical Guide to an Intercultural Process by Noel 

Greig.  Though one could argue that such books do suggest ways in which to teach 

devised theatre for a university course, the experiences catalogued are actually those of 

groups outside of that arena.   

The second group of books focusing on the history of devised theatre includes 

Devising Theatre: A Critical History by Deirdre Heddon and Jane Milling; Making a 

Performance: Devising Histories and Contemporary Practices by Emma Govan, Helen 

Nicholson, and Katie Normington; and Collective Creation, Collaboration, and Devising 

edited by Bruce Baron.     

The primary text, to which almost all the other authors refer, is Oddey’s Devising 

Theatre, written in 1994.  It admirably summarizes the theory and practice, gives 

excellent examples of the form, and provides exercises for future practitioners.  The 

other books contain extensive exercises and guidelines for creating original work.  

Oddey discusses the value and various methods of devising theatre in her book Devising 

Theatre.  Theatre companies have used different ways to represent changes that were 

happening politically and socially, including the abolishment of official censorship on the 

British stage.  Oddey points out that devising theatre is one of the ways that those 

changes were represented.  She uses illustrations from thirteen professional theatre 

companies to show their methods and audiences.  As she explains, these companies use  

experimental visual performances integrating various art forms, physical mask 
theatre, participatory theatre-in-education programmes for primary 
schoolchildren with severe learning difficulties, shows for young people that 
encourage the exploration of difficult questions facing them as young adults, and 
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celebratory community-based large-scale spectacles or site specific theatrical 
events.  (Oddey 2)   

Devised theatre can be used in a variety of ways to help educate a community.   

After introducing the concept of devising theatre, Oddey discusses the beginning 

of the process by using examples from specific theatre companies, including the use of 

the audience (young and old); stimuli (story, text, or song); a concept; or the 

environment.  Next, she writes about the roles and responsibilities of the artists, as well 

as the means of creating a performance.  Oddey explores the work of two theatre 

companies which, although they each have different goals and create a different 

product, have a similar process: “Both products used the processes of research, 

discussion, improvisation, design, writing text, and musical composition to varying 

degrees in relation to their original aims and objectives or initial decisions about form, 

content, or audience” (Oddey 73).  She feels these elements are important to both the 

“process” and “product.”  The final section of Oddey’s book explores guidelines for 

practical application as well as ideas and exercises useful for those interested in devising 

theatre. 

In Devising: A Handbook for Drama and Theatre Students, which is no longer in 

print, Gill Lamden outlines Oddey’s precepts and adds new ones suggested by several 

theatre companies.  Lamden’s purpose for penning the book was to provide a model for 

17- to 18-year-old British students who are studying drama for their GCSE (General 

Certificate of Secondary Education).  Lamden writes about two professional actors’ 

backgrounds with devising and methodology; four artistic directors’ views of the nature 

and significance of devised theatre and their devising processes and exercises; and 

examples of original material from two student groups.  Lamden includes a breakdown 

into days and weeks of one theatre company’s process.  At the end of the book, she 

provides rehearsal methods and techniques used by various professional theatre artists 

including ways to build a successful team and how to structure stories. 

In 2002, Tina Bicat and Chris Baldwin wrote and edited Devised and Collaborative 

Theatre: A Practical Guide for students new to the form.  The book provides them with 

answers to the technical problems of original work.  It contains chapters written by 
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professional devising artists who individually write about the particular role that each of 

them has undertaken.  Each chapter contains exercises useful for that topic, as well as 

checklists for newcomers.  The chapters include “The Director,” “Set Design,” “The 

Actor-Performer,” “Playwriting,” “Music and Composition,” “Movement Direction,” 

“Designing and Making Costumes,” “Stage Management,” and “Production.”   

The only book of the nine written by an American author is The Performer’s 

Guide to the Collaborative Process by Shelia Kerrigan.  While the British authors refer to 

the original performance as “devised theatre,” Kerrigan uses the term “collaborative.”  

Kerrigan’s purpose for writing the book is to provide better ways for a group to “invent a 

performance” (Kerrigan xi).  Kerrigan calls the book: 

a practical guide to creating original performances collaboratively that is based 
on interviews and workshops with performing artists, cohousing architects, 
playwrights, group therapists, computer designers, site sculptors, muralists, 
team builders, and peacemakers; on research in group dynamics, 
communication, and conflict; on my studies of performing arts; and on my 
seventeen years in a collaborative company called TOUCH Mime Theatre.   
(Kerrigan xi) 

With TOUCH Mime Theatre, Kerrigan formed her ideas of devised theatre and 

implemented them to create performance.  The book is divided into two parts: Creative 

Processes, which examines creating, shaping, and organizing material as well as problem 

solving; and Collaborative Processes, which deals with group dynamics in relationship to 

communication, trust, power, decisions, constructive criticism, and conflict resolution.  

From Kerrigan, I used the practice of group dynamics and more importantly her 

constructive criticism technique.   

Dymphna Callery entitled her book Through the Body: A Practical Guide to 

Physical Theatre because she believes that theatre is moving away “from text-based 

theatre and the Stanislavskian notion of interpreting a role” (Callery 3) into devised 

performances and training theatre artists physically.  Callery describes how “the primary 

means of creation occurs through the body rather than through the mind” (Callery 4).  

Callery introduces various twentieth-century artists’ principles and practices, as well as 

games and exercises that demonstrate their concepts.  In the first section, Callery 
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prepares the body through awareness, articulation, energy, and neutrality.  In the 

second section, she uses basic mask work to release the physicality of the actor.  The 

next two sections, “The Playful Body” and “The Sentient Body” focus on the body in 

space, presence, Complicite (the relationship between the actors and the actors and the 

audience), play, and audience; and rhythm, sound, and emotion.  The section entitled 

“Devising” discusses beginning points – the process, image, gesture, generating text, 

and structuring text.  The final section deals with applying physicality to text.    

Noel Greig wrote Young People, New Theatre: A Practical Guide to an 

Intercultural Process as a guide for those interested in creating an intercultural 

performance between youth who are separated by cultural divides.  The methods are 

based on a process termed “twinning” which Greig used to help two schools: one, an all-

white school in Norfolk; and the other, an ethnically-diverse school in Nottingham, 

collaborate across distance and cultures.  The students developed themes, characters, 

and storylines through various activities.  The students created “one play” with “two 

different productions” (Greig xv).  Along with other artists, Greig adapted the method to 

a larger scale for youth in different countries – six groups in the UK and six groups from 

other countries and cultures.  The groups came together for a festival to share the work 

that they had created over a nine-month period at Contacting the World.  The beginning 

of the book introduces the idea of “twinning,” the aspects, challenges, and aims of the 

project.  Each subsequent chapter has a theme that is divided into activities, examples, 

outcomes, cross-references, and comments.  The themes are creative dialogue, 

collaborative exchange, getting the story, working methods, full participation, form and 

style, structure, adaptation and its opportunities, and broadening the horizons.  The 

lesson plans that were created for the course incorporated the story structures.        

In 2006, Deirdre Heddon and Jane Milling wrote Devising Performance: A Critical 

History, in which the authors Heddon and Milling survey devising or collaborative 

creation in Britain, Australia, and the United States.  Heddon and Milling examine 

various companies to see what the artists have done, the artists’ purpose behind 
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devising theatre, and their cultural and political influences.  The authors organize the 

material in three groups:  

Theatre predominantly concerned with the actor, acting and story . . . theatre 
closely linked to art practices, which dramaturgically places the image as equal to 
the spoken text and which therefore pays close attention to the visual potentials 
inherent in the stage ‘picture’ . . . and theatre predominantly concerned with its 
impact in a political and/or social context . . .  (Heddon and Milling 27)  

Their book confirmed my belief that our devised piece should include art, music, and 

theatre. 

Emma Govan, Helen Nicholson, and Katie Normington wrote Making a 

Performance: Devising Histories and Contemporary Practices to offer “an investigation 

into the practices, processes and principles of devising performance that have shaped 

and continue to inform this energetic aspect of theatre” (Govan, Nicholson, and 

Normington 3).  The first part follows the counter-cultural movements that influenced 

the development of devising.  The following three sections analyze different devising 

models that have been and are currently being used by artists.  The second part 

explores how practitioners develop autobiographical narratives, community narratives, 

and the adaptation of fictional narratives “as multiple, open, and unstable” (Govan, 

Nicholson, and Normington 11).  The third part examines how artists have made use of 

space and place “to challenge cultural expectations about the relationships between 

audiences and performers” (Govan, Nicholson, and Normington 11).  The final part 

discusses the role and physicality of the artist as well as how these elements are viewed 

when compared with multimedia technologies.  The group was encouraged to use 

multimedia when we came to devise our piece.   

Bruce Baron edited Collective Creation, Collaboration, and Devising to be one in 

a series of books entitled Critical Perspectives on Canadian Theatre in English.  Begun in 

2005, the purpose of the series was to make “the best critical and scholarly work in the 

field readily available to teachers, students and scholars of Canadian drama and 

theatre” (Baron iii).  The book is composed of a series of articles that explore the history, 

process, and productions of original performances in Canada as well as intercultural 
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collaborations between Prague, Toronto, and Manitoulin Island.  Although the essays 

show commonalities between individual performances, the editor states:  

The essays that follow in this collection present widely divergent preoccupations 
and processes, often more effectively experienced and analyzed through lenses 
of culture, orientation, gender, and/or class than through procedural or aesthetic 
commonalities.  (Barton x)    

It was my intention to use a particular topic based on a cultural issue to begin our 

exploration.  This ultimately influenced the final product.   

My own background in the field of devised theatre began when I enrolled in a 

course at Emerson College entitled Adaptation and Translation.  The professor of the 

class, Melia Bensussen, is a professional theatre director who has worked on original 

performance pieces in the classroom, as well as within professional theatre.  Before the 

course began, she asked us to read and research material about the history of Child 

Labor in the United States.  By taking various roles through the semester, all of the 

participants collaborated throughout the class periods and rehearsals to create the 

performance piece.  Unfortunately, the process of this class was not documented.   

Devising theatre is a unique opportunity for students to collaboratively create 

original material that culminates in a performance.  My experience with devising theatre 

is that such projects are most rewarding when the group creates a piece using their own 

experiences and researches a theme that is then shared with an audience.  I believe and 

have seen the impact that the process has on collaborates which is also evident to the 

audience by what the artists have created.  Devising theatre is a practical class, as 

students immediately take what they learn from the exercises to develop a performance 

piece.  This type of theatre course is different from most traditional acting classes in 

which the students begin with texts that have already been created.  Devised theatre 

allows students to create their own source of material, which is then used for the 

performance.  The skills that the students learn while devising theatre can have larger 

educational implications including the abilities to collaborate as a group with people 

who may have different ideas and approaches, problem solve, receive and give 

constructive criticism, and conceive and complete a project.    
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Theatre is the culmination of many arts, and this multi-disciplinary approach 

should be more fully explored inside and outside of academia.  The devised theatre 

course attempts to implement all of the arts into a collective performance.     
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Chapter II 

The Project 

The second chapter is a detailed case study of my experiences with devised 

theatre, Madeline Hunter’s instructional model, my role in the course, and participation 

of the class, THA 3352 Special Topics: Devised Theatre.  My first experience with devised 

theatre was a performance entitled Hideaway, in Bristol, England at the Tobacco 

Factory.  The show was developed by Quiconque, a theatre company that devises work 

for adults and young people which is toured and performed in intimate spaces, with a 

few set pieces and props.  Complicite, another theatre company that devises theatre, 

toured the original production of Quiconque’s Hideaway around the UK.  Hideaway 

focuses on the multiple strands of four stories: Jewish Dutch girls hiding in an attic 

during the Second World War; Catherine de Medici, who introduced high-heeled shoes 

and ballet to France; Cuban stowaways trying to fly from Havana to Miami in the wheel 

bay of an airplane; and Russian sewer children who go underground in Moscow sewers 

to survive the horrible winters.  After that astounding and powerful performance, I 

attended a talk back with the director and actors where they discussed the 

development of the performance.        

My next interaction with a devised process was in a class at Emerson College 

entitled “Adaptation and Translation.”  The purpose of the class was to develop a 

performance about working children in the United States.  The experience of 

collaboratively creating the performance is one of the most personally significant 

theatre projects on which I have ever worked.  I concur with the following quote from 

the article “Preparing to Devise” in Theatre Topics, which argues that artists will not just 

learn about the process of devising, but the experience will inform their work with 

script-based performances:   

devising can be one of the most satisfying of theatrical experiences.  Students 
who have been involved in this multidimensional process of making performance 
often become energized and enfranchised.  They return to the more traditional 
theatrical model with a heightened awareness of the holistic event, a broadened 
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dexterity within their own craft, and a deepened sense of cooperation with and 
respect for their collaborators.  (Morrow, Bauer, and Herrington 137) 

After the Emerson class, I wanted to continue to explore original performances, as well 

as provide the same opportunity for other university students. 

Next, I saw a devised production at the Prague Fringe Festival entitled In a 

Thousand Pieces, devised by The Paper Birds.  The performance was a physical and 

visual story of a foreign girl brutally tricked into the British sex trade.  In the company’s 

advertisement, the play was described thus: 

‘In a Thousand Pieces’ is an honest response and reflection to the subject and 
reflection to the subject and our experience of making the show.  It examines 
our conflicting desire to both approach and ignore the subject; it uncovers 
equally our connection and alienation to these women and illustrates mutually 
our knowledge and our ignorance of such events.  On reflection it would seem 
that the show has taken the same shape as our research and devising process; it 
is fractured, multi-layered and at times, confused.  ‘In a Thousand Pieces’ tells 
fragments of thousands of stories, women’s stories, stories of nationality, of 
ambition and emigration, of laws and editing, of facts and empty figures, of new 
beginnings . . . but mostly of disappointing endings.  

The show was an exemplary original creation, including the script, performance, acting, 

technical elements, and live music.  It was an inspiration for me to choose a strong 

theme.  This performance proved to me that artistic performances of quality could be 

created with this method.      

From all of these experiences and research, I began developing the pedagogy of 

the class, THA 3352 Special Topics: Devised Theatre, under the mentorship of Dr. 

William Gelber and the TEACH (Teaching Effectiveness And Career enHancement) 

Program at Texas Tech University.   The TEACH Program is designed to help PhD 

students develop skills for the classroom, learn about faculty roles, and develop a 

project.  My goal was to create the pedagogy for a devised theatre course.   

The process of the project began with the scope and sequence (Appendix A) I 

developed after researching the major works on the subject including Alison Oddey’s 

Devising Theatre; Deirdre Heddon and Jane Milling’s Devising Performance; Gill 

Lamden’s Devising: A Handbook for Drama and Theatre Students; Tina Bicat and Chris 
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Baldwin’s Devised and Collaborative Theatre: A Practical Guide; and Shelia Kerrigan’s 

The Performer’s Guide to the Collaborative Process.  The preceding books were the most 

helpful in illuminating the process of devised theatre and various exercises which focus 

on creating original work.  The purpose of the scope and sequence is to plan the 

course’s topics, objectives for the students, activities, mastery, and length of time for 

each unit as well as the order of topics for the class.  This method of creating a 

curriculum was introduced to me by Dr. William Gelber in a graduate pedagogy course 

THA 5324 “The Teaching of Acting.”  The scope and sequence (Appendix A) eased the 

process of creating the reflective syllabus (Appendix B), course schedule (Appendix C 

and D), rehearsal schedule (Appendix E), and two reflective lesson plans (Appendix F).   

I designed the course for university students who may or may not have had 

direct contact with theatre in performance.  The class was structured in three main 

sections in order to prepare students to collaboratively create an original performance.  

The first section contained lectures, readings, journals, discussions, theatre exercises, 

and group and individual presentations.  The second part involved the rehearsals; the 

final part was the execution of the performance and evaluation of the process.  Students 

needed preparation, but they also needed time to create.  This schedule was influenced 

by the techniques of various companies, and Oddey’s own stance on the matter, 

“Devising is a craft, which is inevitably learnt on the job” (Oddey 25).   

During the first part of the course, the class work focused on “ensemble 

building,” “storytelling,” “music,” “art,” “movement,” “voice,” and “problem solving.”  I 

hoped the class would also give students the confidence to produce their own theatre 

pieces whether script-based or not.  Additional learning outcomes were that they 

experience and learn 1) ensemble building through improvisation exercises; 2) to tell a 

story with and without words; 3) to develop original music; 4) to implement artwork and 

images into a performance; 5) to use kinesthetic, character, and stylized movement; 6) 

to analyze their work; 7) to develop character voices; 8) to create spaces 9) to problem 

solve; and 10) to implement all of these elements into a cohesive performance.   
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While some devised theatre artists have established roles such as in Devised and 

Collaborative Theatre: A Practical Guide, this course challenged students to collaborate 

on all elements.  The course design blended the disciplines of art, music and theatre; 

thus, singular roles are not assigned.  The students experienced and fulfilled the 

multiple roles of playwright, adaptor, composer, director, performer, designer, and prop 

master.  While the students did not fulfill every role in the 2009 course, each student 

fulfilled multiple roles as evidenced by the program (Appendix I). 

The role that I wanted to assume during the class, rehearsals, and performances 

was guide/facilitator/teacher.  I did not position myself to be a director/creator of the 

work in the way that Elizabeth LeCompte does with the Wooster Group.  LeCompte 

describes herself by insisting: “I’m not a theatre person, I’m not an acting coach, and I’m 

not a traditional director.  I think it is usually a traditional director who is trained to 

interpret a play, while I’m making my own play even if I’m using someone else’s play.  I 

feel that I’m making my own play which means that I have to develop my own 

language” (Schneider and Cody 332).  She tells the performers that her role is to “make 

the frame” while they “have to make the picture within the frame.”  (Schneider and 

Cody 337).  She uses these “game structures” when the rehearsal seems blocked or 

when she sees the rehearsal taking on “a kind of naturalism” in which the various 

elements seem to be working against each other (Schneider and Cody 337).  LeCompte 

is concerned with the smallest details, which she directs from either the auditorium or 

onstage; she might show the actors what she wants or change an actor’s position.  My 

goal was to prepare the students through the lessons and exercises as well as provide 

guidance in rehearsal, but the students were to direct each other.  The students would 

best be able to fulfill the multiple roles of director, actor, etc. if I acted as the guide 

instead of the director.  Although this was my intention from the beginning, I did find 

myself needing to guide the students throughout the process because of their lack of 

training and experience.  For three students, I did take a more active approach, which 

will be discussed later.  Greenwich Young People’s Theatre’s policy eloquently balances 

and defines the role of the arts educator:                
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As educationalists, our task is not to give pupils the right answers but to find the 
right, most useful, questions and empower the pupils to develop their own 
understandings, raise their own questions and find their own answers.  As artists 
we acknowledge our responsibility to use and develop our skills to create high 
quality theatre.  However, if it is to be an effective tool for the liberation of 
thought and action, our theatre must reflect our educational aims in both 
content and form.  (Oddey 108) 

It was important to me to serve as a guide to the process and not fill any of the artistic 

roles.  I wanted to give the students a variety of experiences to liberate them.  

According to Bicat and Baldwin, “the project needs a leader with a firm grasp of 

the direction in which the work is heading . . . [to avoid] wast[ing] valuable hours talking 

and arguing” (Bicat and Baldwin 9).  Although Bicat and Baldwin say the following is the 

role of the director, it can also apply to the teacher: “to guide and inspire, to focus and 

nurse the project through rehearsals and, where humanly possible, to learn to predict 

when a certain alley may be a blind one” (Bicat and Baldwin 9).   

The idea of the teacher as a facilitator comes from the constructivist learning 

theory whose goal is to provide “learning situations in which students have an 

opportunity to conceptualize for themselves and create their own understandings” 

(Cooper 85).  The theory revolves around the student: 

learning occurs when students interact directly with whatever materials or 
events encompass the learning experience and when they create their own ideas 
and understandings from this interaction.  This means that constructivism 
focuses on learning, not telling.  Students are encouraged to take chances, given 
opportunities to experiment on their own, and accept responsibility for their 
own learning.  Moreover, great emphasis is placed on creating a classroom 
environment that encourages students to interact with one another.  (Cooper 
85) 

The devised theatre pedagogy is designed to create an atmosphere where the students 

feel comfortable to contribute to the group collaboration of the original performance. 

The summer before the class began, I chose the theme of beauty for the 

students to explore.  I believe this topic is important for individuals to explore to 

ascertain what influences they are allowing to shape their thoughts and actions.  

External beauty is over-emphasized in by our Western culture through media: movies, 
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television, magazines, news, and music.  My desire was for the students to take their 

experiences and research to determine what they personally believed about internal 

and external beauty.  Three art majors and six theatre majors formed the corpus of the 

class.  All were female, but I would have explored this theme even if we had had a mix of 

students.  Since I know the author of the book Authentic Beauty, I was able to obtain her 

permission to use her book and the stories in her book for the course.  Authentic Beauty 

was an excellent starting point for gathering research, because it offered a contrasting 

worldview to what the media offers.  According to Oddey, this topic speaks precisely to 

the goals of devising theatre which she describes as:  

a process of making theatre that enables a group of performers to be physically 
and practically creative in the sharing and shaping of an original product that 
directly emanates from assembling, editing, and re-shaping individuals’ 
contradictory experiences of the world.  (Oddey 1, emphasis added)   

My goal was to create an ensemble in which the students could use others’ experiences 

to rethink their worldview.  To begin this exploration of the topic, the students were 

asked to journal about their thoughts concerning beauty including whether they 

thought they were beautiful and whether they found others beautiful.  I wanted to 

know what they defined as “beauty.”  The students were also asked to reflect on the 

book they were reading Authentic Beauty.  To begin outside research, the students were 

asked to journal about ideas/art works/songs that could be used in a performance.  

Since the course was taught in an institution that asks the students to look to the 

Christian Bible for ways to pattern their lives, I asked that the students examine what 

the Bible says about beauty.   I believe that it is very important to begin with the 

students’ current mindset and not to assume what they think or know.  At the 

conclusion of this document, I will discuss the changes that the students achieved and 

how this was reflected in their work.        

The theme of beauty and the book assigned would also fulfill my goal for the 

students to begin the process with contrasting views of a theme.  Although we began 

with Authentic Beauty, the students were expected to follow up with outside research 

for stories, images, music, and other performative elements.    The process and 
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performance was beneficial for the students to be able to struggle with the concept of 

beauty by creating the material for a performance, as well as for the audience who were 

to experience the show.  The readings from Authentic Beauty and writing in journals 

proved significant in beginning the students’ process of thinking and conceptualizing 

about what the media thinks about beauty, what the Christian Bible says about beauty, 

and ultimately what the students themselves believe and how their thinking evolved in 

the process of creating the performance.  The students read a section of the book and 

answered specific questions concerning the material and what they believed about 

beauty in relationship to themselves and others.  The students were asked to consider 

beauty in the light of their Christian faith by exploring what the Bible says concerning 

the topic.  One of the students set up a Facebook group.  The students were able to 

communicate when they were not in class.  They shared pictures, music, scenes, stories, 

videos, and comments to continue the collaborative process outside the theatre. 

The lesson plans (Appendix F) were designed according to Madeline Hunter’s 

Direct Instruction Model.   In the 1970s, Madeline Hunter developed an effective 

instructional model that evolved into seven components for a lesson plan:  1) 

anticipatory set, 2) objectives, 3) teaching, 4) standards (expectations), 5) guided 

practice/monitoring, 6) independent practice, and 7) closure. 

The first element of the lesson plan is the anticipatory set.  The purpose of the 

anticipatory set is to remove distractions in order to focus on the lesson presented.  

Other benefits of the anticipatory set that help students understand concepts taught in 

the lesson include gauging what the students already know to relate the material they 

are learning so as to avoid wasting time on something familiar.  Another purpose of the 

anticipatory set is to frame what the students will learn that day.   The anticipatory set is 

“an activity, event, object, or person that relates directly to students’ interests or 

previous experiences” (Cooper 81).      

The next element is the objective, a description of an instructional learning 

outcome: what the student will specifically learn or be able to accomplish.  The effective 

objective is student-oriented, observable, clear, and understandable.   Hunter states in 
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Mastery Teaching that “*s+tudents usually will expend more effort and consequently 

increase their learning if they know what it is they will learn today and why it is 

important to them” (Hunter 29).  There are benefits for both the teacher and student.  

By writing an objective, the teachers can improve their instruction and evaluation, while 

the students learn more efficiently and develop their own self-evaluation.     

During the teaching element, the teacher presents the material of the lesson 

including basic information, definition of terms, examples and non-examples, modeling, 

and the relation of the concepts to the class and the students’ life.     

Standards and expectations are criteria that the teacher sets for the students to 

test whether they have performed the tasks or learned the material.  Standards provide 

a value to the level of learning acquired.  For example: to receive an A, the students 

must master or comprehend 90% of the material.  Teachers may pick from four different 

techniques to gather information about the students: inquiry, observation, analysis, and 

testing.  Students are evaluated with standardized tests, teacher-made tests, checklists, 

rating scales, and questionnaires.   

For guided practice and monitoring, the students immediately practice what 

they are taught without a grade being assigned to their work.  Guided practice is 

monitored so the students are prepared to fulfill the independent practice (such as 

homework) on their own.  Guided practice can consist of assignments that replicate 

what they will be doing independently without teacher involvement.  The students’ 

understanding can also be checked in class by answering questions orally or by writing 

short responses.    

During independent practice, the students complete the assignment without any 

assistance from the teacher.  Independent practice consists of homework, exercises 

within the class, tests, papers, performance, etc.   

Closure is the final element that the teacher uses to determine if the student can 

organize the information.  The teacher communicates that the lesson is done, and 

reinforces or introduces the next lesson.   One example of closure: the teacher asks the 
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students to reflect on what they have learned in the lesson by connecting with previous 

knowledge.  

I designed lesson plans according to Hunter’s model, due to its practical success.  

Since adding guided practice to my classes, I have found that students demonstrate a 

better understanding of the concepts within discussions and show marked improvement 

during the performance of exercises and final scenes.  For students with varying degrees 

of experience in performance, Hunter’s model helps them to confidently complete 

assignments, including performing in front of their classmates and audiences.   

  Since my first goal was to create an ensemble, I dedicated the first few lessons to 

introducing the concept of devised theatre and building an ensemble through exercises 

which focus on collaboration, cohesion, listening, and reflecting.  Having used some of 

the exercises with other students, I was surprised how quickly and smoothly the current 

students began working together.  At the end of the lesson on the first day, the students 

did an exercise that did not go smoothly.  Part of the reason was the lack of time 

combined with the students’ unfamiliarity with each other, a central part of the 

exercise.  During the following class period, I used the fact the exercise did not work as 

intended as an example to the class of the mistakes that we would encounter during the 

process of creating the original performance.   

We spent several days building the ensemble.  On the second day, the women 

did the “Human Knot” exercise.  For the exercise, the students form a circle and reach 

across the circle to grab two different hands which they then hold onto while trying to 

untangle themselves into a complete circle again.  They noted that most had done this 

exercise before, but none of them had done the exercise as quickly as they were able to 

accomplish it that day.  I chose to approach the class with a looser version of my 

planned lesson in order to be flexible with the inevitable surprises and changes this 

format would offer.  On another day, the lesson was about listening and reflecting.  The 

students had been reading Authentic Beauty and journaling about the assigned 

questions for several days.  Before class started that day, some of the girls arrived early 

and began discussing the book.  It was obvious that they really wanted to reflect on the 
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book as a group; I used this opportunity as the anticipatory set of the day.  I reminded 

the girls that they didn’t need to agree with each other, but they did need to listen to 

what the others were saying thereby setting the example for a desired collaborative 

goal.  After three lessons focusing on building the ensemble, the students were ready to 

move on to the next step, creating collaboratively.   

My next goal was to give them the tools to be able to create original work.  The 

students who signed up for the class were all majoring in either art or theatre, and some 

of them were well versed in music.  Since it was impossible to teach everything about 

the arts in a few lessons, I focused on the essential elements of creating an original 

performance and allowed their individual talents to contribute to the process.  From 

Oddey, I had the idea for the lesson about “images.”  Bogart and Landua provided 

exercises for the lessons about “movement” and “voice.”  From Bicat, I used the 

element of “storytelling” and “devising music.” Bruder has an excellent chapter about 

“actions.”  Lamden inspired me to work with the students on “creating space.” Kerrigan 

provided techniques for “problem solving” and “constructive criticism.”  The objective 

for the “storytelling” lesson plan was to write a one-page monologue from source 

material.  To prepare the students, I taught them about characters, situations, and 

conflicts.  To help them learn about story structure, I had the students take a story apart 

to determine the most important events for a series of tableaux.  The “Devising music” 

objective was to write a song pertaining to the theme of beauty.  The preparation for 

this goal was the use of Anne Bogart’s and Tina Landau’s vocal Viewpoints, which will be 

described later in the chapter and will be discussed throughout the process.  Viewpoints 

is a movement/voice technique which “trains performers,” “builds an ensemble,” and 

“creates movement for the stage.” (Bogart and Landau 7)  Physical Viewpoints are 

divided into two categories: time (tempo, duration, kinesthetic response, and 

repetition) and space (shape, gesture, architecture, spatial relationship and 

topography).    

The next group assignment was to create three minutes of a piece which could 

be dance, collage, music, text, sound, images, sketch, monologue, or facts for the 
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“images” lesson.  With the idea that devised theatre can start anywhere, I had the 

students explore different images that exemplified beauty.  For the “movement” lesson 

plan, the objective was for the students to write a scene or create a piece of movement.  

Again I turned to Viewpoints, the physical exercises, to help prepare the students for the 

movement piece by defining and exploring the limitless possibilities.   I also taught the 

students about various story structures in preparation for the writing of the scene.  The 

next lesson’s objective was to demonstrate multiple actions with a reading.  An action is 

defined by Bruder as a “physical pursuance of a goal.” (Bruder 13)  I gave the students a 

checklist for a good action.  A good action is able to be done onstage, is enjoyable, is 

specific, and is consistent with the author’s view of the character.  Bruder suggests an 

example of a goal which cannot be physically done is “pursuing the American Dream.”  It 

is not observable and is not a physical goal.  Students consider some verbs to be 

undesirable acting choices, because they aren’t strong enough in tone.  For example, “to 

warn” is not as strong as “to threaten.”  Finally, the wrong action might change the 

course of the play in a way that the author had not intended.  An example is that the 

playwright intends for the character to do some form of “to attack” but the actor 

chooses “to adore” which is completely the opposite.  Also during this lesson, we began 

looking at the possible structures for the piece as well as what the students wanted to 

work on.  Because the students would be creating multiple characters and spaces, the 

next class period we worked on “voice and creating spaces.”  After warming up with 

vocal Viewpoints, the students demonstrated the objective by creating characters in 

multiple spaces through different voices by vocally exploring pitch, dynamic, tempo, 

duration, timbre, shape, gesture, architecture, repetition, and kinesthetic response.  The 

objective of the lesson dealing with “problem solving” and “constructive criticism” was 

to demonstrate skills that pertained to these topics.  I carefully laid out the attitudes 

and criteria the students were to use for constructive criticism.  The students were 

asked to brainstorm about possible problems that might arise during the process and 

improvise possible solutions to the problems.                  
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The importance of the guided practice and independent practice became clear 

during the lessons.  During the lesson about “storytelling,” for guided practice the 

students were asked to write a monologue about one of two pictures.  The first picture 

was a Norman Rockwell painting of a little girl staring in the mirror with a picture of a 

movie star in her lap.  The second was a picture of a young woman looking in a mirror, 

but her reflection is being pulled by multiple hands.  I was so impressed with their work 

that I asked them to read their monologues in front of the class.  Intentionally 

communicating the criteria was imperative to their success in the written assignments.  

Lack of clear direction occasionally led to confusion about what specific topics they 

should be writing about.  

The level of collaboration varied in the group projects.  For the guided practice 

on the topic “devising music,” the students collaborated on the entire process.  For the 

independent practice, each group created well developed songs.  Unfortunately, within 

each group individual students did not collaborate as much as intended nor as much as 

they had during the guided practice.  Within each group, the students should participate 

in various roles; they should sometimes be leaders and sometimes followers.  As a level 

of comfort grows within the group, their skills and personalities will appear, and the 

level of cooperation within collaboration should increase.   

Hunter’s advice about beginning the lesson with the objective and the purposes 

behind the model proved to be particularly helpful for the lesson concerning “images.”  

This lesson is described below.  Students were given a clear idea of what they were 

going to do and why I was presenting the material.  This also helped them to make 

connections between previous knowledge and new material. The students’ reactions 

during the presentation and their work with guided and independent practice showed 

that they understood the concepts.   

Discussions were structured in order to incorporate all student input.  For 

example, the “images” lesson began with each student passing to the person next to her 

the image she had chosen which exemplified beauty.  The images presented a range of 

ideas including high fashion, art works, magazine covers, fantasy, and photographs of 
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animals, flowers, and children.  The girl who held the image discussed what she saw in 

the picture.  Then the student who had brought the picture gave the reasons why she 

brought the picture.  The conclusion of the lesson included opportunities to further 

discuss any image in greater detail.  The independent practice effectively indicated to 

the instructor whether the students understood the teaching portion and the guided 

practice.  For the first set of presentations in which the students worked in small groups, 

two students went significantly over the suggested time limit.  A couple of the groups 

also gave a report about their selected topic instead of creating a piece that could be a 

part of a performance.  Student attendance of the class periods assured a closer 

following of the criteria outlined for the project.   

I only had to revise the devised theatre course schedule once in the semester.  

After developing the lesson plan for movement, I discovered that I needed more time to 

teach the topic, so I revised the schedule to include two days of movement, because I 

realized that I would need more time to effectively communicate and test the students 

over the information.   

Around the time that I revised the schedule, I received some positive feedback 

about the process.  One student, who consistently arrived at class ten minutes early, 

told me that she actually wanted to do the homework for the class.  Another said that in 

most of her classes she did not feel like she could be herself in class, but in this 

particular class, she felt comfortable expressing who she is. 

There were still hurdles to overcome, however.  For the assignment where the 

students were asked to write a scene or create a piece of movement, I taught the 

physical Viewpoints and the variety of story structures.  The following are the story 

structures from Greig’s Young People, New Theatre: A Practical Guide to an Intercultural 

Process that I presented to the class: linear narrative, disruptive narrative, Chinese box 

structure, circular narrative, relay race narrative, and various narrative dynamics.  The 

linear narrative is a classical structure in which the story progresses in a chronological 

manner from beginning to end.  The disruptive narrative begins later in the story and 

either goes back in time with “flashbacks” or jumps forward in time with “flash 
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forwards.”  The Chinese box structure, also known as Russian doll structure, has a main 

linear storyline and other smaller storylines within it that have no connection to the 

main story.  The circular narrative ends where it began.  The relay race narrative 

involves the “passing” of one character from a previous scene into the following scene.  

The narrative dynamic of a play structure should be purposefully constructed.  A 

narrative structure that has been used in devised theatre is the introduction of a new 

element, character or group, which intrudes and changes the status quo.  Another 

structure incorporates fantasy, dreams, or the past to reveal something in the 

actual/present world.  Characters can also share similar backgrounds which unite them 

as them progress through their individual stories.  The final structure that we discussed 

is about two stories that intersect in places and then join at the end.   

Challenges in presenting the material concerning “story structures” became 

apparent when I was looking through the students’ guided practice, which showed a 

lack of understanding due to a lack of familiar examples and non-examples.  The next 

class period, I re-taught the section by taking a single story “Cinderella” and showing 

how it would work with the different structures.  First, I discussed the linear structure of 

the fairy tale “Cinderella.”  Next, I applied the disruptive narrative and gave the example 

from “Cinderella” that the story would begin later and then flashback to the beginning 

scenes as the story progressed.  Another example I gave was the circular narrative in 

which the plot would begin at the end of the “Cinderella” story and then move to 

beginning of the story to reveal its meaning.  During another guided practice about 

actions, the students took the action of embarrassing each other.  The students were 

using the action of “embarrassing” or “belittling” each other, but were themselves being 

embarrassed instead.  The latter verb, as used, was much more passive.  The verb “to 

embarrass” had to be applied by one student to the other, not by the student to herself.  

When I clarified the assignment with more examples, the students were able to 

complete the assignment successfully.  Using familiar examples worked much better.   

Theatre artists will sometimes discuss a topic, but confuse each other by using 

different terms to describe the same concepts.  I wanted the students to be able to 
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share common terms, so I taught them Anne Bogart’s and Tina Landau’s vocal and 

physical Viewpoints.  The philosophical ideas concerning movement in time and space is 

based on the work of Mary Overlie and Aileen Passloff.  The Viewpoints method has 

become popular partly because of the techniques which require the practitioners to use 

right brain thinking, thus the performer does not intellectualize the exercises.  With this 

specific language, the students’ discussions were better and their work was clearer.  This 

was seen in the lesson about “voice and creating spaces.”  The students created a scene 

using Viewpoints to indicate different given circumstances with their bodies and voices.  

The other members of the class had to guess the locations created.  These scenes went 

particularly well as the exercises prepared them not only to complete assignments, but 

also discuss what they were doing.  At times during the discussion, they would begin 

imitating what had been done, but students were encouraged to use the Viewpoint 

language instead.  I was impressed by some of the very profound thoughts and 

observations that emerged.     

Other valuable tools for discussion are “problem solving” and “constructive 

criticism.”  Oddey writes that everyone in the group must contribute to be able to 

communicate effectively.  The individuals must “respect and trust” each other during 

criticism so that the artist’s own work may be given up for group’s best interests (Oddey 

24-25).   

A whole lesson dedicated to these topics was beneficial for the rehearsal process 

and invaluable for the evaluation after the performance.  Before the class period, some 

of the students were asked to bring work in order to immediately apply “constructive 

criticism” to it.  The feedback after the lesson was much more detailed than in previous 

discussions. 

Two lessons that I added during the semester were “immediacy” and “titles.”  

After watching the students’ work, I felt that there was an absence of being-in-the-

moment, so I had them focus on being present and not anticipating.  The exercise that I 

used to help the students with this element was “losing something important.”  The goal 

for the actors was to really look for the item.  While shaping the performance, I saw that 
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we needed to spend time creating a title for the overall piece.  I wanted the students to 

consider what made an appropriate title: how it could interest a potential audience 

without revealing too much of the piece.  Smily gives a variety of examples from plays 

including: “a leading character’s name: The Late Henry Moss,” “emotions: Love! Valour! 

Compassion!,” “an image: A Bright Room Called Day,” “a character trait: Top Girls,” “a 

quotation: The Little Foxes,” “a situation or event: How I Learned to Drive,” “a place: 

Homebody/Kabul,” “a description: The Foreigner,” “objects: Fences,” “a meaning: Wit,” 

“an item of humor or irony: Oh Dad, Poor Dad, Mamma’s Hung You in the Closet and I’m 

Feelin’ So Sad,” and “a literary allusion: Oleanna.” (Smiley 223)  The goal of the lesson 

was to collaboratively create a title for the performance.  By this time in the process of 

teaching Hunter’s model, I had become so used to using the instructional model that a 

formal lesson plan was not necessary for the lesson to be completed.   

During the class periods for the independent practice, the students created 

pieces that would be included in the final performance and shaped the pieces during the 

rehearsals.  We focused on creating, assembling, and editing the work through the next 

section of “presentations,” “group work,” and “rehearsals.”  Simon Woods of Zen Zen Zo 

Physical Theatre comments about the process versus the product: 

In some ways the training journey is more interesting than the production.  
Watching a group of people who go through this incredible process of 
transformation, physically, spiritually, mentally, intellectually over a period of 
time together in the training room is a truly profound thing.  The performance 
then is like opening a door to say ‘This is where we’re at; this is what we’re 
thinking about,’ and then the door closes again and we go back into the training 
room.  We believe this is quite different to the way a lot of theatre is created and 
even conceptualized . . .  (Heddon and Milling 161) 

Woods emphasizes process.  It is enough that students go through the experience 

whether or not the product is what they expected.  I was trying to do both.  I was 

equally concerned that the students had a quality experience through the process and 

that they create a quality product for themselves and their audience.   

To begin the process of shaping the performance, the students brought in note 

cards of either scenes that had been written or ideas for scenes.  Each student took on 

one of the projects with the option to work individually or with a group.  All but one of 
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the students was assigned a particular project.  Instead she designed the publicity 

materials.  She would ultimately paint the central image that we would use to represent 

the essence of the performance.  Later in the process, she took on other production 

roles including performing in other pieces.   

In later class periods, the students collaborated on ideas for the look of the 

image.  When the student in charge of the publicity began painting, she became 

frustrated by some of her unsuccessful efforts, but one of the other students convinced 

her to modify the canvas.   The two students began to collaboratively paint on the same 

canvas.  When asked how often two painters worked on the same canvas, they replied 

that it didn’t happen very often, but they were enjoying it.  One of the girls commented 

that it would be “cool” if they had two styles on one canvas.  By working together on 

this painting, one of the students said she would like to try collaborating on another 

project. 

It was at Emerson that I first participated in a devised theatre project.  The 

teacher did not assign roles, but the teacher and students collaborated on the casting.  

The actors would call out what they wanted to play.  The problem with this approach 

was that the students who were more vocal got many parts, and the quiet students got 

none or few.  The teacher came back and recast roles to accommodate everyone.  I 

wanted to avoid this more arduous process, so I had the students email me their first, 

second, and third choices of acting roles.  I assisted the directors and writers with the 

casting process.  Eventually, each student ended up with five to eight roles. 

Lubbock Christian University (LCU) had several possible performance spaces, 

including several large theatres, large and small classrooms, and lobbies.  I presented 

the pros and cons of the different spaces and allowed the students to discuss what they 

thought.  The discussion narrowed the choices to the lobby in the C. L. Kay Christian 

Development Building; an intimate, 50-seat space in the Alison Music Center; or the 

stage in the McDonald Moody Auditorium.  The majority of the students wanted both 

the actors and audience on the stage.  Unfortunately, the space that would best 

accommodate this idea was used during the day for band rehearsals, which proved to 
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be an obstacle to the theatre students’ rehearsals.  The class ultimately decided on the 

space in the Alison Music Center for rehearsals and performance.      

Rehearsals were scheduled for three weeks during the class periods and five 

nights a week for three weeks.  For the first few rehearsals, we began with a reading of 

any new work or edited scenes.  As we created new scenes, we criticized them in a way 

that was constructive.  To me it was important that if the student requested 

constructive criticism about the work, the other students would give positive feedback 

including ways to improve it.  The night would progress with the students physically 

practicing the scenes.  We would attempt to rehearse multiple scenes at the same time, 

but this was challenging due to the fact that each of the actors were in more than one 

scene. 

My role at this point was guide: I kept the students on track by moving around 

the building to watch the scenes.  I guided the students’ work, focusing their attention 

on the different views each had on the topic.  For example, when two students created 

separate monologues, I suggested they should try inter-cutting their pieces, rather than 

speaking their entire speeches one after another.  In this way, the audience could 

compare the actors’ views more effectively.   

Most of the students had a lack of training and experience in directing.  Some 

had been shown what to do by their directors, who modeled what they wanted 

physically and vocally to be copied by the actors.  I mentored the student-directors by 

suggesting the various elements that a director needs to consider such as staging, 

composition, levels, objectives, actions, cost, physical and vocal Viewpoints, how to 

safely perform rough physical contact, and sightlines.  I intentionally worked directly 

with three students who were each performing a monologue because of the following 

problems: one of the students had a hard time taking direction, one of the actresses was 

not used to the type of direction the majority of the students were using, and one of the 

monologues was difficult because of the inherent subtleties in meaning.    

Throughout rehearsals, I would suggest other tools that the students needed for 

the performance.  For example, in terms of voice, I did exercises with the students to 
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address issues of projection as well as to help them to create physically and vocally 

distinct characters.  During a rehearsal, I could see that projection was a problem, so I 

asked the director of the piece if I could work with everyone.   When the students 

returned to the scene, the projection was much improved.   

During a night rehearsal, the students built the characteristics of three 

characters using physical and vocal Viewpoints.  Tempo is “the rate of speed at which a 

movement occurs; how fast or slow something happens onstage.” (Bogart and Landau 

8)  To introduce the physical Viewpoint of time, Bogart and Landau suggest having the 

actors find an action which they repeat at different tempos.  Afterwards the performers 

are to explore the meanings behind the various speeds.  Throughout the Viewpoints 

exercises Bogart and Landau encourage coaching and encouraging to correct or reaffirm 

what the performers are doing. 

Bogart and Landau teach a series of exercises that build upon each other to 

introduce the terms and techniques.  After limiting the actors to walking on an 

imaginary grid while experimenting with different tempos, the group is told to shift 90% 

of its focus to duration and to stay in tempos longer or shorter than feels natural.  

Duration is “how long a movement or sequence of movements continues.” (Bogart and 

Landau 8)  For ensemble duration work with Viewpoints, actors collaborate by creating 

movement for a specific length of time.    A way to think about duration is like Morse 

Code – fast tempo (short time period), slow tempo (long time period), and very slow 

tempo (very long time period).       

Kinesthetic response is “a spontaneous reaction to motion which occurs outside 

of you.” (Bogart and Landau 8)  An example of kinesthetic response is when someone 

scratches their fingernails on a chalkboard and another person cringes, or when a gun is 

fired, someone jumps.  For the exercise, the performers are told to stop or start based 

on what else is going on within the room.  If someone stops beside the actor, he or she 

could turn away or stop as well.  The actors need to let go of making choices and simply 

react.      
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At this point in the exercise, the students put aside what they had been working 

on so far to focus on repetition.  Repetition is the imitation of something happening 

within the exercise either “internal repetition (repeating a movement within your own 

body)” or “external repetition (repeating the shape, tempo, gesture, etc., or something 

outside your own body).” (Bogart and Landau 9)  The performers can repeat what is 

happening close to them or far away.  Everything they do is to be a repetition.   They do 

not have to imitate just one performer, but can imitate a number of performers.  The 

actor has the option to repeat one person’s direction and another person’s speed.  After 

a few minutes, the actors can recycle movement that they have previously seen or 

done.          

The following Viewpoints are a part of the space category.  Shape, in terms of 

Viewpoints, is the silhouette that the body makes in motion.  Shape can be lines, curves, 

or a combination of the two and will be still or moving.  Also shape can be “the body in 

space; the body in relationship to architecture making a shape; [and] the body in 

relationship to other bodies making a shape.” (Bogart and Landau 9)  While working 

with shape, the performers no longer have to move or work on the grid.  The actors 

explore creating “linear or angular” lines with their bodies and then “curved or circular.”  

(Bogart and Landau 47)  After working with the elements individually, the actors work 

with a combination of the two, lines and curves.  The movements should flow into one 

another.  With a faster tempo, the students will not be able to preplan.  They are 

encouraged to work with others to create shapes and even to move across the space 

together.        

Gesture is the Viewpoint shape that has a beginning, middle, and end.  “Gestures 

can be made with the hands, the arms, the legs, the head, the mouth, the eyes, the feet, 

the stomach, or any other part or combination or parts that can be isolated.” (Bogart 

and Landau 9)  Bogart and Landau have identified two types of gestures: “behavioral” 

and “expressive.”  A “behavioral gesture” is a gesture that you would see in life.  It “can 

give information about character, time period, physical health, circumstance, weather, 

clothes, etc.  It is usually defined by a person’s character or the time and place in which 
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they live.  It can also have a thought or intention behind it.” (Bogart and Landau 10)  The 

gesture can be one that happens in private or public.  An “expressive gesture” reveals 

“an inner state, an emotion, a desire, an idea or value.  It is abstract and symbolic rather 

than representational. (Bogart and Landau 10)  It could express an emotion (happiness, 

sadness, or fury) or ideas (peace, conflict, or eternity).  The actors explore the above 

with gestures as small as the movement of a finger to movements with the whole body.                           

Architecture is the exploration of one’s environment and how it affects movement.  

The actors work with the various elements in the space: “solid mass,” “texture,” “light,” 

“color,” and “sound.”  The actors move around the room and react with the space by 

using the other Viewpoints. If the light is shining in the window, the actor can use a slow 

tempo in the shade and a quick tempo in the light.    

Spatial relationship is the distance between bodies and/or architecture.  The actors 

first explore the comfortable distances between people such as two – three feet. Once 

the performers have become aware of the distance that one uses with strangers and 

friends, they work with extreme spatial relationships which are too close or too far 

away.    

Topography is “the landscape, the floor pattern, *or+ the design we create in 

movement through space.” (Bogart and Landau 11)  To help the performers understand 

topography, they are asked to pretend that they have red paint on their feet and that, 

as they move, they create patterns: circles and lines as well as levels.  As they move 

around the space, the actors also consider the size and shape of the space they are 

using.  To conclude the session, the actors engage in Open Viewpoints.  They 

incorporate all nine of the physical Viewpoints into the exercise.      

Vocal Viewpoints have some of the same terms as physical Viewpoints but add a 

few others.  They are: tempo, duration, repetition, kinesthetic response, shape, gesture, 

architecture, pitch, dynamic, acceleration/deceleration, timbre, and silence.  I did not 

coach the students all of these Viewpoints: instead we focused on pitch, dynamic, 

tempo, duration, and timbre.  “Pitch is where a sound lies within the possible range of 

the instrument, in this case, the voice.” (Bogart and Landau 112)  To help the actor 
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explore his/her own range, he or she begins intoning at his/her lowest pitch with the 

first syllable of a three-syllable imaginary word.  The actor raises his or her pitch with 

each syllable until the highest pitch is reached.  Next, the actors experiment with 

switching pitches on each syllable using the three-syllable word.  The dynamic is volume: 

loudness or softness of the sound.  The actors use the word that they have created to 

explore volume by starting with a whisper and continuing until volume reaches the 

loudest ranges.  After finding their ranges, they have the opportunity to try different 

dynamics with each syllable.  Tempo and duration are the same elements used in the 

physical Viewpoints, except with the voice.  One’s physical resonators: head, nose, 

throat, belly, affect the unique timbre each actor has.  Actors experiment with sending 

sound through their various physical resonators.          

To create physically distinct characters, we first worked on tempo, duration, 

spatial relationships, topography, shape, gestures, architecture, repetition, and 

kinesthetic response.  I asked the students to try various elements even if they thought 

that they were wrong for the character.  In order to connect the physical and the 

mental, I asked the students to use the different tempos and, as they were doing so, to 

think about how the character would use different elements.  Next, the actor would 

change from a neutral body position to her first character and later to other characters 

after they had been developed.    

After they were sure of the character’s physicality, I coached them to create the 

character’s vocal characteristics: pitch, dynamic, tempo, duration, and timbre.  First, the 

students chose a line that expressed the character.  After completing work on a second 

character, the actors were exhausted, but they gathered their strength to create a final 

one.  That evening was one of the proudest moments I had during the rehearsal 

process.  The actors’ willingness to work beyond their exhaustion during rehearsal 

earned the students extra points for their rehearsal grade.      

Since collaboration is central to the devising process, I looked for this element 

throughout the process.  The students' ability to collaborate varied according to the 

person and project.  We brainstormed about many topics including the space we would 
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be performing in, the title, and the first and last piece.  Lamden discusses the reality of 

what collaboration looks like:   

You’ve got to be prepared, the moment you speak an idea, the moment it has 
left your lips, to know it’s no longer yours, because you’ve planted a seed in 
someone else’s brain, it will take root there and germinate into something else, 
which is a joy and frustration.  When you devise, you can have as many ideas as 
you want, but you’ll never see the whole lot on stage at the end.  (Lamden 21) 

As Lamden points out, collaboration is about trying everyone’s ideas before coming to 

final conclusions.  Some of the students had difficulty with this collaborative 

brainstorming.  When a student would suggest an idea, she found it occasionally 

challenging to have someone take the idea and change it to something else.  This 

difficulty was evident when we were discussing how to frame the piece, to formalize the 

beginning and the ending.  I talked about the pieces that were being developed, and I 

asked the students to brainstorm about how to pull all the pieces together.  Some of the 

students would begin with the statement that they did not want to contradict what had 

previously been said.  I pointed out that we were brainstorming and that anyone could 

throw out ideas.  Sometimes the conversation would wander, and I would have to help 

them return to the topic.  All the students were expected to participate in the 

brainstorming session.   

During the lesson about problem solving, one of the students brought up 

personality clashes.  This was a problem during the rehearsal period when two actors 

were turning a scene into a battle of personalities.  The director of the scene wanted to 

ask one of the students to give up her role.  I suggested she either work through it with 

both actors or have both actors removed; she worked through the problem.  Another 

time, some students had trouble criticizing the costume designs in a positive manner.  I 

reminded the students to use the techniques regarding constructive criticism and to be 

respectful when talking to each other.   Once the problem was addressed, the issue did 

not come up again, due to the use of these techniques.  

Both the greatest collaboration and least amount of collaboration happened 

when students began to edit their work.  Throughout the semester, the students were 

reminded that not all the scenes would be included.  The inclusion of the scenes would 
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be determined by the quality of writing, directing, and acting.  To highlight the story 

structure, I suggested that the group should look for a thread connecting the material.  I 

asked that they consider the build of the show, scenes that would need costume 

changes, and to move scenes that had the same tempo next to each other.  Our first 

idea was to structure the play chronologically through the ages of the females in each of 

the scenes, but this did not unify the piece.  As we put the performance together, we 

also discussed the commonalities in scenes which could be cut.  Several scenes were 

identified that could be eliminated.  The students discussed whether the following 

structures would work: emotional climax, circular structure, relay structure, and the 

world’s idea of beauty compared to what they individually believed in order to create a 

shape for the performance.  Emotional climax involves the structure of the piece 

building to a high visceral moment.  The emotional climax structure involved finding 

scenes that built upon one another in terms of feeling.  In the circular structure, the plot 

ends where it begins.  One student suggested the circular and relay structure, but they 

all quickly agreed that the work they had written would not work within these 

structures.  The circular structure is one long flashback, so the play ends where it began.  

The scenes the students had written had multiple narratives versus just one. The relay 

race structure has one character from each scene progress to the following scene.  If “A” 

and “B” are in the first scene, “B” will be in the second scene with “C.”  “C” will then be 

in the next scene with “D” and so forth.  The relay race narrative also would not work in 

this instance, because the characters from one scene do not enter the other scenes in 

their pieces.  The students decided to structure the piece by beginning with what others 

believed about beauty and progress to what each of them had discovered.  I asked the 

students to put each scene in one of three groups: beginning, middle, and end.  Then 

the students got into three groups and structured the various scenes in relationship to 

each other.  From a class discussion, I understood that we would cut one of the 

student’s scenes, but rehearsal revealed the author of the scene only wanted to cut it if 

she could replace it with something else that she would write before the performance.  I 

suggested we read through each scene to determine the running time of the whole 
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piece in order to know how much material and time to cut.   After the read through, we 

saw that the overall piece was an hour and fifteen minutes without transitions.   

Because less is more, I told the students that we should aim for about an hour-long 

performance. One student decided to cut something that she had not finished.  Another 

student offered to cut the only piece she wrote on her own so that a student who had 

multiple scenes could have all of her scenes in the performance.  Another student also 

offered to cut all of her monologues.  Since there was such an issue concerning cutting 

entire pieces, I suggested that sections of many scenes could be cut slightly without 

losing the whole work and that the rest of the scenes should be edited.  The three 

groups of scenes, the beginning, middle, and end, were then brought together and one 

of the students commented that the new structure of the piece revealed beauty from 

the “outside to the inside.”  The ideas that had not been fully developed were cut, 

including a concept about two females.  The first scene would have shown them when 

they were young, and the next scene would have shown them when they were older.  

The purpose of the scenes was to show the effect beauty has on the two ages.  The 

scene was cut, because of the length of the piece and also because the student had not 

completely written those scenes.  She decided that it would be best to focus on editing 

the scenes that were already written.  Another scene was cut because a stronger scene 

in the performance did a better job of expressing the same idea.  Once the scenes were 

cut or edited, the pieces came together without the limitations of putting the scenes in 

a chronological order or using other structures that did not fit.  The students felt free to 

place scenes where they felt right.  The scenes that focused on outward beauty were 

placed at the beginning.  The middle section contained the scenes for the search for 

beauty, while the last section had the scenes that portrayed inward beauty.       

My goal for the piece was that the students’ collaboration would be considered 

not “my piece” and “your piece,” but “our piece.”  Several of the students wanted a 

program for the audience to represent what they individually had done.  The students 

wanted to discuss the program before we had run through the scenes, but I asked that 

we continue this topic after we had run through everything.  At the end of rehearsal, we 
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discussed what format the program would take, whether it would consist of bios 

(descriptions of the students’ previous work) or titles of the work, and how to deal with 

a scant printing budget.  I voiced my opinion that I would rather have nothing in print 

than have something that was cheap.  My suggestion to put the information on a 

PowerPoint presentation at the end of the performance created the concern that the 

audience would be confused.  I cited the example of the performance at Emerson.  We 

did not have titles of the scenes and therefore did not confuse the audience.  Reasons to 

have a physical program included the fact the students wanted one for their portfolio, 

and they felt that the audience should know specifically what each participant had 

created.  We ran out of time for the discussion, so I emailed my two mentors with my 

concerns about the budget and the students’ desire.  Both of them supported the 

students’ requests for a printed program without worrying about the additional costs.  I 

collaborated with the student who painted the production’s image to create a program 

that looked professional.  The results were both professional and appreciated by the 

students.    

The scenic elements, masks, and costumes were designed and created by the 

students.  The masks were created for the fantasy scenes that they developed (the 

“Alice” scenes and “Till We Have Faces”).  The “base” costume, which all the performers 

would wear by itself or with other costume pieces, was a collaborative decision: jeans 

and a white T-shirt.  Additionally, costumes and costume pieces were pulled from the 

theatre department’s stock in order to distinguish between the scenes based in reality 

and the fantasy scenes.  Minimal set pieces and props were used.  The upstage wall, six 

grey flats, could be used as a background on which to project pictures and video; it 

created a backstage area which allowed the actors to move to either side of the wings 

without being seen, and it allowed for multiple entrances and exits.  Blocks were used 

for tables and seats.  For the “Alice” scenes, the props were enlarged and made of foam 

to emphasize the fantasy element.  Other props were gathered by the students.  Our 

goal with the set, props, costumes, and masks was to be artistically consistent 

throughout the piece, but we wanted to also distinguish between the individual scenes.        
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During the final rehearsal, we asked a select group of people to attend in order 

to prepare the students for the performances.  The shows were scheduled before 

Thanksgiving break.  There were three performances on the weekend of November 20, 

2009.   Because many patrons will not attend a free performance, we decided the 

audience members should bring something as an entrance fee.  At the time the students 

were performing, LCU was pushing a canned food drive.  The students considered doing 

this, but I suggested that we find an alternative related to our theme of beauty.  One of 

the students, connected with Carpenter’s Church, which serves the homeless, found out 

that toiletries were needed, especially travel-size quantities.  We donated two very large 

boxes of toiletries to the homeless because of our audience patronage: they brought 

these items as their admission fee. 

The final product, performed by the students as a devised piece of theatre, was 

entitled Framed Reflections.  It was a series of scenes which explored the students’ 

feelings and ideas about beauty.  Each student contributed her talents and skills 

acquired in the class to create and perform this original piece.      

Framed Reflections begins with the scene, “Ideal Beauty.”  The performers each 

represent a decade from the 20th century by wearing a costume from that era.  

Individually, the performers exit the wings imitating a model’s runway walk as it might 

be seen in a present day fashion show.  Projections on the wall behind the performers 

are pictures representing various perceptions of beauty from different eras.  Each 

performer has one line during “Ideal Beauty” which is later repeated in another scene.  

Backstage, these lines are repeated multiple times at different tempos.  The first time 

the line is said at a medium speed with each performer following the next; the second 

time the performers overlap the last word of each sentence.  The third time, each 

performer begins her line when the other performer is halfway through her own; the 

final time everyone speaks her line at the same time.   

The group wanted fluid transitions and less pauses between scenes.  Instead of 

the audiences sitting in the dark while the performers prepared for the next scene, the 

actors created bridges (little interludes which commented on the theme) to show what 
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others thought about beauty through words and images.  A couple of the students 

found quotes and pictures on the theme of beauty that they projected on the back wall 

(see below).   

The second scene, “Silence,” is set in a homeless shelter.  A college student is 

helping serve on the food line as part of a service project for a college class.  The last 

homeless person who is served asks the college student if she will sit with her.  

Reluctantly she replies that she has school soon, but she can for a few minutes.  

Awkwardly, they sit in silence.  After checking her cell phone, the college student 

apologizes.  The homeless woman assures the young woman that silence can be 

beautiful.  The woman helps the student see the beauty that is all around her that she is 

too busy to notice.      

This is followed by “Mirror 1” which is the first of four scenes that involve a 

young woman, Caroline, observing her reflection in a mirror as she prepares for her date 

with a young man named Jackson.  Caroline and her reflection are played by two 

actresses who take turns leading the movement based on who is speaking.  Taking a last 

look in the mirror before Caroline leaves for her date with Jackson, she is accosted by 

her reflection.  The reflection criticizes her skinny jeans and make-up as not being good 

enough for her date.  Caroline decides to change. 

Next is “Alice 1,” the first of several scenes concerning Alice and a fantasy world 

that she enters through her mirror.  (The scenes are loosely based on the story Alice in 

Wonderland.)  All of the fantasy characters in the scene wear masks which reveal their 

characters.  For example, the White Lady wears a sparkling white mask that is outlined 

with pearls.  The scene begins off-stage with Alice, her mother, and her sister Dinah 

preparing for Dinah’s wedding.   After admiring Dinah and her dress, the mother 

discovers a tear in Alice’s dress and insists that she cannot participate in the wedding.  

After being compared to her sister again, Alice runs to her room, which is now onstage.  

She stares into her free-standing mirror, played by one of the students who is wearing a 

mask with small mirrors glued to it.  Alice asks the mirror, “Mirror, mirror in my way: 

what lies will you tell today?  Am I pretty?  Am I fair? Does it matter? . . . Why should I 
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care[?] . . .”  While still staring into the mirror, she sees some movement.  She discovers 

that the mirror is a door into another world.  The movement she saw is the White Lady 

who is wandering around because she is lost.  Alice tries to help her, but the Cheshire 

cat stops her.  Cheshire informs her that she became lost when she went looking for 

beauty.  When Alice asks her about beauty, Cheshire replies that “beauty is fleeting, and 

the more a person hunts for it, the farther and farther it gets.”  Alice determinedly 

continues her search.             

“Alice 1” is followed by “Cancer Thanksgiving,” a part of a series of recorded 

monologues which are letters that C, a female, is writing to a friend J, a male.  The first 

letter written to J is about the time that they had spent together over Thanksgiving.  

Many horrible incidents occurred during the holiday including the turkey catching on 

fire and the cat eating the stuffing.  C remains cheerful in the letter despite the fact that 

she is losing her hair.   The audience realizes that she has cancer from her remark that 

her friend bought her festive head scarves.  In the postscript she asks about the new mix 

CD that they usually send to each other once a month.      

“Princess 2” is one of two scenes about fairy tale princesses who want to change 

their predestined stories.  This scene is set backstage at a theatre which produces fairy 

tale stories, including “The Princess and the Pea,” “Rapunzel,” and “Little Red Riding 

Hood.”   The stars of the first two stories, Winifred and Rapunzel, refuse to go on the 

stage much to the chagrin of the Book Manager.  Both of the stars complain about their 

various situations.  Winifred whines about not getting a good night’s rest while Rapunzel 

complains about split ends and a migraine from having her hair climbed by the prince.  

Book Manager encourages the princess to go onstage for the little girls who look up to 

her.  Winifred tries to blame the wicked queen.  The Manager defends the actress by 

saying that she was just playing her character.  Winifred switches her blame to the 

writers and declares that it is not fair that she has to suffer a storm, chauvinistic prince, 

and over-protective queen.  Rapunzel counters that she has been locked in a tower for 

years.  When the Book Manager encourages them with the view that they are heroines, 

neither of the women will listen, because they do not see their actions of sitting in a 
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tower and sleeping on a pea as heroic.  The only way the Book Manager can get them to 

go onstage is to promise to change their stories by having some writers “spunk” up their 

characters.  The women ask her to completely change their stories, but she argues that 

“the world needs beautiful princesses to keep hope and imagination and fantasy alive.”  

Winifred settles for being called Fred in her new story.  The scene ends with the 

entrance of Little Red, who is complaining about the Big Bad Wolf.          

“We Only Come Out at Night” concerns two sisters, Lindsay and Ange, who are 

discussing Lindsay’s roommate’s issues.  The two girls sit next to each other sipping hot 

drinks.  Ange is concerned about her sister’s safety, because of the roommate’s horrific 

dreams that happen every night.  Ange tries to convince her sister to get a new 

roommate, but Lindsay will not consider it, because the roommate does not have 

anyone else to turn to and even turns violent when others suggest help.  Although Ange 

believes that Lindsay could be murdered in her sleep, Lindsay stands up for her 

roommate with the belief that she can change.  Lindsay reminds Ange that her 

nightmares went away.  Ange’s real problem with the roommate is revealed when she 

says that the roommate is better looking than she is.  Lindsay replies that she is jealous 

because of the physical damage that Ange suffered from her nightmares.  When Ange 

agrees, she pushes back her hair to reveal a horrible scar on her face.       

Between the first “Mirror” scene and “Mirror 2,” Caroline has changed clothes 

and applied more makeup.  She comes again to the mirror to inspect the changes.  At 

first she is pleased with the results until the mirror criticizes her fat “muffin top” and her 

terrible blouse.  Caroline leaves to change again.    

“Then I’d Feel Beautiful” consists of two monologues that are intercut with each 

other.  Jenna and Addison face a mirror (the audience) while putting on makeup.  Each 

reflects on her own experience (without acknowledging the other character).  Addison 

remembers the names that people called her because she was skinny, had glasses, and 

malformed teeth.  Jenna contemplates the time that a boy would not go out with her 

because of her weight.  Next, the girls reflect on the times that they tried to change 

their appearances, one by trying to gain weight with binge eating ice cream and the 
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other by losing weight by throwing up multiple times a day.  Male comments continue 

to shape their perceptions of themselves.  Addison dated a senior until he began to like 

someone new, someone who was beautiful and not thin like she was.  Her best friend 

tried to encourage her but ended up only hurting her.  Jenna’s self-esteem only got 

worse, and when she looked in the mirror she “still saw the lost little fat girl with head 

gear and braces.”  Addison’s body also changed with time, but she continued to “see 

that scrawny girl with long hair, buck teeth, and big glasses.”  The effects of high school 

can still be seen in her posture, since she does not stand up straight.  She is still so afraid 

of being compared to other girls.  Jenna’s secret game caught up with her when a 

routine tonsillectomy caused her to completely stop eating.  Her body shut down, and 

her kidneys failed.  Jenna’s secret game that she played for three years could have killed 

her, but she longed to be compared to other girls.  Each girl believed that the next 

change would make them beautiful.  The scene ends with the two girls saying in unison, 

“These thoughts consumed me.  I desired to be beautiful.  I just wanted to be beautiful 

like you.”    

During “Alice 2,” Alice stumbles across the Hattress, Doormouse, and Hare 

having a tea party.  At first, the Hattress refuses to allow Alice to join their tea party.  

While unsuccessfully sounding out Alice’s name to write on a name card, the Hattress 

begins criticizing Alice’s appearance.  To remedy the matter, the Hattress gets a towel 

from the Doormouse and proceeds to clean her face and hands.  The Hattress next 

starts to serve Alice sugar for her tea.  Since she will not stop, Alice distracts the 

Hattress by asking about all the hats that are laid out.  The Hattress proudly declares 

that the hats keep her organized by representing her different roles.  When she exits, 

the Doormouse pops up from the teapot – that she is continually shoved down into – to 

reassure Alice not to pay attention to the bitter Hattress because the latter is 

unattractive.  The Doormouse convinces Alice that the reason the Hattress wears all the 

hats is so people will not notice she is ugly.  The Doormouse argues that no one likes the 

Hattress, so she has to be ugly.  Alice, who is thoroughly confused, asks if the 

Doormouse is beautiful.  She replies that she is going to be famous so other people will 
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realize she is beautiful.  To prove that she will be famous, the Doormouse begins to sing 

“Twinkle, Twinkle, Little Star.”  When she volunteers to sing a second verse, the Hare 

shoves her back down into the teapot.  To answer Alice’s questions about why she 

pushed the Doormouse down, the Hare says that the Doormouse is annoying and does 

not know what she is talking about, because fame is ugly and creates chaos.  The Hare 

assures Alice that true beauty comes from within and that one should not pay attention 

to what other people think.  When the Hattress returns, the Doormouse pops up again 

singing “Twinkle, Twinkle, Little Star.”  The Hattress sends both the Hare and 

Doormouse away.  As they are leaving, the Hattress begins obsessively cleaning the set 

and complaining about their terrible manners.  Alice questions her about beauty, and 

the Hattress replies that beauty is “hard work and organization.”  Alice remembers that 

that is what her mom says.  The Hattress returns to her cleaning, and Alice leaves before 

she becomes part of what is being cleaned.   

“Cancer Christmas Eve” is the second letter from C to J.  She reveals that her hair 

has all fallen out.  To make light of the situation, she says that her father has referred to 

her as Voldemort and even gave her a cape and wand as an early Christmas present.  

She thanks him for the candy cane scarf.  After revealing her plans to drive up the next 

day to give him her present, she admonishes him to not burn the turkey again.  In the 

postscript, she thanks him for making up for last month by giving her an extra long mix 

CD.  She concludes with a confession that she forgot his CD, but will send two next 

month.      

“Sash of Unity” is a movement piece meant to represent the cultures of Japan, 

India, Africa, Italy, and Egypt.  In darkness, five performers stand with their backs to the 

audience.  Behind the actors, the only light in the room comes from the projections of 

pictures from that particular culture.  An actress manipulates each girl and places her in 

a pose that represents the culture of the pictures behind her.  While this is going on, the 

music from each country is playing in the background.  After the actress has placed each 

girl in the pose and draped the sash over her, the other four girls do the same for the 

first actress.   
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In “Cancer Christmas,” C writes to J right after seeing him to let him know how 

much she appreciates that he shaved his head for her.  She has printed their picture and 

put it next to her bed.  After admitting the fact that he looks better bald, she thanks him 

for the many scarves and all that he has done for her.   

In “Mirror 3,” Caroline returns to her mirror after changing into an expensive 

dress that makes her feel like a princess.  The mirror yet again tears apart her 

appearance, starting with her huge arms revealed under short sleeves.  The mirror 

proposes that she go workout more often and buy a whole new wardrobe, as nothing 

she owns is worth wearing.  Caroline protests that she does not have time before her 

date arrives.  The mirror’s negative words influence Caroline to call Jackson to cancel 

the date.  She makes up the excuse that she is not feeling well.  The mirror confirms her 

decision and criticizes her hair.    

In “Cancer New Year’s,” C thanks J for surprising her at the party and apologizes 

for not being able to stay at the party until after midnight.  She writes that she really 

enjoyed spending time with him at her apartment and creating their own New Year’s 

ball with Legos and Christmas lights.  Her favorite part of the night was the New Year’s 

kiss.  After admitting that she will not be able to drive for Easter, C promises to send a 

box of eggs.   

During “Princess 1,” Snow White, Cinderella, and Briar Rose speak directly to the 

audience.  The characters speak in unison, overlap each other, and speak small 

individual passages.  The princesses tell their stories from the beginning to the present.  

They begin by saying that they are living happily ever after because they are beautiful.   

Briar Rose preferred the evil fairy who had cursed her to the shallow prince.  Cinderella 

wished that she could give back her night of freedom in which she danced, laughed, and 

was beautiful, because her beauty was all that the people cared about.  Snow White had 

been driven from home, but she had found a family again with “seven surrogate 

grandfathers.”  This family was taken away too, because of her beauty.  The princesses 

recount the dreams that they had had before they were each found by a prince.  These 

dreams had nothing to do with princes or castles.  They also realized that they were 
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beautiful before meeting the prince.  They lament their current circumstances of not 

being able to do what they love.  Each princess stands up and declares that her beauty is 

not the only thing that matters.  They are beautiful and will be beautiful.                

The “Movement Video and Monologue” portrays an actress moving, dancing, 

and interacting with various environments: a driveway, a bridge, stepping stones, a bank 

of a stream, a brick wall, a store with flowers and toys, a sidewalk with lights, a van, and 

a dock.  Attached to the video is a soundtrack that compliments the movement.  A 

monologue is read live which hints at a person who is moving through life with everyone 

else, but not as she wants.  Imagination takes over, and she is dancing and moving 

through nature which is beautiful to her.  The stepping stones take her to the bank of a 

stream.  The child inside of her is freed to play.  As she continues to dance, she discovers 

more and more about herself.  She decides to no longer just go “through the motions,” 

but begins to play with her surroundings.  The silly dances remind her of memories from 

her childhood.  After dancing with the light coming up from the sidewalk, she decides to 

dance on a van.  Her final dance is with a flashlight on a dock.  Her revelation is “The 

beauty of life is making those steps, taking those risks and being yourself in the midst of 

a shadowed world.  Life is beautiful.  This is my dance, what’s yours?”  As she concludes 

this line, she shines the flashlight down on herself.           

“Insecure” begins with Bailey staring into a mirror wondering how she can 

change into what her boyfriend wants.  Karis walks in as Bailey laments not being “good 

enough.”  Karis asks if she wants to talk about it.  When Karis assures her that every girl 

is insecure, Bailey counters that Karis is not insecure.  Surprised, Karis asks her why she 

thinks that.  Bailey replies that she carries herself with confidence and that guys 

constantly talk to her.  Karis confides that since she was an actress she decided to 

practice confidence.  “I learned that how I saw myself is how others would think of me . 

. . [i]nstead of listening to what others thought of me and reflecting on their views.”  

Karis has Bailey look in the mirror and pick one feature that she likes about herself.  

After Bailey chooses her eyes, Karis tells her to focus on that feature that she has 

confidence in.       
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“Alice 3” is the final scene about Alice and her journey in another land.  Alice 

encounters the Cheshire cat again.  When Alice declares that all she wants to know is 

why beauty is so important, Cheshire tells Alice to ask the mirror.  The White Lady and 

Queen of Hearts enter while playing croquet with a pink flamingo.  After the White Lady 

confides that she is lost despite doing everything that the Queen has suggested, the 

Queen assures her that everything will be all right.  Alice approaches the Queen to ask 

her what the matter is with the lady.  The Queen informs her that her heart is broken.  

When the Queen notices that she is upset, she asks why such a beautiful girl is so upset.  

She assumes that it has something to do with a boy and is surprised when she hears that 

Alice is single.  The White Lady interferes and tells the Queen to leave Alice alone.  The 

Queen assures the White Lady and Alice that she can fix their situations.  The White 

Lady did everything that the Queen told her to do, but only ended up losing herself.  

When the White Lady sends the Queen away, the Queen retorts: “Off with your heads!”  

The White Lady reveals that the Queen of Hearts is “like a broken mirror” that only 

shows people “the bits and pieces that reflect her views.”  Finally, the White Lady is 

freed to “appreciate real beauty.”  The White Lady leaves her with the encouragement 

to stay beautiful.  Alice faces the mirror once again.  Before she can leave, the mirror 

insists that she recognize the answer that she found.  Alice reenters her own world to 

find Dinah searching for her.  Alice assures Dinah that everything is all right and that she 

understands.       

“Till We Have Faces” is based on a scene from C. S Lewis’ book of the same 

name.  Orual and The Fox, her trusted teacher, are sitting in the grass near the palace.  

Orual reveals that she first realized she was ugly when her father the king had her wear 

a veil to his wedding for fear that the she would scare away her stepmother.  The Fox 

teaches her a new lesson, which is greater than anything that he has yet told her.  The 

Fox reveals that there is only one God, who is good and the “very embodiment of love.”  

Orual questions whether such a God could exist where beauty is sacrificed.  The Fox tells 

her that God sacrificed for them to love him.  God created everything to be beautiful.  

Orual cannot believe that anyone could consider her beautiful. She asked the gods why 
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she was so ugly.  Her sister interrupts their conversation to inform her that their father 

wants her.  Orual gets up to leave, and The Fox stops her.  The Fox tells her that his God 

will not answer her questions, because he is the answer; the truth she is searching for.  

Her sister comes again to fetch her.  Orual takes one look up into the skies and walks out 

the door.    

“Cancer Valentine’s Day” is the final letter.  Halfway through the letter, a song 

begins to play.  C writes to J to tell him not to come that weekend, because she does not 

want him to see that she has wasted away.  She is mailing him the key to her apartment 

so that he can have her music, books, a last mix CD, Archimedes (her stuffed owl), and 

the birthday present that she has hidden in her closet.  She writes that she knows his 

birthday is not until June, but she does not believe that she will be there to give it to 

him.  C thanks him for his “love and friendship” which has helped her to carry on.  She 

concludes the letter with her love.        

“Mirror 4” is the conclusion of the scenes between Caroline and her reflection.  

Caroline sits amongst her clothes while she wipes off the layers of makeup.  Someone 

knocks on the door, and she answers to find a bouquet and a card.  Caroline reads the 

card aloud: “I bet you’re beautiful even when you’re sick.  Get better soon so we can 

finally go on our date.  Jackson.”  When Caroline realizes that Jackson thinks that she is 

beautiful, she immediately calls him to say that she is feeling better and that she can go 

out.  The mirror starts again to criticize her appearance, but Caroline takes off her robe 

and covers the mirror.     

“Happily Ever After” is a monologue about an older woman dealing with changes 

in her life that she has no control over.  The woman recalls the most significant 

moments in her life as a wife and mother: her wedding, the birth of her children, and 

the children’s achievements and first dates.  The good was shared along with the bad.  

She remembers when her husband forgot their anniversary after 24 years.  After 

recalling the faith that they shared, she comes to terms with the latest memory of 

signing divorce papers with him.  She now has to sit alone at church and the movies; she 

also has to do what he used to take care of: drive, take out the trash, and reach the 
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things on the top shelf.  She vents that today is their daughter’s wedding which they 

should be sharing together, but instead he is bringing the new woman in his life.  She is 

rediscovering herself and has not given up hope even after her “‘happily ever after’ 

disintegrated.”      

“Treasure of Beauty” is about three little girls, Georgia, Anna, and Carlie, who are 

playing together.  Georgia, who is pretending to be a knight, and Anna, who is 

pretending to be a princess, are running away from Carlie, who is unwillingly playing the 

dragon.  Finally Carlie decides that she does not want to be the dragon anymore, 

because she is tired of playing the “ugly” parts.  Anna insists that she be the dragon or 

she cannot play with them anymore.  When Carlie starts to leave, Georgia stops her by 

saying that they will play something that does not have princesses.  When she suggests 

pirates, Anna declares that she will be the fair maiden.  Carlie pushes her off the box she 

is standing on while saying that she wants to be the girl.  Georgia decides that they will 

be pretty girl pirates who are looking for buried treasure.  But to find treasure, they 

decide that they will have to actually bury some.  The girls go to Anna’s garage to find 

something to put their treasures in.  After finding their box, they each place a treasure 

in the box.  Anna chooses her necklace, because it is “valuable and beautiful.”  Georgia 

puts in her “sparkly” barrette, since it is shiny and she thinks it is pretty.  When Carlie 

picks a flower to put in the box, Anna protests by saying it is a weed.  The girls start to 

argue whether the flower is good enough to go in their treasure box.  Anna declares that 

the box is hers so only beautiful things can go in it.  When Carlie asks who is going to 

decide whether something is beautiful or not, Anna says that she will.  Georgia breaks 

up the fight by asking why each of their treasures should go in.  Carlie declares that God 

made the flower so it is beautiful.  When Anna says the flower is ugly, Carlie says that 

Anna’s shoes are ugly.  Anna throws a shoe at her, but eventually agrees that the flower 

can go in.  Georgia stops another fight with the fact that everyone likes different things.  

Anna apologizes for getting mad, and Georgia rejoices that there will be no more 

fighting.  Anna replies that she will not promise that.        
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“Thank You” is a monologue written by a young woman to her parents.   She 

wishes that everyone could see her the way her parents see her; they see her heart.  

She reflects that they help her through all her problems, love her despite her flaws, and 

inspire her.  She knows that they believe she is beautiful.  They helped her to be 

beautiful by teaching her to care for and love others and by encouraging her to be who 

she is, an artist.  At the end of the scene, she thanks them for making her beautiful.      

“Our Ideal Beauty” mirrors the form of the first scene with a few changes.  The 

actresses behind the scenes sing the song that was written as part of the devising music 

lesson.  Each woman walks out of the wings, stands by the picture that she picked which 

represents beauty, poses downstage and poses upstage.  To conclude the performance, 

all of the women bow together.        

The first performance experienced technical difficulties because the movement 

video would not play.  After the performance, many of the audience members were still 

gathered, so the student who had developed the video was able to show them the 

video.  The other two performances went smoothly.  At each performance, the audience 

was requested to fill out a survey about their experience.  The final class periods, after 

the performances, were spent in individual interviews and a group post-mortem 

(production discussion) to ascertain what the students had learned and gained from this 

experience.   The audience surveys, the student interviews, and the performances in 

relation to the pedagogical goals will be discussed at length in the next chapter.   
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Chapter III 

Conclusions 

The purpose of this conclusion is to evaluate and assess my pedagogical goals in 

relation to the performance; to evaluate my teaching and role within the project; and to 

examine the audience surveys and student interviews as well as the postmortem.   

To evaluate and assess the project as a whole, I have turned to two facets of 

devised theatre: theatre-in-education (TIE) and applied theatre’s methods and research.  

The main books that have provided necessary information are Alison Oddey’s Devising 

Theatre; Philip Taylor’s Applied Theatre: Creating Transformative Encounters in the 

Community; and Learning through Theatre: New Perspectives on Theatre in Education, 

edited by Tony Jackson.  Both applied theatre and TIE create works with specific 

audiences in mind and/or created with the audience’s participation.  Oddey herself 

points out the importance of post-show reflection.  She comments about the companies 

that create performances using applied theatre, theatre-in-education, or other similar 

methods, “A company has to find a way to monitor the process in relation to the 

developing product in order to evaluate the progress of the work” (Oddey 21).  Within 

this section, Oddey brings up multiple questions regarding evaluation: “What is the 

value of the devising process?”  “How can it be measured in terms of the final product 

seen by the spectator?”  “[H]ow do you judge or evaluate the product?”  “What is the 

context for comparison, and what are the criteria for judging the work?” (Oddey 21).  In 

her search to answer such questions about devised work, Oddey states: 

Devised theatre encourages and supports the notion of a group of people having 
the opportunity to be artists in their own right, to discover their own creativity in 
form and content.  The importance of the devising process is to enable a number 
of individuals collaboratively to express, share, and articulate their views, beliefs, 
or opinions about British culture and society.  The evaluation or assessment of 
such work is ultimately dependent on those making or participating in the 
theatrical event.  Access can mean excellence.  Devised theatre has a place 
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alongside our literary theatre heritage.  Both are necessary; they are neither in 
opposition nor in conflict.  (Oddey 164)  

Oddey feels that devised theatre gives people a voice.  Those members of society who 

could not normally express their views are given a forum.  The product created was that 

much more important when informed by the students’ personal experiences that they 

were allowed to express.  The issues that arose from the devised project at LCU were 

important to the students.  The project gave them the opportunity to reflect on beauty, 

externally and internally.  These were issues they admitted they had not thought about.  

At the same time, they could take pride in the artistic ways that they explored the issues 

and made the audience consider them.  They were creating an art piece, not just having 

a teacher guided discussion.   

It was just as important to me to reflect on the significance of what they had 

done.  I needed the form of evaluation to focus their attention on the meaning of their 

work.  For some evaluation models, I turned to the book Learning through Theatre by 

Tony Jackson which discusses Theatre in Education (TIE).  In it Tony Jackson writes, 

“Essentially TIE seeks to harness the techniques and imaginative potency of theatre in 

the service of education.  The aim is to provide an experience for children that will be 

intensely absorbing, challenging, even provocative, and an unrivalled stimulus for 

further work on the chosen subject in and out of school” (Jackson 1).  After the 

experience and interaction of Theatre in Education, evaluation and assessment is 

important to all of those involved directly and indirectly such as artists, children, 

teachers, and parents.  Ken Robinson, the author of the article “Evaluating TIE” in 

Learning through Theatre, clarifies the difference between evaluation and assessment: 

Evaluation is a multi-faceted process.  How it is tackled depends on: (a) who is 
doing it and to whom; (b) what is being evaluated and why.  In essence, 
evaluation is a process of arriving at understanding the worth of something.  This 
means recognizing the multiple dimensions and the differing perceptions of its 
worth.  Evaluation is not the same as assessment.  In broad terms the purpose of 
assessment is to provide information about pupils’ abilities and attainments in 
education: the purpose of evaluation is to provide information about the quality 
of educational opportunities they receive. Evaluation looks at the teaching, not 
just the children.  (Jackson 252) 
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I used Robinson’s idea on evaluation to look at the value of what the students had done 

and to assess my own work.  For the evaluation of a TIE project, Robinson examines 

operation, content, context, and responses.  In considering the operation, the artist is 

evaluating the effects of the whole experience, beginning with the advertisement to the 

actual performance and the order of pieces, content, music, and acting.  The goal of the 

presentation is to portray the content in an impartial manner.  The context is “the 

circumstances in which the work takes place and the prevailing attitudes and values of 

those with whom it takes place.” (Jackson 261)  Responses should come from all of 

those participating in the experience.  For this chapter, I will consider the responses of 

the audience and students relating to the operation, content, and context, as well as my 

own observations concerning the process and product.   

So that the students could evaluate their own work, I had the students consider 

goals of the course in relationship to certain questions.  In the book, Applied Theatre: 

Creating Transformative Encounters in the Community, Philip Taylor explores another 

form of devised theatre, applied theatre.  The artist’s goal, according to Philip Taylor, is 

for the form to be a  

transformative agent that places the audiences or participants in direct and 
immediate situations where they can witness, confront, and deconstruct aspects 
of their own and others’ actions.  Applied theatre is committed to the power of 
the aesthetic form for raising awareness about how we are situated in this world 
and what we as individuals and as communities might do to make the world a 
better place.  (Taylor xx) 

Devised theatre has the same power as applied theatre.  It can do what the applied 

theatre proposes to do.  The diverse purposes of applied theatre include “raising 

awareness, posing alternatives, healing psychological wounds or barriers, challenging 

contemporary discourses, voicing the views of the silent and marginal” (Taylor xxi).  In 

evaluating and reporting the results of applied theatre, Taylor states the following 

should be considered and shared:  

As we attempt to crystallize the various perspectives around applied theatre, 
evaluations should take the multiple and shifting perspectives of teaching artists, 
participants, and the wider community that has a vested interest in the program 
into account.  Evaluations should include interview data, journal writing, 
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descriptions of behavior, anecdotes from participants, funder’s expectations and 
hopes.  The evaluation report should be a multitext narrative, which privileges all 
voices and is especially eager to solicit the voices of the silent.  (Taylor 130-131) 

I also found it important to consider the audience’s perspective. 

While an essential element to a theatre performance is the audience, their 

experiences and participation in the performance is often ignored or patronized.  A 

powerful element of art is how each person’s experience is individually unique although 

he or she has seen the same performance or art work as those also in the audience.  The 

students and I began the process of the creating the performance by considering the 

type of audience that we would attract.  We agreed the audience would probably be 

made up almost entirely of college students from LCU.  Surprisingly, a variety of ages 

attended the performance, and a large number of audience members were not in 

college.  To evaluate “the silent voice of the audience” for the conclusion of the 

dissertation, the audience members were invited to participate in a short, anonymous 

survey after the performance.  The questions were formulated based on previous survey 

questions that I had given to an audience and the advice of Dr. William Gelber.  Because 

the form of devised theatre would be new to the audience that would be attending the 

performance, I wanted to make sure that the theme was clear and whether the 

performance affected the audience.  Each survey contained four questions: “What is the 

story?”  “Which sections were the most effective?”  “What in the performance was 

unclear?”  “Did your perceptions of beauty change or broaden after the performance?  

If so, in what way?”   

For the first performance of approximately 40 audience members, 18 surveys were 

returned.  In response to the first question, 17 people wrote something about beauty.   

Some saw the performance’s story as an examination of what beauty is, and others 

commented on the various perceptions of beauty.  The one survey that did not mention 

beauty said the princess stories were not as happy as they had previously thought, and 

they hoped that by the end of the performance they would know what beauty is.   

Two surveys stated that all of the scenes were effective.  The audience members 

said the most effective scenes were the “Mirror” scenes (7 surveys), “Alice” scenes (4), 
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“Then I’d Feel Beautiful” (4), “Princess” scenes (3), “Cancer” monologues (3), “Happily 

Ever After” (3), “Insecure” (2), “Treasure of Beauty” (1), “Thank You” (1), “Silence” (1), 

and the dance (1) respectively.  Another person wrote that the most effective element 

of the performance was “the hardcore reality of not accepting yourself.”   

For the next question, ten audience members wrote that there was no portion that 

was unclear. One survey said that most of it was unclear, and another wrote that all of it 

was unclear.  The individual scenes selected for their lack of clarity were “Sash of Unity” 

(3 surveys), “Mirror” scenes (2), and “We Only Come Out at Night” (1).   

The final question asked if the audience member’s perception of beauty had 

changed or broadened after the performance and if it had, in what way.  Six people said 

that the performance had broadened their view and further explained why with the 

following comments (all of the bulleted comments that follow have been unedited): 

 “Everyone is beautiful in their own way and finding beauty in yourself is hard.” 

 “Beauty is in everything.”  

 “How it’s not all on the outside.” 

 “It turned from what the world thought to what you think.” 

 “It did and guys need this too.”  

 “It did because I realized how many girls are insecure.”  

Four audience members said that their perceptions were not changed but made the 

following comments: 

 “I appreciate the way it was presented in such a truthful way.” 

 “The more I come to know Christ the more his beauty is revealed to me. “ 

 “No new perceptions but a great message presented in a unique way – Great 

job.” 

One person wrote that it reinforced his or her views while another wrote that it was 

depressing.  Other comments were: 

 “Beauty lies not in the eye of the Beholder, it instead lies in the eye of the 

Creator.”   
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 “We can’t conform to what the world wants us to be, because we were all made 

unique.” 

 “Appreciated the emphasis on the many ways in which beauty appears in our 

world.” 

 “Beauty is so much more than scenery and faces.” 

 “It doesn’t really matter who you are on the outside, it is who you are on the 

inside.  God made you for you.” 

 “They did very good . . . that’s how I look at it!” 

For the second performance of 41 audience members, 15 surveys were filled out.  

For the first question, “What is the story?”, all but one wrote about beauty.  The 

audience member who did not write about beauty said that the performance was 

“about being what God made you to be.”  Again, the comments focused on what beauty 

is and the perspectives of beauty.  Some of the following are the more profound 

comments: 

 “Popular thoughts on Beauty and the negative effect they can have on women of 

the world.”  

 “Beauty in all of its forms, including its possibilities and pitfalls with special 

emphasis on women’s personal struggles with physical beauty (and society’s 

focus on it).”   

 “The journey through mine fields that is the cultural perceptions of beauty 

without to discover our true beauty within.” 

 “Teaching that beauty is not one thing.  That you yourself define what you 

believe beauty is.”   

 “Beauty of this world is only for a moment.” 

For the second question, four audience members commented that all of the scenes 

were effective.  Two also wrote:  

 “The fact that they were all intertwined made each one resurging and 

remarkable.”  
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 “What a great job – every cast member was so strong – very emotional, funny, 

and poignant – Excellent!!” 

The most effective scenes were the “Mirror” scenes (6 surveys), “Alice” scenes (3), all of 

the fairy tale scenes (2), “Princess” scenes (2), “Till We Have Faces” (2), “Insecure” (1), 

“Movement Video” (1), “Treasure of Beauty” (1), “Then I’d be Beautiful” (1), “Thank 

You” (1), and the personal scenes (1).  Two people wrote that the PowerPoint with the 

visuals and quotes was very effective.   

For the third question, ten people thought everything was clear.  The scenes that 

were denoted as unclear were “Alice Tea Party” scene (1 survey), “We Only Come Out at 

Night” (1), “Till We Have Faces” (1), the vocal for the “Movement Video” (1), and 

whenever the characters sat down (1).   

For the final question, six people wrote that their perception had changed and made 

the following comments: 

 “The quest for girl, acceptance in love is so difficult.  I did not realize.” 

 “Maybe – This was deep – I’ll be changing for a while.” 

 “Is there really such a focus on beauty?” 

 “Change, in a good way.”  

Six people said the performance did not change their perceptions, and although they 

were not asked to explain, they wrote: 

 “The presentation was fresh and alive and so I considered these issues with eyes 

anew.” 

 “It didn’t change, but it enriched. (Had I seen it when I was younger, it might 

have caused me to change my ideas at the time.)  It was very powerful.”  

 “Well, I’ve always believed that beauty is not defined to be one thing.  But the 

performance helped to portray this in different ways!  P.S. You are all beautiful.” 

 “I do appreciate the chance to experience.” 

 “I have never held to common conceptions of beauty.” 

 “I have always had my own perspectives.” 

Two other comments that did not include whether their perceptions were changed: 
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 “It was good.  Wish all girls could see this.” 

 “I wondered about the multi-cultural tour of beauty, all of the photos looked like 

Americanized or Westernized views of women and of a certain social class.” 

The third and final performance had the most audience members, 49, and the most 

surveys that were completed, 26.  Twenty-five of the audience members wrote 

something about beauty to explain the story of the performance, while the last did not 

write anything for the first question.  Again the responses to the first question focused 

on what beauty is and the perception of beauty.  Here is a selection of the comments in 

which these audience members elaborated on the answers more than the previous 

audience members: 

 “The story of beauty was permeated throughout and how the world sees 

beautiful in different times, situations.  It presented the soul of beauty.”  

 “As the name implies . . . reflections, beauty as seen and understood by 

ourselves, the world, even that sometimes deceiving double in the mirror.” 

 “The struggles, essence persona of beauty or truth really . . .” 

 “Discovery/Understanding of Beauty.” 

 “That our culture has been guided by media view of beauty (art, theatre, 

commercials, video, gaming, TV, etc.) – we do not have to accept the box.” 

 “The way beauty is shoved at us in the media tools and what real beauty has 

different meanings.  True Beauty is from inside.” 

 “The effects of beauty on the female psyche.” 

 “Beauty is in the eye of the beholder.” 

 “Beauty is different to everyone, but beauty can be found in everything.” 

For the first question, five audience members wrote that all of the scenes were 

effective.  The scenes that were individually mentioned as being the most effective were 

the “Mirror” scenes (7 surveys), “Princess” scenes (6), “Alice” scenes (6), “Happily Ever 

After” (4), “Treasure of Beauty” (3), “Then I’d Be Beautiful” (3), “Cancer” monologues 

(3), fairy tale scenes (2), “Movement Video” (2), monologues (2), “We Only Come Out at 

Night” (1), “Sash of Unity” (1), Last “Alice” scene (1), and the song at the end (1). Other 
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comments about what was most effective about the performance concerned the 

reflective thoughts, the costumes, the blocking, the idea that God made all things 

beautiful, and the scenes that were testimonials – stories of people’s lives.   

Nine surveys stated that there was not anything in the performance that was 

unclear.  The scenes and parts of the performance that were mentioned as being 

unclear were “Sash of Unity” (5 surveys), “Cancer” monologues (2), “Princess” scenes 

(2), “Till We Have Faces” (2), “We Only Come Out at Night” (1), “Silence” (1), beginning 

of “Cancer” monologues (1), direction of the “Alice” scenes, any references from fairy 

tales that Disney has not produced (1), some references (1), and quotes on the 

PowerPoint that went too fast (1).   

Seven surveys answered in the affirmative for the last question (Did your 

perceptions of beauty change or broaden after the performance?  If so, in what way?) 

and further explained with the following comments: 

 “It’s always good to be reminded that everyone’s definition of beauty is 

different – and we have to not listen to false worldly definitions.” 

 “It makes you appreciate all people.” 

 “It encouraged me be me and not conform, if I don’t feel it.” 

 “Lot’s to talk to my daughter about!” 

 “I didn’t think of how children’s books/stories are negative influences.” 

 “Slightly.   Opens the eyes on female’s perception of beauty.” 

 “I never knew dress changed so much.  Great Job!” 

Seven surveys did not answer in the affirmative or negative, but were either unsure 

of the effects of the performance or simply made a comment: 

 “It has made me give more thought to it.  Need to think more before answer.” 

 “Not sure . . . good food for thought.” 

 “Confirms struggles I had had with knowing how to find a definition of beauty 

and how to know I am beautiful the way I am.” 

 “Perspective and empathy for what different people see and feel – and more 

importantly what they carry with them.” 
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 “It was a good reminder of what true beauty is about.”  

 “I am so guilty of observe outer beauty and aging.”    

Eleven audience members answered in the negative and further explained with the 

following comments:  

 “This was a phenomenal performance of each and every section.   Every youth 

group in our nation – especially girls, should see this, and if there is any way to 

distribute it, it should be done.  You truly made me laugh and cry.  The 

intelligence and creativity infused into this presentation was amazing.  This 

experience reached far beyond all my expectations (way, way beyond).  You truly 

embodied all the feelings and experience of beauty was just – wow.  Just well 

done.  My perception did not change, as far as beauty is concerned, as I have 

given much thought to the subject in my life in many situations.  However, the 

visual presentation as to what beauty is, how it is seen and how it is lived was . . . 

well . . . beautiful.” 

 “Maybe not so much change or broaden, but refreshed and reminded of the 

beauty learned before the movies, magazines, and world tried to change it.” 

 “My perception of beauty did not change, because I have already deconstructed 

America’s commercial view of beauty.  I know the girls did a lot of work, but they 

could not have done it without your guidance.” 

 “Not really it was more of a confirmation of how society views female beauty.  I 

was glad to see women being empowered to take charge of their own beauty 

destinies, as it were.” 

 “I wouldn’t say it changed much.  Just reinforced what I already know.  Does hit 

home to a lot of sore spots.” 

 “I am old.  I was inspired to pay closer attention to the beauty around and in 

me.” 

 “Not really, but I really enjoyed the many different angles on beauty.” 

 “I would think I wasn’t surprised – it was great – thanks.”  

 “Not really . . . I was raised right.” 
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The overall results from all the nights were as follows.  For the three 

performances with a total of 130 audience members, 59 surveys were completed.  For 

the first question all but three of the audience members wrote something about beauty.  

The second question received a variety of answers, including that all the scenes were 

effective.   The scenes that were mentioned the most were the “Mirror” scenes, “Alice” 

scenes, “Princess” scenes, “Then I’d Feel Beautiful,” and “Cancer” monologues.  For the 

third question, the scene that stood out most as being unclear was the “Sash of Unity.”  

The final question asked if the audience member’s perception of beauty had changed or 

broadened after the performance and if it had, in what way.  Nineteen audience 

members wrote that the performance had broadened their view.  Nine surveys did not 

state whether the viewer’s perceptions had changed.  Twenty-one audience members 

stated that the performance had not affected their views.  Even though the audience 

members were not asked to address the final part of question four, many of them wrote 

about the value of the experience and artistic merit that the production had.  

The next voices I will consider are the students involved in the process and 

production.  After the performance, for the last two class periods of the course, I had 

the students reflect on what they learned and experienced during the class, first 

individually in interviews, then as a group in a post-mortem.  Towards the beginning of 

the semester, the students were asked to fill out a consent form to specify whether I 

could use the videos of the classes, rehearsals, performances, and interviews for 

research purposes according to the specification of the IRB proposal.  The questions 

were developed from my experience with the TEACH program and Dr. William Gelber’s 

input.  All of the students agreed that I might use the videos of the classes, rehearsals, 

and performances as part of the research, but two of the nine students did not give me 

permission to use their interviews.    

Before the performance, I gave the students questions to consider before they came 

in for their interviews.  During the individual interviews I asked each student: 

1. What is working well?  What is helping you learn? 

2. What is not working well?  What isn’t helping you learn? 
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3. What suggestions or recommendations do you have to improve the course? 

4. How has this course changed your view about theatre or performance? 

5. How have your ideas of beauty changed or evolved over the semester?  

6. Do you feel like you can determine beauty by societal norms or other criteria 

determined? 

7. If the latter, what are some of the criteria necessary for the assessment? 

8. Can you determine the reasoning behind the current view held by society? 

9. Do you agree with this current view?  Why or Why not? 

10. How can this current view be changed?   

During the interviews, the students’ maturity and depth of thought was obvious 

from their answers.  I scheduled fifteen-minute interviews with each student, but we did 

not use the whole time for any of the students.  The interviews lasted between six and 

fourteen minutes.  To conclude the interviews, I asked each of the students if the class 

had inspired any future projects that she would like to do.  I included this question since 

several of the students, during the process of the class, had individually mentioned to 

me ideas for future activities.    

Several students answered that the exercises, such as physical and vocal Viewpoints 

and the group exercises, worked well to help them learn as did the collaborative nature 

of the project.  One student said the whole experience was a learning process since she 

had never heard of devised theatre and had never written a play.  The most helpful 

aspects to this student were that devising was interesting, the students had complete 

“ownership,” and that I had given examples from my own experiences with devised 

theatre.  Other elements of the class that were mentioned included the constructive 

criticism technique, going over the different concepts, practicing the technique, and 

doing assignments such as the lesson where the students wrote the monologues.  

Another student appreciated that the theme applied so well to the lives of her and her 

classmates.   

Three students said there wasn’t anything that was not working well or helping 

them learn.  Several of the students mentioned that, even if they had learned similar 
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exercises prior to the class, they still felt there was a purpose to what we were doing.  

One said that sometimes she felt the exercises were “silly” while we were doing them, 

but after the performance she understood the purpose of the vocal exercises.  Another 

commented that, although she had done some of the exercises before, it had been 

several years since she had done them.  One of the students said she did not enjoy the 

class at first because she did not feel like she was learning by doing and had previously 

learned similar techniques to Viewpoints.  Although the students were warned at the 

beginning of the course of the time commitment required, a student said that the class 

took more time than her other classes.  In fact, a student dropped the class after the 

first day when I went over what would be required.  One student said that some class 

days, such as presentation days were not used as effectively as they could have been, 

because some people were not ready.  The final comment concerning ineffective 

elements pertained to the three days of music including vocal Viewpoints, which the 

student felt sounded “silly.” Another comment was that it would have been better if 

everyone had access to a piano.  While a couple of students mentioned that they had 

not been able to see the point of vocal Viewpoints, I would not change that element.  

Vocal Viewpoints is a technique that opens the students’ eyes to the various possibilities 

of creating a character vocally, if they will take the time to learn the process.   

One student said in the interview she did not have any suggestions or 

recommendations to improve the course.  A suggestion made by one of the more 

thoughtful students, which I would like to implement, was to include more background 

information on the history of devised theatre including how, why, and when it started, 

as well as why any companies are currently creating performances.  Two students 

mentioned the choice of the book Authentic Beauty.  One said we did not use the book 

other than at the beginning of class, and therefore she did not see how it connected to 

the end product.  Although she did not make the connection, I believe the book did 

partly inspire the scene she wrote, “The Treasure of Beauty.”  The other student said the 

book did not seem to pertain to her age, but if she had read the book in high school it 

would have made a huge difference to her.  She suggested that perhaps there might be 
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a more appropriate book for college aged students.  (One can further explore this topic 

with the literature from bell hooks and Jeanette Winterson.)   Two students suggested 

we begin writing scenes earlier in the semester.  Had I better explained the first 

assignment, the students would all have started writing about the theme sooner in their 

monologues.  Another student suggested that the course include more assignments and 

projects so there would be “more material to refine”; but I do not believe the students 

could have handled more of each during the course.  Another said we needed to start 

shaping the overall piece sooner; however, I felt that the students actually began 

shaping the piece fairly early in the process.  When I teach the class again, the students 

will begin setting the performance after a week of rehearsals.  One student, who did not 

come to the rehearsal that focused on the characters vocally and physically, suggested 

the class needed to have more characterization.  Another student wanted another week 

of rehearsals and suggested we start rehearsing as soon as the pieces were written.  

While this is a good idea, the problem of equal casting would be an issue.  This student 

also said we needed a bigger budget.  The last student suggested that the class finalize 

the script earlier because she felt rushed at the end to memorize the lines.  I tried to 

maximize their time for memorization during the process by pushing the students to 

complete their edits as soon as possible.   

The answers to the question regarding how the course had changed their views 

about theatre or performance, varied with each student.  One of the art students 

mentioned there was a lot more to theatre than she realized, such as the lighting and 

the work that goes on backstage.  She also said she did not know about devised theatre 

or theatre with multiple story lines and characters.  The other art student performed 

theatre in high school, but did not encounter performances that left concepts open and 

did not answer the proposed question of the piece.  Two theatre students mentioned 

that they are now interested in other theatrical roles beyond those of the actor, to 

include playwriting and directing.  One of the students mentioned that Viewpoints 

helped with the characterization.   Another student said that working with different 

directors, whether they had previously experienced directing or not, is always beneficial.  
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She also said she enjoyed creating a performance from beginning to the end.  One of the 

theatre students said that, prior to this experience, she hated doing plays that do not 

have a singular story/plot, but she likes devised theatre.  She now believes devised 

theatre is “more of an art form,” because the performance showed real life from each 

artist’s perspective.  The final theatre student said the class completely changed her 

view of theatre.  She admitted she did not know how the audience would react since 

Lubbock is “not a metropolis of theatre.”  She felt each student owned the performance 

since it put out what each member of the class was thinking.   

Each of the student’s ideas of beauty changed and/or evolved over the semester.  

An art major said it was easy to talk about the subject of beauty since all of the students 

were female.  She said that through the class she was able to see she was not the only 

woman who struggled with looking in the mirror and not liking what she saw.  She 

realized she was being too hard on herself and that maybe she was beautiful.  The other 

art student said that one cannot fit “beauty in a box” and is now able to appreciate all 

the beauty around her.  A theatre student said she found more confidence in her own 

ideas of beauty.  Another said she now saw beauty as being inside rather than outside.  

Some of the students mentioned how each other’s views helped to change their own.  

Two of the girls in particular changed because of each other’s experiences and 

perceptions that were revealed through the course of the class and utilized as 

inspiration in the performance.  One of the two was able to discover beauty in the 

young and old, and from each student whose ideas about beauty were in the 

performance.  She said she also discovered beauty by taking the opportunity to step out 

of her “comfort zone.”  The other student mentioned she had changed when she 

learned from the other students (whom she had wanted to look like), that they were 

struggling too.  She thought the other girls were happy since they had what she did not.  

She is now aware of the influence the media and can better analyze its message.  Now 

that the class is over, she no longer wears makeup all the time.   The beauty of the 

project to her was that it opened her eyes to everyone, allowed her to understand how 
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they were feeling, and to learn about the various views of beauty from the others, such 

as the “sarcastic ideas of beauty” that were included in the performance.   

For the next couple of questions concerning societal norms and the criteria to 

determine what beauty is, the students agreed that beauty was indefinable, because 

each person has individual opinions and criteria.  Many of them were able to recognize 

the beauty in each other and what the other students thought about beauty.  Several of 

the students are now able to pay less attention to what Hollywood says about 

appearance; but they acknowledged the influence the media, friends, and family 

continue to have on determining their own thoughts about beauty.  A student listed the 

criteria she saw as the current societal norm: “skinny models,” “elaborate makeup,” and 

“high fashion.”  One of the students said she does not pay attention to societal norms, 

because they often contradict each other.  After one of the class lessons in which a 

student did a presentation about makeup through history, a student offered to stay 

after class to show the girls how to do the “smoky eyes” technique with eye shadow.  

(This technique is a dramatic shading of the space above the eye with a dark color such 

as navy blue or brown.)  Another student mentioned this incident and that since then, 

she has been able to see the beauty in putting on makeup.   

One student acknowledged that, although she recognized the societal norms of 

defining beauty, she did not know the reasons behind them.  An art student suggested 

that the goal of society was to create difference and improvement in the individual, but 

it was “out of control.”  Two of the girls brought up selling, either to market the 

products or as a form of control.  One student said the norms were society’s search for 

approval.  Two others said the perception of beauty changed either because of the 

media or for other reasons. One of these two commented that she believed the 

concepts of beauty through the years were whatever was hardest to do in the 

contemporary society.  She gave an example of a time when people thought that those 

who weighed more were beautiful, because their heavy bodies showed they had 

enough to eat.  In the 21st century United States, being thin is beautiful, because it is 

difficult, as we have more than enough to eat. Both of these examples show that the 
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smallest number of people in a given society are considered beautiful.  She also brought 

up the idea that what is considered most impossible in a society is beautiful, such as an 

exaggerated hourglass figure – having a small waist with large breasts and hips – 

because most women can only accomplish such a body through surgery.   

Most of the girls do not agree with the current view of beauty.  Two of the students 

acknowledged they did agree with parts of what society portray as beautiful.  One 

brought up that she did buy clothes and makeup, thus somewhat showing her support 

for society’s expectations of how she should look.  She now believes that beauty is so 

much more than appearance, and one does not have to have other’s approval.   The 

other said she believes, to some extent, the current view of beauty that women should 

take care of themselves to be healthy, but Hollywood takes this idea to the extreme by 

airbrushing images.  One commented that our society’s current view is about 

competition, and she is trying to change her own view.  She is now all right with the idea 

that she does not look like her sister, who she said is beautiful by societal standards.  

The others said that what society proclaimed as beauty was not real because it was 

constantly changing and was also harmful, cruel, and impossible.   

The students acknowledged it was hard to change the current view of beauty 

held by society.  The majority of them said that to change that view, each individual 

would have to live differently and stand up for what she believed.   Some of the 

suggestions included intentionally using their own consumerism to avoid support for 

certain products, having confidence in themselves as they were, using their own voices 

for change, joining Bible studies, telling each other that they are beautiful, and not 

supporting pageants.  I am proud of the girls who said they were changing their current 

views of beauty because of creating and performing the show, and acquiring a new 

awareness.  One of the students said a family member told her that the performance 

got her thinking about her own view of beauty.    

The final question I added to the interview had to do with how the class inspired 

other projects or ideas that the students wanted to pursue in the future.   The two art 

students said they wanted to continue to explore beauty and other similar themes in 
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their upcoming senior art shows.  One said that for her senior project she wants to show 

what the current view of beauty in America is, what it should be, and God’s view of 

beauty.  She also wants to explore doing some performance art because of her 

experience with this class.  Three of the students who experienced other roles in the 

theatre now want to pursue playwriting and directing.  One of the three, who had not 

previously enjoyed writing, said she now wants to write a play; originally, she planned 

only to work backstage.  She now realizes that she needs to be able to do all the roles in 

theatre.  Another said the course inspired her to step outside her comfort zone to work 

with film.  The third said she is currently planning her senior project, a full-length play 

about unknown fairy tale characters who want to change their stories.   One of the two 

theatre students planning to teach high school said devised theatre helps students to 

enjoy “all the aspects of theatre.”  The other student said the value of devised theatre 

was that it would give high school students a “voice” and show them that “the sky is the 

limit” for further creative ideas.  She said beautiful things come out of creative 

opportunities.  In my opinion, the greatest accomplishment of the devised class was that 

the students felt that they experienced no limits to creating art.   

For the last class period of the semester, all of students were present to process 

the experience as a group in a post-mortem.  I was glad the students worked through 

each of the questions by themselves before they discussed them as a group.  The 

conversation was much richer than previous conversations.  Everyone brought food or 

drink to share while we talked, which added to the sense of coming together.   

To begin the conversation, I asked how they felt about our classes, rehearsals, 

and performances being video-taped.  The purpose of the videos was that I could review 

the work while I wrote the dissertation and use the material as documentation for it.  

The class periods were videoed by a young female college student who knew several of 

the students in the class.  I bought a video camera for the rehearsals since the room that 

we were using for both the rehearsals and performances did not contain a camera.  

Typically, I set the camera up on such occasions and let it run.  I told the students my 

dissertation committee was concerned about the students’ reaction to all of the classes 
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and rehearsals being taped and the permission that I would need to obtain for the 

research.  One said she did not worry about being videoed unless we had difficulties 

with the equipment.  Another said one of her other classes was taped and she did not 

like it, because they could see themselves being taped.  She said our class was all right 

because the students would not see themselves and therefore would not become self-

conscious.  One of the students acknowledged that the videos would be beneficial to 

me.   

The students asked me about the results of the surveys that were passed out 

after the performance.  I had read all of the surveys before coming to class that day, so I 

gave them my overall impression from reading.  I told them that most of the scenes 

were mentioned at least once as being the most effective.  I mentioned that “The Sash 

of Unity” seemed the most ineffective to the audience.  The student who created the 

piece admitted she watched it on video after the performance and wondered about it 

herself.  The members of one student’s family attended the performance on different 

nights.  Her father had not understood “The Sash of Unity” after watching it the first 

night; however, when her husband came on the third night, he better understood the 

piece because a title was added to the PowerPoint.   

We then turned to the students’ individual experiences with various audience 

members after the performance.  Many of the students said that several audience 

members felt that the performance needed to be shown to more people.  One of the 

student’s mothers, who was not able to attend the live show but who watched the DVD 

version, said that she knew some girls who needed to see the performance, so she 

copied the DVD to share with others.  Not all of the comments the students heard were 

positive.  One student’s boyfriend said the performance depressed him.  A friend of 

another said the performance “made her feel ugly.”   One night, a couple of audience 

members were texting during the performance, causing other audience members to ask 

them to stop.  Two of the performer’s mothers came to the performance and had vastly 

different experiences.  One asked her daughter what had gone “through her mind” 

because of the pieces that she had written.  The other mother, who sat on the front 
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row, wanted to talk to her daughter about what pieces she had written, based on the 

student’s experiences in high school.   

During the development process, we had discussed several times if we could 

perform the piece in other places.  I brought the question up again.  The students 

unanimously wanted to perform the piece again, but unfortunately their schedules did 

coordinate to make this possible.   

Another comment was that one of the students was considering going to work in 

professional theatre.  The conversation moved to how the performance would differ if 

the male student who originally signed up for the class had not dropped it at the 

beginning of the semester.  This led to the students to consider if a group of men could 

collaborate to create a performance about beauty, the differences in what they might 

have created, what the style might have been, and if the males would have taken the 

project seriously enough to complete it.       

I asked the students if there was anything they wanted to discuss from the 

interviews.  One student wanted to know what the other students had said about our 

society’s view of beauty.  We discussed some of the issues that the students had 

brought up during their interviews: how the idea of beauty was used to make money, 

how everyone could not attain the goal of being equally beautiful, and how beauty was 

perceived in the past.  One of the students brought up an incident she had recently 

experienced.  She had been watching a television show with some other people who did 

not see the performance.  Those present were analyzing and criticizing the women on 

the show.  My student asked them what made the girls on the show beautiful; one of 

them replied that they “just were.”  One young man said they were beautiful because 

they did not have many clothes on.  The show they watched revealed what the stars had 

to do to look the way they did.  The girls who criticized the women in the show were 

surprised about the amount of work that it took to achieve the way the women looked.   

I was proud that a student in the course had made connections with our material to 

material she had learned in a psychology class and other college classes.  
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The next topic was about how current society’s perceptions of beauty could be 

changed.  The students recognized that some of the audience member’s views changed 

because of the performance.  A student’s roommate came to the performance and 

afterwards encouraged a friend by writing her a note.  Another audience member 

decided that she could eat two slices of pumpkin pie if she wanted to.  One audience 

member realized she was not alone in wanting to look different.  Because of the class, 

several students said they changed because they realized they wanted to look like 

people who actually wanted to look like them.  The students revealed personal 

experiences with young men and women who teased them, as well as crude and cruel 

incidents that created views of themselves as ugly.  Another student stated that health 

problems caused her to lose and gain weight, but it was not until after she saw some of 

the other students’ work that she felt good about herself and knew that she was not 

alone in her thoughts and feelings.  One student admitted she had been changed by the 

class.  Because of the collaborative atmosphere created in the class, she said she was 

comfortable with herself coming into class each day, but uncomfortable when she left.  

By the end of the semester, she was able to say that she was happy with herself.   A 

student said the class had changed the way she treated her body when it came to 

tanning and makeup.  In the same semester, she started to use anti-aging makeup 

because of the effects of tanning.  She did not visit a tanning salon that semester and 

was now aware of better techniques to take care of her skin.  She used to use makeup 

to cover blemishes, but now she sees makeup as an art and not as a refuge.  She also 

admitted that she no longer spends as much time clothes shopping, and she no longer 

buys clothes if she does not like them even though they may be trendy.  This admission 

led another student to admit that she had bought clothes for the first time in years, 

because she had taken a new pride in her appearance.   

The conversation progressed to how their parents influenced their concepts of 

themselves in terms of beauty.  They brought up the fact that parents treat each of their 

children differently.  One student said she hated the way she looked when she was thin, 

so she tanned.  Her self-confidence and view of beauty came from her mom.  Her 
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mother insisted that, since first impressions were important, her daughter needed to be 

a certain size and shade. Another student mentioned that either one or the other parent 

was always critical.  The other students acknowledged that what people unknowingly 

say and do can be extremely hurtful.  One said she had not felt pretty since her 

grandfather had died.  Another related how her grandmother thought she needed to 

gain weight, so she ordered other family members to pass her more food.  The 

grandmother also went through the young woman’s closet to say which clothes were 

appropriate.  The conclusion of this process was that this student was left with only two 

“hoodies.”   This led the conversation to what family and friends say about attracting 

male attention and how the friends and family tried to get partners for them.    

Finally, a student had found it funny that I had said that the class was not meant 

to be therapy.  I concluded the class with how thankful I was for everyone one of them, 

my nine beautiful girls, and the difference that they had made in my life.    

The best representation of what the students believe is the work they created 

for the performance.  The following scenes are discussed in relationship to the author of 

the work. Our most prolific playwright wrote the “Princess” scenes and “Alice” scenes.   

“Alice” is the story of a young girl’s search for beauty.  She talks to many individuals 

about their views of beauty.  The Doormouse tells Alice that beauty is only recognized 

when a person is famous.  The Hare informs Alice that beauty comes from mediating on 

what beauty is.  The Hattress disagrees with both, because she thinks that beauty comes 

what one does.  Alice later meets the Queen, who insists that Alice must be in a 

relationship to be beautiful.  The White Lady demands that the Queen leave.  The White 

Lady warns Alice not to view beauty from other’s eyes because she will not see the 

whole picture.  This playwright also wrote the “Princess” scenes.  In the second 

“Princess” scene, the fairy tale princesses want to change their stories from being about 

beautiful helpless women to being about heroism.  The first “Princess” scene concerns 

three fairy tale princesses who are tired of only being acknowledged for their beauty by 

the prince and others around them while their accomplishments are completely 

ignored.  This playwright focused on using fantasy to communicate that beauty is more 
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than what is external, and one does not need approval from men or women to know 

that one is beautiful. 

 The second most prolific playwright wrote “Silence,” “Insecure,” and “Happily 

Ever After.”   “Silence” is about a homeless woman revealing to a young college student 

the beauty that she could find in nature, silence, smiles, and life.  For the scene 

“Insecure,” Karis encourages Bailey not to allow her insecurities to change who she is to 

be what her boyfriend wants her to be.  “Happily Ever After” is a monologue in which 

the woman is dealing with the rejection of her husband after years of being happily 

married.  Although she is facing life alone, she is able to go on by dreaming about her 

future.  These scenes show the playwright’s view that women should be confident in 

their beauty as well as find beauty in the small things in life.   

The “Mirror” scenes show the journey of a young woman’s criticizing herself in 

the mirror.  She is only reaffirmed in her beauty when her boyfriend tells her that she is 

beautiful even when she is not feeling well.  This playwright’s view of beauty is 

confirmed when a male in her life tells her that she is beautiful after her endless 

criticisms of herself.         

“Then I’d Feel Beautiful” was written by the previous two authors based on each 

student’s experiences growing up envying the young women who were exact opposites 

in appearance.  This scene was one of the most significant discoveries for these two 

students when they realized during a class period that growing up they had wanted to 

look like other young women, while these same young women were trying to look like 

them. 

Another student wrote the “Cancer” monologues and “We Only Come Out at 

Night.”  The “Cancer” monologues show the beauty that one can find in life even when 

one is dying.  Only when one is going to lose something precious, does the person 

realize how important their relationships are to them as well as the moments that make 

up life.  “We Only Come Out at Night” shows the beauty of acceptance and importance 

of friendships, both familial relationships and other friendships.  Within the scene, 

Lindsay shows loyalty by refusing to find a new roommate when her roommate is going 
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through a rough time.  The scene reveals that her sister Ange is hiding her physical flaws 

with her hair.  The student playwright uses external circumstances such as cancer and 

physical flaws to show the beauty that can be found in friendships.   

One student focused on creating movement in her pieces “Sash of Unity” and 

“Movement Video and Monologue.”  “Sash of Unity” is a scene that explores beauty in 

different cultures.  The point of the scene was to show that the differences that often 

separate us are less than what divides us geographically.  The “Movement Video and 

Monologue” is an individual’s attempt to find beauty in seemingly mundane.  This 

student created work focused on expressing beauty through movement.  

“Till We Have Faces” concerns a young woman’s search for why her physical 

appearance is so ugly.  After questioning the gods about her hideous appearance, her 

teacher reveals to her that there is a God who views her as beautiful.  This story is 

adapted from C. S. Lewis’ book of the same name.  The scene explores the idea of a 

creator in relationship to his creation.  

The “Treasure of Beauty” is about how children view beauty.  One child, Anna, 

says that she should decide what is beautiful and everyone else is wrong.  Carlie finds 

beauty in what others would regard as a weed.  Georgia insists that beauty can be 

different to each person.  I believe this playwright was partly influenced to write the 

scene that she did because of the book Authentic Beauty.  The book discusses what we 

believe beauty is as children and how that changes as we grow up. 

“Thank You” was written by the student as a declaration of thanks to her parents 

for making her beautiful.  The playwright views her beauty through parents’ eyes.  

Despite her flaws, her parents see who she is and who she could be.  The author reflects 

on what how her parents have shaped who she has become.    

The scenes that were collaborated on from the inception were “Ideal Beauty” 

and “Our Ideal Beauty.”  “Ideal Beauty” represented what various cultures and times 

have found beautiful.  For the final scene “Our Ideal Beauty,” each student chose a 

picture to represent her ideal beauty.  Four of the students selected pictures of nature 
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or landscapes.  Four students had pictures which represented relationships.  One 

student picked a fantasy picture.     

According to all of the students, their views were changed because of the course.  

From the above work, I think that the students did develop as artists and as people.  All 

of them are now able to recognize and analyze the influence that the culture and other 

people have on their own views.  By strengthening their thought processes, I believe 

that the devised process has internal value for students.   

Devised theatre allows students to not only discuss what they are learning and 

exploring, but allows them to discover and share their ideas in a more public way than a 

college class can often accomplish.  The value of theatre over other forms of 

communication is theatre’s ability to communicate meaning through metaphor or 

analogy.  Devised theatre provides the opportunity for social change for both the 

students and the audience.  By collaboratively creating a performance, the students are 

able to broaden their own views by discovering what other students’ experiences have 

been.  Although the students did not choose to go more in-depth about other cultures 

and times, this technique is also available.  Although I did encourage the students to 

look at other perspectives of theatre, I did not insist that the students do so, because I 

believe that the students will be more invested if they are working on pieces that they 

are interested in.  I believe that I was successful in this, because the students felt a real 

ownership with their work.   

I will conclude this study with my own evaluation of the completion of the goals 

in the syllabus and my role as guide/facilitator/teacher.  Based on Oddey’s definition of 

devised theatre quoted in the opening chapter, I successfully led the students to devise 

a performance by discovering their artistic process, collaborating with each other, and 

intertwining their perspectives and experiences to create an original performance based 

on the theme of beauty.  The goals of the course were that the students would learn 

and experience 1) ensemble building through improvisation exercises; 2) to tell a story 

with and without words; 3) to develop original music; 4) to implement art work and 

images into a performance; 5) to use kinesthetic, character, and stylized movement; 6) 
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to analyze their work; 7) to develop character voices; 8) to create spaces; 9) to problem 

solve; and 10) to implement all of these elements into a performance.  To various 

degrees, I saw all the students accomplish these goals and grow as artists from the 

experience of the class.  

The foundational element was ensemble building through improvisation 

exercises. The first class periods focused on the students’ ability to effectively 

collaborate together.  The class began recognizing their roles within the group and 

working together to accomplish various tasks.  This first goal was accomplished early in 

the process, and we utilized it throughout the semester in the class periods, rehearsals, 

performances, and finally the post-mortem.   

The second goal was to tell a story with and without words.  During the classes, 

the students learned the essential elements of a plot and how to create a scene.  For the 

performance, the students devised pieces using a combination of words, movement, 

music, and images to tell the individual stories which culminated in their artistic 

creation.   

Developing original music was the next element.  During the first part of the 

semester, two songs were developed.  Because several students missed a day of class, 

two groups were formed.  The larger group produced a more polished piece.  I asked 

two of the students with more music experience to work on the more polished song to 

include in the performance.  The two students decided to record each of the students 

individually or in small groups while they sang the different sections.  Unfortunately, the 

recording did not turn out very well and did not actually play as planned the first 

evening during the section entitled “Our Ideal Beauty.”  Since the students began the 

performance by alternating lines which they spoke offstage, I suggested they use this 

same concept to sing the song backstage for the final piece.   This proved to be much 

more effective.   

Another goal was to implement art work and images into the performance.    

Visual art was included in the beginning and ending scenes, “Ideal Beauty” and “Our 

Ideal Beauty.”  Some of the art students found images from history depicting “the 
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beautiful.”  For the final scene, each of the students presented her own view of beauty 

encapsulated in an image.  Other images bridged scenes in a PowerPoint presentation.  

Two of the students exceeded my expectations by collaborating on an original art work 

which became our central image used on all the publicity materials. 

For the performance, the students accomplished the goal of using kinesthetic, 

character, and stylized movement.  The physical Viewpoints did the most to further the 

scene’s kinesthetic and character movement. Stylized movement was used in the 

“Movement Video” and “Sash of Unity.” 

While creating work, whether original- or script-based, artists need to be able to 

analyze their work.  The students did this before and after the performance with the 

constructive criticism techniques, interviews, and the post-mortem. 

The next two goals, “to develop character voices,” and “to create spaces,” were 

inter-related.  Vocal Viewpoints helped the students to create individual voices for their 

many characters and helped them to reveal the circumstance of where they were to the 

audience.  The students used their body movements and costumes to show where the 

character’s location was. 

The next goal was problem solving.  This element was used throughout the class 

as the students began to create; in rehearsals, with the shaping of the piece; and in 

performance, when something did not go as planned.  

Under my guidance, the students successfully implemented all of the elements 

into the performance to varying degrees.  My goal to create a performance that brought 

visual art, music, and theatre collaboratively together in an original performance was 

successful, even without students who were majoring in music.  While the quality of 

scenes varied with regards to the writing, directing, and performing, I believe that the 

finished products were stronger overall since all the scenes were intertwined.  I 

encouraged the students to look for overlapping themes and ideas within the piece 

during the editing.  Although I was pleased with the piece overall, I still felt that a couple 

of the scenes either were not performance ready or that a different scene already in the 

piece did a better job of making the same point.  I wanted to follow Lamden’s advice in 
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her book Devising, “Always go for less rather than more” (Lamden 105).  I erred on the 

side of more rather than less.  The strongest scenes in terms of both the writing and 

performance were: “Mirror,” “Alice,” “Cancer,” “Princess,” “Then I’d Feel Beautiful,” 

“Movement Video and Monologue,” “Happily Ever After,” “Treasure of Beauty,” and 

“Our Ideal Beauty.”  “Insecure” was one of the scenes that I thought could easily be cut, 

because there were other scenes that did a better job making the same points.  “Thank 

You” needed improvement in terms of both the writing and the performance.       

The Madeline Hunter instruction model that I used was beneficial for the diverse 

group of students enrolled in the LCU course.  Part of the strength of this model is that it 

can be used for a myriad of topics, not only devised theatre.  The purpose of the 

instructional model is to present the topic in a way that is readily accessible and 

practicable before the students are asked to complete the work on their own.  The 

instructor needs to determine whether the model for the lesson plans would be 

beneficial for the group of students that are participants for the project.  If the actors 

have a strong background in acting objectives, actions, voice, and movement, these 

elements can be replaced or built upon in the course.       

Other than directing the three monologues, I focused on being the guide, 

facilitator, and teacher within the process.  While I was not perfect in any of these roles, 

as evidenced from the second chapter about the process, the third chapter about the 

evaluation and assessment, and the Appendix, which contains the lesson plans, I 

certainly strived to help each of the students to grow as an artist. 

When I teach the class again, I plan to do many of the same practices detailed in 

the case study, but there are some elements in the process that I would do differently.  

Having used previously-published material in two separate devised theatre projects, I 

advise other artists who are interested in such a method to seek the author’s or 

publisher’s permission before beginning to devise.  In my case, I was not able to use my 

original idea due to the publisher’s reluctance.  The semester before I taught THA 3352 

Special Topics, Devised Theatre, I had planned to use the topic of “Grace” and use the 

book What’s So Amazing About Grace? by Philip Yancey.  With much difficulty, I was 
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able to contact Mr. Yancey, only to find out that I needed to contact his publisher.  I 

applied for the rights and sent him multiple emails, but was never able to gain 

permission to use Yancey’s book.  Instead, I contacted my friend Leslie Ludy about using 

her book, Authentic Beauty.   

Having had nine art and theatre students in the class, I would prefer a larger 

class, probably 15-20 students, and a more diverse group as far as the arts are 

concerned.  The following two suggestions were made by students in the class that I 

believe would be beneficial: 1) the course needs to have a budget big enough for 

publicity, sets, costumes, and props, and 2) at the beginning of the class, the teacher 

should introduce more material about the history of devised theatre works.  Also, 

though we did begin shaping the piece early in the process, I would have the students 

set the performance earlier, so the students would have more time to memorize their 

lines.  These changes to the class would be beneficial to the students’ process and their 

performance. 

Although most of the students said that the course changed their views, I am not 

sure that all of them were changed as much as they thought they were.  For some of the 

students, I believe that they recognized change in themselves when they critiqued 

society’s view of the topic.  As evidenced by the students’ work, their own view of 

beauty was influenced and continues to be influenced by their peers, parents, and the 

males in their lives.  One student was more self-aware to make the comment that the 

class confirmed her own beliefs about beauty.  The author of the “Mirror” scenes 

portrays a female character who relies on her boyfriend’s views of beauty to validate 

her own perceptions and feelings.  The performance for the most part focused on the 

students’ current views and experiences with beauty.  During the process, I spoke to a 

student about including views from other countries about beauty.  While this piece 

“Sash of Unity” did not fulfill our expectations, I do appreciate the effort the student 

made to bring in other cultural views of the topic. I had hoped that the students would 

recognize greater value in internal beauty, and I believe that some of the students did 

accomplish this.   
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Universities should include devised theatre as a way for their students to create 

their own original work: this will inform their work with script-based performances.  

Devising Theatre is a unique opportunity for students to collaborate on the creation of 

original material that will culminate in a performance.  My experience with devising 

theatre is that such projects can be rewarding to the actors and audience when the 

group has created a piece using their own experiences based on a theme.   Devising 

theatre is a practical class since the students will immediately take what they learn from 

the exercises to develop a performance piece.  This theatre course is different from 

most acting classes in which the students begin with work that has already been created 

to interpret their characters.  Devised theatre allows the students to use themselves as 

the source material that is performed.  Theatre is the culmination of many arts, and this 

multi-disciplinary approach should be more fully explored.  Devised theatre is an 

excellent opportunity to implement all of the arts into a performance.    

Devising has developed and transformed in the professional theatre sector and 

the educational arena.  Heddon and Milling state in their book Devising Performance, 

“Universities have been key in the evolution of devising, not only because they have 

housed performances, but also because they have permitted residencies and taught 

devising on their courses” (Heddon and Milling 227).  My project provides a pedagogy 

and case study for other teachers to prepare university students to devise their own 

performance and helps further the evolution of devised theatre in universities as well as 

in the professional theatre. 
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Appendix A 

Scope and Sequence 
Title of Course: THA 3352 Special Topics in Theatre - Devised Theatre 

Length of Course: Fall 2009, Tuesday & Thursday 
 
Grade Level: Undergraduate (Junior) 
 
Previous Knowledge: none 

Lesson Title Objective (By the 
end of the lesson 
the student should 
be able to:) 
 

Activities Mastery (Test/ 

Performance) 

Length 

of time 

8/25 
Introduction to 
Course 
 

Name the other 
students and discuss 
artistic interests 

- Introductory 
group exercises 
(Oddey 179-186) 
- Discovering team 
roles (Lamden 90-
92) 
- Human Knot  
- Flocking  

Exercises: 
participation, 
concentration, 
and helping 
other students 
to fulfill the 
expectations 

1 day 

8/27 Ensemble 
Building/ 
Collaboration 
 

Show give and take 
in the exercises by 
using multiple 
senses 
 

- Relaxation 
Warm-up 
- Performer Team 
Exercise: Knock-
Kneed Chase 
(Bicat 51-52) 
- Boal Exercises 
(Oddey 176-179) 

Exercises: 
participation, 
concentration, 
and helping 
other students 
to fulfill the 
expectations 

1 day 

9/1 Group 
Cohesion 
Listening and 
Reflecting 
 

Show collaboration 
by listening 

 

- Mirror Games 
(Kerrigan 117) 
- Leaderless 
Mirror (Kerrigan 
117) 
- Instant Mirror 
(Kerrigan 118) 
- Oral Mirror 
(Kerrigan 118) 
- Energy Catch 
Game (Kerrigan 

Exercises: 
participation, 
concentration, 
and helping 
other students 
to fulfill the 
expectations 

1 day 
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(Kerrigan 118-119) 
- Trust Games 
(Kerrigan 119-121) 
- Contact 
Improvisation 
(Kerrigan 119) 
- Dead on a Mat 
(Kerrigan 120) 
- Trust Circle 
(Kerrigan 120-121) 
- Total Listening 
(Kerrigan 131-132) 
- Repetition 
(Kerrigan 132) 
- Listen and 
Respond Around 
(Kerrigan 132) 
- Toning thing 
Chord (Kerrigan 
132-133) 
- Seeing Duet 
(Kerrigan 133) 
- True Mirror 
(Kerrigan 133) 
- Games to Build 
Supportive Skills 
(Kerrigan 136-137) 
-Blind Offers 
(Kerrigan 136) 

9/3 Good Story 
Tellers 

Write a one page 
monologue from 
source material 
 

- Indentify the 
Important Events 
in Story (Bicat 28) 
- Make Still Images 
of the Key 
Moments in the 
Story (Bicat 28-29) 
- Act out story 
without words 
- New Stories 
(Oddey 170-171) 

One page 
typed, a 
moment, first 
person 
dialogue, story 
from picture, 
what they 
could say (how 
to get into 
moment) 
 

2 days 

9/10 Devising 
Music 

Write a song 
  
 

- Viewpoints 
Music Exercises 
- Music Exercise: 
Stoneplay – A New 

Song 2 days 
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View of Rhythm 
(Bicat 85-87) 
- Music Exercise: 
Voiceplay – A New 
View of Pitching 
(Bicat 87) 

9/17 Images Bring in an image 
that represents the 
topic 
Three minute piece  
Could be dance, 
collage, music, text, 
sound, images, 
sketch, monologue, 
facts.  Work 
together to tackle 
assignment.  Needs 
to have life, stage it.   

- Individually: 
present a physical 
image that reflects 
theme (Oddey 
170-171) 
- Look at each 
image and discuss 
what it says 
- Agree on 
physical collective 
image 
-Image Exercise: 
What images 
pertain to the 
theme? (Kerrigan 
36-37) 

Three minutes 
of piece 
 

2 days 

9/24 
Movement 

Write a scene - Viewpoints 
Movement  
- Exercise: Keep 
the Ball Up (Bicat 
100) 
- Movement 
Exercise: Zip, Zap, 
Biong (Bicat 101) 
- Do not have time 
to think 
Movement 
Exercise: Pulling 
faces (Bicat 102) 
- Leave self image 
behind 
- Movement 
Exercise: 
Individual 
Movement 
Routine (Bicat 
103-105) 
- Movement 

Write the 
scene, 
research, 
movement 
 

2 days 
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Exercise: Finding 
Characters and 
Exploring Levels of 
Stylization (Bicat 
105-106) 
- Hocus-Pocus: 
Who’s got the 
Focus? (Kerrigan 
66) 
- Performer 
Exercise: 
Character through 
Physicality – 
Leading with 
Different Parts of 
the Body (Bicat 
61) 
- Performer 
Exercise: Finding 
Character Through 
Physicality (Bicat 
61-62 

10/1 Actions Demonstrate 
multiple actions 
with a reading 

- Circles Exercise: 
What is the main 
action? (Kerrigan 
37) 
 

Work in a 
group or 
individually on 
a particular 
topic 

1 day 

10/6 Voice Demonstrate a 
characters through 
multiple voices 

- Viewpoints 3x5 notecards: 
2 lines of 
description of 
scene or  
movement 
(specific with 
few words) 

1 day 

10/8 Create 
Spaces 

Create multiple 
spaces with bodies 
and props 

- Exercises (Bicat 
45) 
- Creating spaces, 
using voice and 
body only, pairs 
enter as if in 1) a 
dark circle 2) a 
cathedral 3) a 
library 4) a club 
(Lamden 108) 

Exercises: 
participation, 
concentration, 
and helping 
other students 
to fulfill the 
expectations 

1 day 
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10/13 Problem 
Solving & 
Constructive 
Criticism 

Demonstrate 
problem solving 
skills  

- Problem solving 
improvs (Lamden 
92-93) 
- Critical Response 
Process (Kerrigan 
142-144) 
 

Exercises: 
participation, 
concentration, 
and helping 
other students 
to fulfill the 
expectations 

1 day 
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Appendix B 

Syllabus 
THA 3352 Special Topics – Devised Theatre 

Fall 2009 
 

Instructor: 
Katie Wampler   Office: CAA 138  
720-7726 (Carma McKenzie)  Office Hours: by appointment 
Katie.wampler@lcu.edu 
 

Course Description:  Devised Theatre (THA 3352 Special Topics) is a course that will 
collaboratively explore developing and performing original work based on a particular 
theme – in this case the theme of beauty.  Alison Oddey writes in Devising Theatre, “Any 
definition of devised theatre must include process (finding the ways and means to share 
an artistic journey together), collaboration (working with others), multi-vision 
(integrating various views, beliefs, life experiences, and attitudes to changing world 
events), and the creation of an artistic product.”  Instead of starting with a script, the 
group will collaboratively create the material for an original performance.  The students 
will participate in class work that focuses on ensemble building, storytelling, music, art, 
movement, voice, and problem solving.   The culmination of the class will be a 
performance piece that the students have created over the course of the semester.   
The performance could include text, movement, images, music, and multi-media.  
Theatre, music, art, education, and youth ministry students are encouraged to enroll.  
 

Course Objectives/Student Learning Outcomes: The student will: 

1. Demonstrate ensemble building through improvisation exercises  

2. Tell a story with and without words   

3. Develop original music  

4. Implement art work and images into the performance  

5. Demonstrate kinesthetic, character, and stylized movement  

6. Apply actions to scripts  

7. Develop character voices  

8. Create spaces  

9. Problem solve 

10. Implement all of these elements into a performance 

11. Reflect on the process and performance 

UNIVERSITY MISSION STATEMENT 

     The mission of Lubbock Christian 

University is to teach students the 
spiritual dimension of life, provide a 

quality education, and impart a system of 

values for living and for service to family, 
community, and church. 

mailto:Katie.wampler@lcu.edu
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Resource Material (Required):   
Authentic Beauty by Leslie Ludy 
 
Teaching Methodology 
This course will utilize a combination of lectures, discussion, theatre exercises, group 
and individual presentations, reading, rehearsals, and performance. 
 
Assessment and Grading 
 15% Journals 

15%  Theatre Exercises 
 20% Presentations 
 25% Rehearsals 
 25% Performance  
 

Journals: The students will answer specific questions over the readings that will 
be turned in the class period the reading is due. 

 
Theatre Exercises: These exercises will be led by the teacher in class.  The 
student will be graded on their participation, concentration, and helping other 
students to fulfill the expectations.    
 
Presentations: Outside of class, students will prepare presentations individually 
and in groups.  Students will be graded on their participation.  The presentations 
may be included in part or wholly in the final performance.      
 
Rehearsals: Students are to come prepared and on time for rehearsals.  The 
teacher will communicate what is expected before the rehearsal.  
 
Performance: Since the final project is the performance, students must 
completely fulfill their responsibilities that have been pre-assigned.    

 
Academic Progress and Grade Information:  Students are responsible for tracking their 
academic progress throughout the semester.  Therefore, if you have any questions 
about your grades, please contact your instructors.  Final grades will be posted on IQ 
Web at the conclusion of the semester. 
 
Academic Integrity:  This course adheres to the Code of Academic Integrity found in the 
Student Handbook. 
 
Student Dress Code:  This course adheres to the Student Dress Code found in the 
Student Handbook. 
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Absence Policy:  Your attendance in class is required.  Please refer to the LCU Catalog (p. 
25, 2008-2009) for University policy on class attendance, excused absences, and 
unexcused absences.  This policy states in part: 
 

Students, whether present or absent, are responsible for all material presented in 
or assigned for their courses, and will be held accountable for such material in 
the determination of course grades. Three, six, or nine absences in courses 
meeting once, twice, or three times per week, respectively, and absences for 
athletic or school-related participation exceeding 25% of the class meetings 
and/or laboratory sessions may, at the discretion of the professor, cause students 
to be dropped from the course with a grade of F. Absences for athletic or school-
related participation are counted as any other absence. 

 
ADA Policy:  Students with a documented disability are responsible for: 1) ensuring that 
current documentation is on file in the Disability Services office and requesting 
accommodations within the first week of enrollment in a long semester or by the 
second class day of a short term; 2) discussing the approved accommodation with each 
instructor within the third week of enrollment in a long semester or by the fourth class 
day of a short semester. 
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Appendix C 

Devised Theatre Course Schedule 

Fall 2009 Tentative Schedule 

Day Date Topic Reading & Assignments 

Tuesday 8/25 Introduction to Course  

Thursday 8/27 Ensemble 

Building/Collaboration 

Authentic Beauty Chapter 1-2 

Tuesday 9/1 Group Cohesion/Listening 

and Reflecting 

Authentic Beauty Chapter 3-5 

Thursday 9/3 Good Story Tellers Authentic Beauty Chapter 7-8 

Tuesday 9/8 Monologue Presentations Typed Monologue 

Thursday 9/10 Devising Music Authentic Beauty Chapter 10-11 

Tuesday 9/15 Devising Music Authentic Beauty  Epilogue 

Thursday 9/17 Images Bring in an image 

Tuesday 9/22 Group Presentations Typed Presentation – Song & 3min. 

piece 

Thursday 9/24 Movement  

Tuesday 9/29 Movement  

Thursday 10/1 Scene Presentations Typed Presentation 

Tuesday 10/6 Actions & Cards Bring in a card of scene/movement etc. 

Thursday 10/8 Voice & Create Spaces   

Tuesday 10/13 Problem Solving & 

Presentations 

Typed Presentation 

Thursday 10/15 Holiday  

Tuesday 10/20 Group Work  

Thursday 10/22 Presentations Typed Presentation 

Tuesday 10/27 Group Work  
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Thursday 10/29 Presentations Typed Presentations 

Tuesday 11/3 Rehearsal  

Thursday 11/5 Rehearsal   

Tuesday 11/10 Rehearsal   

Thursday 11/12 Rehearsal  

Tuesday 11/17 Rehearsal  

Thursday 11/19 Rehearsal  

Tuesday 11/24 Day-Off  

Tuesday 12/1 Post-Mortem/Interviews  

Thursday 12/3 Post-Mortem/Interviews  
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Appendix D 

Devised Theatre Course Schedule 

Fall 2009 Revised Schedule 

Day Date Topic Reading & Assignments 

Tuesday 8/25 Introduction to Course  

Thursday 8/27 Ensemble 

Building/Collaboration 

Authentic Beauty Chapter 1-2 

Tuesday 9/1 Group Cohesion/Listening 

and Reflecting 

Authentic Beauty Chapter 3-5 

Thursday 9/3 Good Story Tellers Authentic Beauty Chapter 7-8 

Tuesday 9/8 Monologue Presentations Typed Monologue 

Thursday 9/10 Devising Music Authentic Beauty Chapter 10-11 

Tuesday 9/15 Devising Music Authentic Beauty  Epilogue 

Thursday 9/17 Images Bring in an image 

Tuesday 9/22 Group Presentations Typed Presentation – Song & 3min. piece 

Thursday 9/24 Movement  

Tuesday 9/29 Movement  

Thursday 10/1 Scene Presentations Typed Presentation 

Tuesday 10/6 Actions & Cards Bring in a card of scene/movement etc. 

Thursday 10/8 Voice & Create Spaces   

Tuesday 10/13 Problem Solving & 

Presentations 

Typed Presentation 

Thursday 10/15 Holiday  

Tuesday 10/20 Group Work  

Thursday 10/22 Presentations Typed Presentation 

Tuesday 10/27 Group Work  
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Thursday 10/29 Presentations Typed Presentations 

Tuesday 11/3 Rehearsal  

Thursday 11/5 Rehearsal   

Tuesday 11/10 Rehearsal   

Thursday 11/12 Rehearsal  

Tuesday 11/17 Rehearsal  

Thursday 11/19 Rehearsal  

Tuesday 11/24 Day-Off  

Tuesday 12/1 Post-Mortem/Interviews  

Thursday 12/3 Post-Mortem/Interviews  
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Appendix E 

Devised Theatre Rehearsals 
Monday  November 2 7pm-11pm   Rehearsal 

Tuesday  November 3   7pm-11pm   Rehearsal 

Wednesday  November 4  8:30pm-11pm   Rehearsal 

Thursday  November 5   7pm-11pm   Rehearsal 

Friday   November 6  1pm-5pm    Rehearsal 

 

Monday  November 9  7pm-11pm   Rehearsal 

Tuesday  November 10  7pm-11pm   Rehearsal 

Wednesday  November 11  8:30pm-11pm   Rehearsal 

Thursday  November 12  7pm-11pm   Rehearsal 

Friday   November 13  1pm-5pm   Technical 

 

Monday  November 16  7pm-11pm   Technical 

Tuesday  November 17  7pm-11pm    Full Run 

Wednesday  November 18  8:30pm-11pm   Full Run 

Thursday  November 19  7pm-11pm   Full Run 

Friday   November 20  TBA    Performance  

Saturday  November 21 TBA     Performance  

Sunday  November 22  TBA     Performance 
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Appendix F 

Reflective Lesson Plans 

8.25 Introduction to Course 

Anticipatory Set 

You Tube 

Paper Birds – A Smile Fell in the Grass (0-30 sec.) 

Mnemonic Part 1 (0-1:00 3:50-7:00) 

Pool (no water) ( 0-1:12)  

 

Objectives 

The student will be able to name the other students and discuss artistic interests. 

Teaching  

Our goal in the class is to create an original performance.  You will be reading Authentic 
Beauty as a beginning place, but we may or may not be including the stories and ideas in 
the performance.   
 
Our Audience: college students 
 What are their needs? 
Speak to them and challenge them 
Length: 1 hour – 1 ½ hour  
Theme: Beauty 
 “looking for a thread through the reminiscence material we have collected”  

(Oddey 31) 
 
Syllabus 
 
Research (Bicat 88)  
Custom 
Class 
Nationality 
Health 
Clothes 
Employment 

I watched the students while the clips from You Tube were 

playing.  They gave their full attention.  I think that it was good 

that I only played part of each scene. 

While some of students didn’t know every students name at the 

end of the lesson, they were well on their way to knowing each 

other’s name and about each other.  

The teaching section went well.  They were a little slow 

about responding at the beginning, but they all did a 

great job getting up and introducing each other.  I think 

that it is important to have the students to immediately 

interact with the other students to establish the 

collaboration as well as stand in front of the class on the 

first day to help them be comfortable as soon as possible 

being in front of the whole group. 
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Landscape 
Music 
Dance 
Sport 
Pictures 
 
Handout 

Course schedule 
Rehearsal schedule 

 
What are the traditional roles of theatre? 
 Playwright 

Director 
 Actor 
 Stage Manager 
 Designer 
 Technician 
 
Find out about everyone including their interests and background 
Partners introduce each other 
 Name 
 Where they are from  
 Experience in the arts  
 What they are interested in doing 

Standards 

Exercises: participation, concentration, and helping other students to fulfill the 

expectations 

Guided Practice 

Roll-Down 

Neutrality (Callery 32) 

 “state of readiness” 

 “car with its engine running but without being in gear” 

 “feet are parallel” 

 “hands are by the hips” 

 “fingers point towards the floor” 

 “eyes look towards a point in the distance” 

 “the weight is slightly forward with the knees very slightly bent “ 

Pass the (pen) Stick (Callery 31) 

I was excited to see how quickly and eagerly 

the students participated in the exercises.  I 

asked them to trust that I would not waste 

their time and would explain why I thought it 

was important for each of these exercises.   
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 energy exercise 

 “Standing in a circle, everyone holds a stick in their right hand.” 

 “On the signal they pass the sticks clockwise round the circle, so that each 

person takes a new pen in their right hand and passes it into their left before 

sending it on its way.”   

 “The idea is to establish a seamless flow of pens round the circle.” 

 “On a signal change direction and send the pens anti-clockwise.”  

 

Trust 

 Everyone stands at one end of the room except for the leader.  

 Half the group walks the length of the room with their eyes closed, until the 

leader says Stop. 

 The rest of the group observes individuals to see if they slow down in 

anticipation of the command to stop and open their eyes. 

 Repeat at a jogging pace 

 Repeat at a running pace 

 

 

Introductory group exercises (Oddey 179-186) 

Getting to Know Each Other (Oddey 179) 

 “. . . two minutes, individuals introduce themselves through their name and one 

piece of chosen information to every member of the group.”  

 “Greet every member of the group with a particular physical gesture.  .  . “ 

 No discussion except to say your name and other person’s name.  They will say 

their name and do their gesture and then you will repeat what they do.  Then 

you say your name and do their gesture, which they will repeat. 

 

 

Concentration (Oddey 182) 

 Group stands in a circle 

I have done this exercise with students before.  Today, the students 

worked together more quickly by establishing a flow.  Some of the 

students used soft focus and handed the pens the same way. 

There was little hesitation the first couple of times, but by the third when they 

were jogging with their eyes there were sure signs of hesitation that the other 

students picked up on, such as facial expressions, hand gestures, and tension. 

The students seemed to enjoy sharing about themselves and learning 

about others by revealing themselves through words and movement. 
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 “. . . the person elected to start, A looks at B and walks slowly across the circle to 

them.” 

 ““Meanwhile, B looks at C, who must say B’s name aloud before A reaches B.” 

 “B is then free to look at D and move to them.” 

 “D must look at E, who says D’s name before B arrives and D is free to move.” 

 “Once established, the participants should be able to run across the space so 

that it becomes a fast-moving alertness exercise.”   

 

 

 

 

Human Knot (leaders & followers) 

 

Discovering team roles (Lamden 90-92) Exercises 1-2 

Here are some roles and their definitions Meredith Belbin who has studied the function 

of teams.  These roles are essential for a successful team.  A person can fulfill more than 

one role.  Write down without showing anyone which roles you fit best.   

 “The Chair: co-ordinates team’s efforts.  Need not be brilliant or creative, but 

would rather be called disciplined, focused, and balanced.  Talks and listens well.  

A good judge of people.” 

 “The Shaper: highly strung, outgoing and dominant.  The task leader, and if there 

were no chair they would leap into the role, though they may not perform it 

well.  Their strength lies in their drive and passion for the task, but they can be 

oversensitive, irritable and impatient.  They are needed as a spur to action.” 

 “The Plant: introverted but intellectually dominant.  The source of original ideas 

and proposals, very imaginative and intelligent.  Can be careless of details and 

may resent criticism.  Needs to be drawn out or will switch off.” 

 “The Objective Evaluator: Analytical rather than creative intelligence, able to see 

the flaws in arguments.  Often less involved than others.  Dependable but can be 

cold and tactless.   Might this be the role you want a tutor to play?” 

 “The Practical Organizer: Turns ideas into manageable tasks, making lists and 

schedules.  Methodical and trustworthy, not a leader but a good administrator.” 

We didn’t have time to do the Human Knot, but I 

did introduce the role names and asked them to 

think about it for next time. 

This was the least successful exercise as far as flow, but probably the one of the 

most successful in learning each other’s names.  We went around the circle to learn 

each other’s name before we began the exercise.  The pressure of having to say 

each other’s name before the other student reached them was too much.  Perhaps 

if we had had more time it would have been more successful.  
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 “The Team Worker: a diplomatic listening, harmonizing role which holds the 

team together.  Likeable and popular but uncompetitive.  You don’t notice when 

they’re there, but miss them when they’re not.” 

 “The Finisher: ensures the team meets its deadlines.  The checker of details 

worrier about schedules, who worries others with their sense of urgency.  Their 

relentless follow-through is important but not always popular.” 

Find out what other people think and then share.    

Flocking (encourage observation) 

 No vocal communication 

 Walk or stand still 

 Explore space 

 Join other groups 

 Add (still no vocal) walk or run, skip, sit 

Independent Practice 

Journal #1 

1. What do you consider ideal beauty? 

2. What is ugly? 

3. Who is the ultimate beauty?  

4. Who is the most beautiful person you know personally? What makes them 

beautiful? 

5. What do you do every morning to prepare for the day? 

6. Relate an experience when you were growing up (may or may not be similar to 

Leslie’s experience) of when you became aware of beautiful/ugly. 

7. Write at least two points from the chapter that you agree or disagree with and 

why. 

8. What stories/images in the chapters could be incorporated into a performance? 

And/or what ideas/songs/art works did you think of while reading the chapters? 

Closure 

 Read Chapter 1&2 from Authentic Beauty and type answers to the journal questions 

for next class period. 

8.27 Ensemble Building Collaboration 

Anticipatory Set 

Name Game – throw ball 

We didn’t have time to 

do this exercise either. 

I was pleased with how well everyone 

remembered each other’s name. 
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Objectives 

Show give and take in the exercises by using multiple senses 

(Relationships, Sensitivity, Trust, Giving and Taking, Listening, New ideas, Being humble 

in opinions, observations, or comments; Distance themselves; Say directly; More 

flexible; Share and discover ideas; Group confidence) 

 

Teaching 

What are elements in a group that create a good ensemble? 

 

 

 

Guidelines ( Kerrigan 86-90) 

Agree together:  

“Creating safety” 

“Making art requires physical, emotional and spiritual commitment as well as 

vulnerability and trust.  Artists need to feel safe enough to move freely, 

experience feelings, and express themselves without fear of negative 

consequences.  Everyone in a group holds the responsibility for maintaining a 

safe environment.” (Kerrigan 86-87) 

“Talk safely” 

 “What’s said here stays here.” (Kerrigan 87) 

“Acknowledge feelings” 

Feelings are a part of life. “We use feelings to make our art.  It is ok to have 

feelings and recognize them. . . “(Kerrigan 87) 

“Separate art from therapy” 

Difference between art and therapy is “*t+herapy is about communicating with 

yourself: understanding the link between your past and your present feelings 

and behaviors.” (Kerrigan 88)  Art is about communicating with others. 

The students again jumped in to 

the exercises with full 

commitment. 

The students remarked about elements that make a good team such as 

communication, collaboration, positive comments.  I outlined what we 

should expect from each other and they agreed to it.  When I talked about 

failure, I think that it helped that I was able to give the example that the 

name game on the first day didn’t go as well. 
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“Don’t share what will upset you” (Kerrigan 88) 

“Flag on the play” 

Anyone can stop the process if it “emotional climate” gets weird or dangerous, 

or somebody is not behaving appropriately to talk about what it is going on.   

Other companies use it rarely b/c they know that someone can call them on 

their actions. (Kerrigan 89)  

“Acknowledge biology” 

 Eat when you need to. 

“Make it ok to Fail” 

“You’ve got to be willing to fail: to fall flat on your back and try again.” (Kerrigan 

89) 

Encouragement is important to rebound.  No making fun of each other for trying 

something new.      

“Don’t hurt anyone” 

 Don’t be mean in the games. 

“Try everyone’s ideas” 

 Ideas should be tried before vetoed. 

“If you don’t do the work, don’t criticize the product” 

 Build/create something else 

“Leave Life’s baggage outside” 

 Leave problems, emotional upsets, and worries 

Be on time and prepared 

No distractions (phone) 

Roles 

Here are some roles and their definitions Meredith Belbin who has studied the function 

of teams.  These roles are essential for a successful team.  A person can fulfill more than 

one role.  Write down without showing anyone which roles you fit best.   
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 “The Chair: co-ordinates team’s efforts.  Need not be brilliant or creative, but 

would rather be called disciplined, focused, and balanced.  Talks and listens well.  

A good judge of people.” 

 “The Shaper: highly strung, outgoing and dominant.  The task leader, and if there 

were no chair they would leap into the role, though they may not perform it 

well.  Their strength lies in their drive and passion for the task, but they can be 

oversensitive, irritable and impatient.  They are needed as a spur to action.” 

 “The Plant: introverted but intellectually dominant.  The source of original ideas 

and proposals, very imaginative and intelligent.  Can be careless of details and 

may resent criticism.  Needs to be drawn out or will switch off.” 

 “The Objective Evaluator: Analytical rather than creative intelligence, able to see 

the flaws in arguments.  Often less involved than others.  Dependable but can be 

cold and tactless.   Might this be the role you want a tutor to play?” 

 “The Practical Organizer: Turns ideas into manageable tasks, making lists and 

schedules.  Methodical and trustworthy, not a leader but a good administrator.” 

 “The Team Worker: a diplomatic listening, harmonizing role which holds the 

team together.  Likeable and popular but uncompetitive.  You don’t notice when 

they’re there, but miss them when they’re not.” 

 “The Finisher: ensures the team meets its deadlines.  The checker of details 

worrier about schedules, who worries others with their sense of urgency.  Their 

relentless follow-through is important but not always popular.” (Lamden 90-92) 

Find out what other people think and then share.    

 

 

Human Knot (touch) 

Standards 

Exercises: participation, concentration, and helping other students to fulfill the 

expectations 

Guided Practice 

Relaxation Warm-up 

 Tense and release 

Counting (hearing and sensing) 

I asked if the girls needed to do any relaxation or 

stretching and one of the girls suggested that they do 

Melt (which is very similar to the relaxation exercise that 

I was going to suggest.  I think that it was great there was 

another leader today. 

First the girls looked at the roles and definitions and 

picked out what fit them best.  After the Human Knot 

(which happened incredibly fast, the girls even 

commented on how fast they had done it), the girls said 

what roles each other fit.  Although the exercise was fairly 

basic, the girls were surprisingly accurate.   
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 Group sit in a circle 

 Anyone can begin by saying one. 

 Someone else says the next number 

 If two or more say the say number the group has to start over 

 No motioning 

 Everyone counts 

Exercises (Oddey 176-179) 

 

 

Noise (Several senses) (Oddey 178) 

 “In pairs” 

 “One is blind and must move towards an agreed noise made by the partner.” 

 “Partner explores making the lowest sound. . . “ 

 Swop 

 

Change Three (To see what we look at) 

 The students pair off 

 They face away from their partner and change three things about their 

appearance 

 They turn around and take turns guessing what was changed 

 Repeat with more changes 

Independent Practice 

Journal Questions 

1. Do you think you are beautiful? 

2. How do you decide? 

3. What has someone else done to make you feel beautiful? 

4. Leslie mentions that the culture has an influence on our perceptions of beauty.  

What is America’s definition of beauty?  Give some specific examples of what 

Americans perceive as beautiful (can include images).  How does that image 

affect you? 

5. What does the Bible say about Beauty?  List at least three verses.  

This was a harder exercise for the girls.  After they had tried a few times, I stopped 

them and had them do a roll down to refocus.  Afterwards the girls did a much 

better job picking up when they messed up and focusing through the exercise. 

The space was really small and cramped, but the girls did a good job 

working around the space.  One group figured out without words how 

to communicate turns by making their noise louder and softer. 

Change Three went well as well.  The girls did a 

good job observing.  Some were trickier than 

others. 
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6. What stories/images in the chapters could be incorporated into a performance? 

And/or what ideas/songs/art works did you think of while reading the chapters? 

Closure 

Read Chapter 3-5 in Authentic Beauty and type answers to the journal questions. 

9.1 Group Cohesion/Listening & Reflecting Skills 

Anticipatory Set 

Improvise the roll call 

 

 

Objectives 

By the end of the lesson, the student will demonstrate group skills, working together, 

listening, and reflecting through improvisations.  

 

 

 

Teaching 

Have any of you been in improvisations before? 

What do you think the purpose of the exercises were for? 

Were they successful?  

Today we are going to participate in some exercises that focus on working together by 

watching, listening, and reflecting. 

I’ll be watching to see if you are concentrating and participating in the exercise. 

At the end, we will discuss how successful the exercises were.  

Standards 

Exercises: participation, concentration, and helping other students to fulfill the 

expectations 

One of the students really wanted to talk about Authentic Beauty.  So I used that as 

their anticipatory set.  They discussed what they liked and didn’t like about the 

book.  After they shared their opinions I said that it was all right that they didn’t 

agree, but it was important that they listened to each other regardless. 

The discussion went well.  The theatre girls willing jump in to 

discuss.  The art girls are a little shyer, but will share if I ask.  

I am proud of the way that the students work together.  I 

believe they are ready to move on to the other lessons and to 

collaborate on harder assignments.  
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Guided Practice 

Roll downs (Relaxation Warm-up)   

The roll down helps you relax and align your body. 

Group cohesion 

Mirror Games (Kerrigan 117) 

 Two people facing each other 

 “The leader moves and the follower mirrors her as closely as he can.” 

 “Partners focus on each other.” 

Leaderless Mirror (Kerrigan 117) 

 “. . . neither partner leads.” 

  “. . . both concentrate on the other and follow the movement.” 

 “It works if *you+ pay attention to each other, if *you+ follow the movement, if 

*you+ don’t try to think of what’s next, and if *you+ go with the flow.” 

“The Leaderless Mirror teaches people to trust in the movement, rather than initiate or 

direct an improvisation “ 

 

 

Instant Mirror (Kerrigan 118) 

 Leader and follower 

 “Leader *on a vocal cue from the teacher+ suddenly explodes with a leap and 

freezes upon landing.” 

 “The follower leaps and copies him instantly and precisely” 

 Switch roles 

 “The instant mirror demands instant response to and acceptance of stimuli from 

a leader - a cornerstone of improvisation.” 

Oral Mirror (Kerrigan 118) 

 “. . . the leader shoots words or numbers past the ear of the mirror.” 

 “The mirror echoes instantly, shooting them back.” 

 “The object is to reduce the time between the impulse and the response so that 

the two seem to speak simultaneously.” 

We jumped right into 

the mirror games. 

Some of the girls had done this exercise before.    After the leaderless mirror 

the girls commented that some of them took turns leading while others were 

more one in their movement.  Some had a combination of the two. 

I wanted to get to the oral 

mirror so I skipped this one. 
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 “. . . leader tells a story one word at a time” 

 “The mirror tells it with him.” 

 

 

 

Energy Catch Game (Kerrigan 118-119) 

 This exercise “. . . hones several skills: focusing on a partner, movement 

observation, accepting impulses from others, and allowing a movement to 

evolve into something new. . .”  

 “Two people face each other.” 

 “Only one person moves at a time.” 

 “The person who moves has a bundle of energy that causes part of his body to 

move a certain way – maybe his shoulder moves in circles or his spine shivers.” 

 “With an obvious, direct thrust of the moving body part toward his partner, he 

tosses his bundle of energy to his partner who catches it exactly as he tossed it – 

if he tossed it hard and fast, her body must recoil quickly from the impact.” 

 “If he aimed at her head, her head takes up the same motion he threw her.” 

 “After he tosses, he watches her in stillness.” 

 “She lets his movement inhabit her, reproducing exactly what he sent her.” 

 “She then lets it change in quality or migrate to a different part of her body 

before she tosses it back to him.” 

 

Listening and Reflecting 

Total Listening (Kerrigan 131-132) 

 “By listening we express support and understanding.  Good listening creates 

bonding.” 

 “Two people, Tom and Sarah, face each other.  Tom talks to Sarah for a couple 

minutes about some topic – a favorite movie, something on his mind.  For the 

first two minutes, Sarah does not listen – she actively ignores Tom.”   

 “After two minutes, she listens totally, will all her senses focused on him, 

maintaining eye contact.  She does not reply; she only listens.”   

 “When the time’s up, they switch roles and repeat the exercise.”   

The girls shot words back and forth.  Instead of having the two person groups say a 

sentence together.  The students sat in a circle and created a story together.  We 

found that it was harder to create a story with characters that they already knew 

versus a completely new story.  

This game was different than girls were 

expecting/had done before.  I wanted them to feel 

comfortable being silly. 
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 “Then they stop and discuss the experience” and repeat what the other person 

said. 

 “This game demonstrates how rarely we experience quiet, focused listening.  

Listeners often mention how awkward it feels not to jump in with responses.  

We need to practice listening fully, because most of us rarely do it.” 

 

 

Listen and Respond Around (Kerrigan 132) 

 “Three or more people make a circle.” 

 “Mimi makes a brief movement and pauses.” 

 “The instant Jim sees it, he answers with a movement in response.” 

 “The instant Joan sees Jim’s response, she answers that with a movement.” 

 “It keeps going around.” 

 “The movements can range from subtle facial twitches to full-body explosions.” 

 “Focus on seeing the movement with whole-body attentiveness and responding 

instantly.” 

Games to Build Supportive Skills  

Blind Offers (Kerrigan 136) 

 “. . . one player offers an unidentified object or action to partner.” 

 “. . . the initiator takes a pose or makes a gesture and the acceptor  quickly uses 

the initiator in some way.” 

 “. . . if the initiator makes claw shape hands, the acceptor can scratch her back 

on them.” 

 “If the initiator bends over, the acceptor can sit on her, ride her, drive her, or 

write on her.” 

 Advanced: “The player thrusts her open hand at her partner and says, ‘Here take 

this.’” 

 The partner takes it, decides what it is and uses it in the improvisation. 

Independent Practice 

Discussion: How successful were you at working together by watching and listening? 

Which exercise helped the most to experience this?  And why? 

Which of the exercises were the hardest? And why? 

The girls had good discussion after this exercise of what it felt like to be ignored.  

Instead of doing the Listen and Respond I had the girls redo the exercise with the 

goal of repeating what they heard after their partner finished.   

I thought that it would be better to spend 

time discussing what we did rather than 

doing another exercise.  I was glad that we 

did because of the discussion. 
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Journal Questions 

1. What is your favorite physical feature? 
2. What is your least favorite physical feature? 
3. Leslie mentions a different time period that she wishes that she could live in.  

Have you ever wished to live in a different time period?  If so what is it and what 
about that era appeals to you? 

4. What about the culture, that we are currently in, do you not like? 
5. What does the Bible say about Beauty?  List at least three verses.  
6. What stories/images in the chapters could be incorporated into a performance? 

And/or what ideas/songs/art works did you think of while reading the chapters? 

Closure 

Next class period, we will work on communicating stories. 

Read Authentic Beauty chapters 7-8 and type the answers to the journal questions. 

9.3 Good Story Tellers 

Anticipatory Set 

Show the two images of the girl looking in the mirror 
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Objectives 

Write a one page monologue from source material 

Teaching 

Who are you devising for, and why? 

Research, devise and perform 
What are their needs 
Speak to them and challenge them 

Essential elements (Kerrigan 33-34) 

 Characters 

 Stories 

 Places 

 Conflicts 

 Images 

Playwriting (Bicat 65-69) 

“Stage one: Inventing Characters and Situations” 

 Weak Situation 

o Two men on the bench sit on says it’s peaceful and eats his sandwich 

o The other man agrees and silently reads his newspaper 

 Strong Situation 

o Same situation except that after the man agrees he begins reading his 

newspaper aloud 

I asked them what they thought 

the purposes of the arts/theatre 

were.  

I decided in class that it would be good to talk 

about the difference between story and plot. 
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 What makes this situation stronger than the first? 

 Silence of a man with his dead wife.  Four questions must be answered. 

 “Where was she before this moment? (Past)” 

o “A year ago” 

o “A month ago” 

o “An hour ago” 

 “Where is she? (Present)” 

o “The morning” 

o “After breakfast” 

 “Where was she going? (Future)” 

o “Short medium and long term” 

o “Where was she going in the next ten minutes” 

o “Where was she going to be over the next few weeks” 

o “Where was she hoping to be going over the next few years” 

 “Where do we join the story? (playable moment)” 

 “Ask questions for other characters” 

 If they know the character they will sympathize with her but if they just join the 

story when she dies then the audience will question: 

o “Who is this woman?” 

o “Why was she coming out of the garage?” 

o “Where was she going?” 

o “Why should we care about her?” 

Contradictions 

 “Contradictions move the characters. . . “ 

 “Contradictions between Characters”: Characters should have “. . . different 

opinions and motivations from the beginning of situation.” 

  “Contradictions within character:” what a character says and what they do 

 Surprise – “. . .carefully crafted and constructed series of scenes to totally 

unexpected turning point.” 

 Beware of activities “. . . that are anything other than compelling or urgent.” 

“Intellectual and emotional collaboration with audience . . .” 

 “. . . force the audience to fill in the gaps in the plot for themselves.” 

 “The text, or the word, is the last resort of the theatre.”  

 Non-verbal 

Questions for Characters and Space (Bicat 50-53) 

I believe that the students were much 

more engaged in the teaching section, 

because they were able to pick what 

the character was doing in the past, 

present, and future. 
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 “How old are the characters?” 

 “What are they?” 

 “Where are they?” 

 “What are they doing?” 

 “Are they with someone else?” 

 “What is the relationship between them?” 

 “What is the relationship between them?” 

 “Why are they there?” 

 “Are you inside or outside?” 

 “How are you letting the audience know? “ 

 “Are you in a confined space, a busy bar or on a deserted beach?” 

 “Are you on top of a mountain or in the underworld?” 

Standards 

Exercises: participation, concentration, and helping other students to fulfill the 

expectations 

Guided Practice 

Exercises: Indentify the Important Events in Story (Bicat 28) 

 Pick a fairy tale 

 Boil down the story to half a page 

 “ . . . divide the story into separate episodes and establish the turning points or 

important events that carry the story further.” 

 

 

Exercise: Make Still Images of the Key Moments in the Story (Bicat 28-29) 

 The group then prepares a series of still images (photos or sculptures) using their 

bodies to depict the key interesting moments from their part of the story 

 The audience then chooses where they want to view the scene and answers the 

following 

o “Why have you chosen to view the image from this position?” 

o “Where, for you, is the focal point? (Multi-focus, Inside, External)” 

o “Which character has the most status (power) in the image?” 

o “Which character has the least status (power) in the image?” 

This exercise got all of the students really excited.  I believe that the students 

learned about structure more through taking a story apart and determining the 

most important events as well as making tableaux about each event. 
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o “What do you find intriguing, interesting, unable to fathom about the 

image?” 

Method (Lamden 41) 

 One person is the storyteller 

 The storyteller tells the story while the others support by providing props, 

playing characters, being furniture, plugging gaps, etc.   

 Work with the objects in the space to transform them into something else. 

Use one of the two images to write a monologue that is in the first person that the girl 

could be saying to herself. 

 

 

 

Independent Practice 

One page typed, a moment, first person dialogue, story from picture, what they could 

say (how to get into moment) Turn in two copies 

 

 

 

Journal #4 (turn in 9.10) 

1. Describe a time that you felt beautiful. 
2. Describe a time that you felt ugly. 
3. Leslie discusses in the chapter what she needed to change to make herself 

more beautiful.  What have you changed (over the years) or need to change? 
a. I haven’t answered a question yet, but I wanted to share something 

with each of you.  I have appreciated your openness and candor!  God 
has been slowly changing me the past couple of years.  I say slowly 
because I am rather a stubborn person.  Along with being stubborn I 
am a very bad worrier as well as I like to be in control.  I use to worry 
about anything and everything.  I heard people say give it to God.  I 
would, but I always seemed to take it back to try to fix it myself(I say 
try because I generally would make a bigger mess).  The tests that He 
would give me about trusting him and not worrying I continued to 

We didn’t have time 

for this exercise. 

I used the last 20 minutes to give the students an opportunity to practice for the 

first time to write a monologue without the fear of getting a grade or presenting 

it to the class.   I was very impressed with everyone’s monologues.  I was so 

impressed with their work; I asked the girls to read what they had written for the 

rest of the class. 

For the monologue, I thought that I had communicated that I wanted it to be 

about beauty, but some of the girls didn’t do use the theme.  Some said that 

weren’t sure they were suppose to use the theme, while another said that it was 

hard.  They did write good monologues and I could see the inspiration behind 

what they were doing.  Next time I will be clearer. 
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fail.  Recently I have begun knowing (not just reading) and 
experiencing the character of God, which has freed me from 
worrying.  I am not perfect yet.  This is something that Satan 
continues to taunt me with, but with God’s strength, He is helping me 
consciously recognize and fight against Satan. 

b. Something that God is currently working on for me is the attitudes 
that I can have with people that get under my skin.   

4. What music, images, and movies do you think of when you hear the word 
beauty? (We will be brainstorming later.  Use your journal as preliminary 
brainstorming.)  

Closure 

Next class period (9.8) you will present your 1 minute presentations.   Be prepared to 

talk about what inspired you.   

9.10 Devising a Song 

Anticipatory Set  

Play the chorus of a Christmas Song – Jingle Bells 

Objective 

By the end of the lesson, the student will write the words and music for a chorus of an 

original Christmas song. 

Standards 

Exercises: participation, concentration, and helping other students to fulfill the 

expectations 

Teaching  

During the devising process we may need a song, but we may not be able find the right 

one or we may not be able to obtain the rights of an existing song.  The exercise today is 

a step by step process in developing an original song.  There are many ways to devise a 

song, but the one that we are using today allows for “maximum collaboration and 

variation of outcome.” (Bicat 82) 

When devising theatre, I think that this exercise to create a song will be helpful, because 

it breaks down the process into manageable steps. 

 

 

Open Vocal Viewpoints (Bogart 106-107) 

I decided that since we had time I 

would start this lesson after they had 

read their monologues. 

9/8 We did the Vocal Viewpoints and came up with the words 

for the chorus.  Next time, I will have the students work 

through the rest of the steps.   
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 Choose a place in the room where you can most effectively concentrate on your 

own voice and sound 

 Make up a three syllable word of gibberish, ka-bing-zong or yip-eed-oh  

Pitch 

 “Start at your lowest possible pitch, intoning your three syllable gibberish word, 

and continue repeating it, with each repetition rising a notch in pitch.  Exercise is 

complete when you are vocalizing your word at your safest high pitch in your 

range.” 

 “Experiment with switching pitch on each syllable of your word.  . . . try 

low/low/high or very high/medium/low.  Try creating as many different 

combinations as possible.” 

 “This exercise heightens awareness of our traditional limited pitch range and 

strengthens ability to expand that range.”  This is also our goal for the rest of the 

vocal exercises.   

Dynamic 

 “Starting at your most quiet volume (barely audible), speak your gibberish word, 

and continue repeating it, with each repetition increasing a notch in volume.” 

Stop when you reach safely reach your loudest volume. 

 “Now experiment with switching dynamic, or volume, on each syllable of the 

word, e.g. loud/barely audible/ medium or quiet/loud/quiet 

Tempo and Duration 

 This next exercise deals with specific rhythm or meter. 

 “Repeat . . . except in terms of Tempo moving from the slowest possible speed to 

the fastest.   

 “Then switch tempo duration on each syllable.” 

Guided Practice 

Step One 

 First we will devise the text or words. 

 Get in small groups of three or four.   

 I want each group to brain storm about key words you think of when you hear 

the word Christmas and write them down.   You have three minutes.  

 We can make several attempts for verses or choruses. 

 I want to caution you that people always write too many words.  

Since the exercise stretches the student to do something they have never done, 

I think that these vocal exercises are a good way to introduce the exercise. 
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 “Some really excellent songs have only one or two lines.” 

Step Two 

 Your three minutes is up.  Everyone get back together to share your words.   

 Great!  Let’s select a short set of words and create a sentence with them. 

 I am going to tell you a secret:” . . . important words are always set higher and 

last longer than unimportant words.” 

 We are going to assign each word a number (1-5) and each syllable with i, ii, iii. 

 What may be important to you may not be so important to someone else. 

 Remember that there is no right or wrong. 

 

Step Three 

 “Each person will speak the text on their own following the ups and downs 

shown by the hierarchical numbers.” 

 Your objective is” . . .  to find a shape that pleases and adds something to the 

text when spoken normally.” 

Step Four 

 “Now exaggerate the spoken version, using as much of each individual’s own 

vocal range as possible.” 

 First: “. . . exaggerate beyond what is tasteful or deemed appropriate.” 

 Second: “. . .choose something that can be repeated, to some extent.” 

 

Step Five 

 “Go to an instrument and try to find some of the notes you have been working 

on that work with your voice.” 

 

Step Six 

 “After listening to the recordings, your group will discuss and choose what goes 

forward for more development.  “ 

The numbering and syllable with Roman numbers was confusing for 

the students.  I think that it would work better if the students simply 

divided the words at first and number them.  

I had them start singing right away, but I think that it would 

have been smoother if they had spoken the text at first. 

It is interesting to note that the 

girls vocally followed the group 

or leader who was the loudest. 

We found a piano and worked on finding a tune.  A couple of the girls had 

piano experience and they sat at the piano and picked out a tune.  All the 

girls participated in the singing, but not necessarily the decision making. 
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Independent Practice 

We will divide into two groups you will write a song about beauty. 

 

Closure 

Next time, you will present your song to the class either live or recorded. 

 

 

 

 

 

9.17 Images 

Anticipatory Set 

The students will bring in images that exemplify beauty to them. 

Objectives 

In a group the student will put together three minutes of a piece. 

Standards 

Exercises: participation, concentration, and helping other students to fulfill the 

expectations 

Teaching 

 “looking for a thread through the reminiscence material we have collected” (Oddey 31) 

Research (Bicat 88) 

o “Custom” 

o “Class” 

o “Nationality” 

o “Health” 

o “Clothes” 

o “Employment” 

o “Landscape” 

o “Music” 

I am dividing the girls into groups to 

hopefully balance their musical 

experience. 

The songs the two groups did were very good.  When I questioned them about 

the process, I was unhappy to hear there wasn’t as much collaboration as the 

process that we went through entailed.  I realized though that each group as 

shown through the group skills will have more people participate in a certain 

exercise than others.  I asked for a chorus and verse, one of the groups did 

fulfill this criteria.  The other group had the two verses, but they only put 

music to the chorus and response call.  

The girls were quite excited about showing the 

images that they brought in today. 

I am glad that I told the girls what the next 

assignment was before I started the lesson.  

I think that having a clear idea what they 

were going to do help them understand 

why I was presenting the material as well 

as help them to make connections to what 

they will be doing. 
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o “Dance” 

o “Sport” 

o “Gather pictures”  

 Era art work, advertising 

 Initial Ideas (Oddey 188-189) 

o “Poems” 

o “Pictures” 

o “Music” 

o “Prose” 

o “Stories” 

o “Play texts” 

o “Objects” 

o “Issues” 

o “Theme” 

o “People” 

o “Documents” 

o “Design” 

o “Movement” 

o “Concept, question, statement” 

o “Photographs” 

o “Films” 

 Scenes (Oddey 129) 

o “pieced” 

o “cut together abruptly” 

o “slid together” 

o “music holds the non-narrative together” 

o “juxtaposition of familiar and unfamiliar part of shifting atmosphere” 

 

Guided Practice 

Images (Oddey 170-171) 

 Each person will bring an image that exemplifies beauty 

 Examine each image and discuss what it says 

 Each girl passes their image to someone else and that person discusses what it 

says to them 

 Then the girl with the image talks about her own image (I hope this way to get 

everyone to talk) 

I am really glad that I had the girls talk about 

each other’s image and that they had specific 

images to discuss.  This helped the girls who 

don’t talk as much. 
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Image Exercise: What images pertain to the theme? (Kerrigan 36-37) 

 Find a comfortable position either, sitting, standing, or laying down 

 Shut your eyes 

 Focus on your breathing and relax 

 Begin to think about your image 

 Think about if the picture were animated what it would do 

 How would it move  

 Zoom in to  a particular part of the picture 

 Whatever position that you are in now, how your image do the same in your 

mind 

 Now imitate how they would be in that position 

 Keep the image fresh in your thoughts 

 Imitate what your image is doing in your head, move the way it does 

 Focus on the details 

 What does their outside look like allow that to inform your movements 

 Once you have embodied your image, allow that to change to keep some of the 

qualities, but become human again 

 

 

Brain storm about different topics that the girls could do for their presentation  

Independent Practice 

Three minute piece  

Could be dance, collage, music, text, sound, images, sketch, monologue, facts.  Work 

together to tackle assignment.  Needs to have life stage it.  (Within your small group, 

create a short sketch/presentation (3-5 min) inspired by/based on/ within the group’s 

topic of focus.  Could include music, text, visual images, presentations of facts, a 

monologue, a dialogue) 

 

 

 

We didn’t end up doing this exercise, 

because I didn’t think that it fit several 

of their pictures and I wanted to have 

plenty of time to talk about topics. 

They came up with lots of good topics, that I am 

excited to see their presentations. 

The girls who were there for the lesson, did a better job following the criteria that I 

outlined for the project.  Overall the presentations became more reports than I was 

expecting.  Perhaps I should change the name of presentations to something else.  I 

did not want to use a performance term, less students become nervous/paranoid.  

The girls who went on first did a better job keeping in the time limit. 
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Closure 

Next class period you will do your presentation for the group 

 

 

 

9.24 Movement 

Anticipatory Set 

Who is your or one of your favorite characters from a play or movie? 

Describe their movement. 

Objectives 

Write a scene 

Standards 

Exercises: participation, concentration, and helping other students to fulfill the 

expectations 

Teaching 

Viewpoints 

 Tempo   

 Duration 

 Kinesthetic Response 

 Repetition  

 Spatial Relationship 

 Topography 

 Shape 

 Gesture 

 Architecture 

Guided Practice 

 Viewpoints  

Tempo (Bogart 39-40) 

 Grid – straight lines at 90 degree angles (graph paper) 

 Add switches of tempo 

Because the girls went took longer with their 

presentations than I had specified, we ended up 

not having time to do all of the Viewpoints.  I 

found it interesting after the presentation about 

makeup that the girls stayed later to find out 

how to do smoky eye makeup. 

When I realized how much we 

needed to cover before they 

did their next presentation, I 

revised the schedule to include 

two days of movement. 

Before class started on the 29th, some of 

the girls commented how much they were 

enjoying the class.  One girl said that she 

actually wanted to do the homework.  

Another girl said that in a lot of classes, she 

didn’t feel like she could be like herself in 

class, but in this class she felt comfortable 

being herself. 

I think that this focus was effective after they had 

done Viewpoints, so that they could practice using 

the common language of Viewpoints. 
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 Use tempos that you are staying away from 

Duration (Bogart 40-42) 

 Focus 90% on Duration 

 Stay in longer or shorter than feels comfortable 

 Morse Code 

 Changes of direction 

 Changes of levels 

 Stops and starts 

Kinesthetic response (Bogart 42) 

 “. . . spontaneous physical reaction outside yourself.” 

 Stops and starts be determined by what is happening around you 

 When someone passes by you, start or stop 

 Relinquish choice 

 Use everything 

 Receive and react 

Repetition (Bogart 43) 

 Let go of the three.  Focus on Repetition 

 “All movement now determined by repeating someone else. . .”  (path, direction, 

speed, stops, and starts) 

 Follow someone.  Constantly switch 

 Far away and near 

 Repeat off two people (floor pattern and tempo) 

 Recycle and incorporate movement that occurred earlier, repeat everything 

 Soft focus, repeat all movement around you 

Spatial Relationship (Bogart 44-45) 

 Clap to hold 

 Notice space around them and even space around them (2 to 5 feet) 

 Aware of the space as you move 

 Decide where to move based on where other people are 

 Work in extremes: close to or far away 

 Stop with clap 

Topography (Bogart 45-46) 
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 Basic Patterns  

o Grid is topography 

o Circles – curves and swirls 

o Zig-zags or diagonals 

o Levels – height and depth (topography that is multi-dimensional) 

 Painting on the floor 

o Soles of feet have red paint on them 

o Create various topographies  

o Shift circles, zig-zag, straight lines 

 Size of Canvas 

o Small or big 

 Shape of Canvas 

o Square, circle, oblong shape 

 Switch tempos 

Shape (Bogart 47-48) 

 Body already making a shape, outline against space, silhouette 

 Hard edges, linear or angular 

 Arms, legs, elbows, knees, tongue 

 Curved or circular (feeling different?) 

 Combination 

 Let one evolve into the other 

 Faster tempo so can’t preplan 

 Move around 

 Work with others 

 Travel with others 

Gesture (Bogart 49-52) 

 Expressive 

 Think of what you are doing as something behind the movement (feeling 

thought or idea) 

 Beginning, middle, and end to the movement 

 Emotions: joy, anger, fear, sadness 

 Move through space, repeat refine it, evolve 

 Ideas: freedom, justice, war, balance, chaos, cosmos 

 See what parts of body that you are relying on and which you are avoiding  

 Use whole body: head to feet, toes, heels, whole foot, ankles 
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 Behavioral 

 Evolve gesture to something that you might see everyday 

 Body and health: person’s body and physical health and weather – wounds, 

scars, disabilities, sneeze, yawn, buoyant walk, rolling of the neck, shivering, 

sweat, fanning oneself, buttoning up, hand to feel rain or snow 

 Time period and culture: Elizabethan, 1920’s, 1950’s 1960’s, now, French, 

German, Italian (tempos, shapes – angular or round) 

 Idiosyncrasies: person’s eccentricities, quirks, habits, twitch, scratch, cock of 

head, curl of lips, nose scrunch, foot tap, bend of elbow 

 Connotation: say something that has thought or intention behind them – to 

entertain, to warn, to quiet – hello, what’s up, come here, enough 

 Use whole body  

Architecture (Bogart 52) 

 Floor beneath your feet: pattern or tape on floor 

 Walls: be aware of where you are and allow the architecture inform your 

movement 

 Solid mass: Lean on wall  

 Texture: what is it made of, cloth, metal, or wood, hot or cold (inform your 

tempo, your size) 

 Light: “Work off the pattern of light fixtures.  Work with or against the light.  

Move in and out of it.  Make shadows.” 

 Color: move toward certain colors or away from them 

 Work off distant architecture 

Open Viewpoints 

 Incorporate all the Viewpoints into this session 

Movement Exercise: Zip, Zap, Biong (Bicat 101) 

 Do not have time to think 

 Get in a circle 

 Practice one at a time 

 Everyone, one at a time, pass a clap to the left and say zip 

 Pass across the circle to a person by making eye contact and say Boing 

 Zap to the right 

 Now combine all three 

After the girls did Viewpoints according to 

themselves, I had the girls create a 

character during the open Viewpoints. 

Since we didn’t have much time, I 

cut the next two exercises.  If I had 

been able to all the Viewpoints on 

one day, I think that these exercises 

would have been good warm-ups. 
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Movement Exercise: Pulling faces(Bicat 102) 

 Leave self image behind 

 Make a face to the whole group 

 Pass it to the person to the left 

 Once they have the face the first person relaxes 

 The next person allows the face to change 

 And then passes it to the left 

Performer Exercise: Character through Physicality – Leading with Different Parts of the 

Body (Bicat 61) 

 Walk around the room like someone is leading you by the nose 

 As you move around notice what is happening to the rest of your body 

 Try different tempos and durations 

 Try your forehead 

 What difference in your body between the two 

 Chin, Chest, Belly 

Roundabout (Callery 183-184) 

 Pick a character from a fairy tale or Disney movie 

 Create a body for the character, lead, tempo duration 

 Find a partner 

 Pick a situation, which has nothing to do with the story that your character 

comes from, which you have to physically do something – washing dishes, 

putting up a tent 

 Create story that one of the characters gets something else from the other 

character without saying it 

 Each character gets no more than ten lines 

 Characters may already know each other. Tips: 

o “Avoid explanations which tell the audience what’s going on or who you 

are” 

o “Find a speech style for characters through exploring their movement” 

o “Value silence” (Callery 183) 

 

 

 

I included this exercise in the Viewpoints section. 

Since we didn’t have much time, I had the girls 

practice writing a scene of the characters they 

had physically developed. 

After looking over the girl’s guided practice, I realized that I hadn’t fully 

explained story structures.  I didn’t give enough examples and non-examples.  

Instead of using the recommended examples for the next class period, I took a 

single story and showed how it would work with the different structures.  This 

worked better to explain the concept. 
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Teaching 

Story Structures (Greig 151-155) 

 Linear narrative: “The story goes in a straight line from beginning to end.  There 

may be time-gaps in the sequence of scenes (Act 2 takes place a week after Act 

1, for example), but everything progresses in a strictly orderly fashion.  Greek 

tragedies and Shakespeare’s plays follow this classical structure.” (Greig 151) 

 Disrupted narrative: “The linear progression is broken up, so that the story goes 

back and forth in time.  Plays us ‘flashback’ or ‘flash forward’ sequence – for 

example, when a character remembers something about the past that is then 

depicted dramatically.  The Death of a Salesman by Arthur Miller uses this 

structure.” (Greig 151-153) 

 Chinese box or Russian doll structure: “It is one big linear story that contains 

within it a series of other stories that exist in their own right and have no 

connection with the main story.  An example of this type of structure is the 

ancient Persian tale One Thousand and One Nights. 

 Circular narrative: “The journey of the play ends up exactly where it began.  This 

can operate as the main body of the play being one long flashback, in which the 

mysteries of the first scene are finally revealed at the end.  In some fold tales it 

takes the form of an object being passed from hand to hand and ending up in the 

same hands it started in.” (Greig 153) 

 Relay race: “. . . where one character from each scene passes on into the next 

scene.” (Greig 153) 

 Narrative dynamic: “. . . not something that ‘just happens,’ but it is a carefully 

constructed artifice.” (Greig 155) 

o “. . . a new arrival (an individual or group) into an established and 

conventional situation disrupts the status quo.” (Greig 155) 

o “. . . a daily world is magnified and illuminated by its magical reflection in 

a fantasy or dream world.” (Greig 155) 

o “. . . in a closed community, the past intrudes on the present world, 

reviving memories that make a new sense of today, and showing new 

ways forward.” (Greig 155) 

o “. . . a group of individuals, linked by shared histories, on a similar 

journey.” (Greig 155) 

o “  . . . two parallel stories intersect and become the same story.” (Greig 

155) 

Guided Practice 

Structuring Text (Callery 184-194) 

Since the class only had about 5 min. left.  I 

asked the girls to jot down the different ways 

that they could structure their fairy tales. 
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 Get back in the groups that you had for when we did the tableaux of the fairy 

tales 

 Determine the people, place, and objects 

 The tableaux were told in a linear manner 

 The story “. . . can be shuffled and stitched together in other ways”  

 It is important to understand the structure of a play when you write.   

 Consider time 

 Well written play – is generally written in a linear progression or chronologically 

 Cut and paste structure can still have plot but it isn’t what is in control 

 The main component of the story is reshuffling the events so the audience 

doesn’t focus as much on upcoming events and suspense. 

 The audience becomes more involved by putting the pieces together and 

questioning the relationship of the various elements 

 Now for your fairy tale, I want you to experiment with time structures.  Keep the 

skeleton of the story.  You can play with the chronology of the events and the 

time structure. 

 You can also suspend time which is a common theatrical device – “. . . dream 

time, inner world time (someone’s mind), or theatrical time (addressing the 

audience).” (Callery 186) 

 You must still grab and hold the audience’s attention.  The structure must still be 

interesting and suspenseful or you will lose the audience. 

 Think about the structure as “. . . a series of small explosions detonated by 

events.  The journey of the story is ‘plotted’ to maximize the effect of each 

explosion.” (Callery 186) 

 The  audience’s attention can be kept through images and different types of 

suspense 

 Instead of what will happen next, think how is it going to happen. 

 Simon McBurney wrote in a Complicite’s program note, “We live in a time where 

stories surround us.  Multiple stories.  Constantly.  Fragmented by television, 

radio, print, the internet, calling to us from every hoarding and passing us by on 

every street corner.  We no longer live in a world of the single tale.” (Callery 187) 

 You can tell the story of the fairy tale from the memory of the characters 

 You can start realistically then move to surreal world by “exaggerating the 

fantastical elements and finding ways of moving between the styles.” (Callery 

191) 

 Remember that the goal is to clearly communicate to the audience.     
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Independent Practice 

Write the scene or create a movement piece 

Closure 

Next class period you will bring copies of your scene to class, so that your classmates 

can read it.  If it is movement, you will do the presentation yourself. 

10.6 Actions & Note cards 

Anticipatory Set 

What helps to keep from becoming nervous on stage? 

Objectives 

Demonstrate multiple actions with a reading 

Standards 

Exercises: participation, concentration, and helping other students to fulfill the 

expectations 

Teaching 

 

 

Action: “. . . physical pursuance of a specific goal.” (Brunder 13) 

Checklist for a Good Action (Brunder13-18):   

 “be physically capable of being done” (Brunder 14) 

o You can “cajole someone” or “plead for help,” but you cannot physically 

“pursue the American dream.” 

o “Something you can accomplish onstage” 

 “be fun to do” (Brunder 14-15)  

o Pick something that you will enjoy doing during the rehearsal and 

performance period. 

o Fun: not make you laugh, but is compelling 

 “be specific” (Brunder 15) 

o Stanislavski said, “Generality is the enemy of all art.” 

o “Finding out something” is not as specific as “extracting an answer.” 

 “have its test in the other person” (Brunder 15-16) 

o Action: “physical pursuance of specific goal” 

I began with what makes people 

nervous and then asked what helps 

keep from being nervous. 

To begin with, I decided to begin with six overall 

objectives: to get someone to do something, to stop 

someone from doing something, to communicate 

information, to get information, to make someone feel 

good, and to make someone feel bad. 
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o “. . . the specific goal must have to do with the other person.” 

o “. . . by looking at your partner, you should be able to tell how close you 

are to completing your action.” 

o Action: “forcing an enemy to do my bidding” – how close is he to doing 

what you want? 

o Once he had done what you wanted, your action is completed. 

o No “Be” verbs ‘be happy’ and ‘be angry’ has nothing to do with the other 

person 

 not be an errand (Brunder 16) 

o “Delivering a message,”   

o cannot be pursued for long 

o too simple to accomplish 

o doesn’t have the test in the other person 

o “Action needs to be something you could fail at . . .”  

 “not presuppose any physical or emotional state” (Brunder 16-17) 

o Don’t pre-decide how a character will act, either happy sad or mad 

o to calm (predetermines that a character is excited) 

o to encourage  

 “not be manipulative of the actor” (Brunder 17) 

o To make someone cry is an action that you have decided how the other 

character will respond. 

o “forcing a friend to face facts.” 

 “have a ‘cap’” (Brunder 17-18) 

o “to get a friend’s forgiveness” (Can see in your partner that you have 

accomplished) 

o “maintaining someone’s interest” (no cap) 

o You may never accomplish your action. 

 “be in line with the intentions of the playwright” (Brunder 18) 

o Decide what works with what the playwright has written 

o Don’t attack if the character is suppose to support the other character  

Guided Practice 

Two students read the scene for all occasion with 1) to accuse/to humor 2) to aid/to 

demean  

Give handout List of Actions from Actions: The Actor’s Thesaurus 

List of Actions 
Abuse 
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Accommodate 
Accost  
Accuse 
Acquaint 
Acquit 
Addle 
Admire 
Admonish 
Adore 
Advise  
Affright 
Affront 
Aggravate 
Aid 
Allure 
Amaze 
Amuse 
Annoy 
Appall 
Appease 
Astound 
Attack 
Attract 
Avert 
Badger 
Baffle 
Bait  
Beg 
Beguile 
Belittle 
Bewilder 
Blame 
Bluff 
Cajole 
Captivate 
Challenge 
Chastise 
Coax 
Coddle 
Coerce 
Command 
Compel 
Confront 
Confuse 
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Contradict 
Criticize 
Deceive  
Defeat 
Defy 
Degrade 
Delight  
Demean 
Demoralize 
Deny 
Deprive 
Discipline 
Discourage 
Dissuade 
Embarrass 
Enchant 
Encourage 
Entertain 
Entice 
Entreat 
Excuse 
Forbid 
Humiliate 
Humor 
Hurry 
Hurt 
Interrogate 
Intimidate 
Intrigue 
Mesmerize 
Misdirect 
Mock 
Muddle 
Needle 
Obey 
Offend 
Ostracize  
Outrage 
Pacify 
Pamper 
Patronize 
Persuade 
Pester 
Pet 
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Praise 
Rag 
Reassure 
Rebuke 
Redirect 
Refuse 
Reject 
Reprimand 
Reproach 
Resist 
Restrict 
Ridicule 
Scold 
Scorn 
Shock 
Silence 
Slight 
Spurn 
Stun 
Tantalize 
Teach 
Tease 
Tempt 
Terrify 
Test 
Thwart 
Unnerve 

Independent Practice 

Scenes 

 Groups of four will do the scenes for each other   

 Other students guess their actions 

Note cards 

 3x5 note cards: 2 lines of description of scene movement (specific with few 

words) 

 Show the cards that you brought.  If we have any duplicates, we will throw one 

of them out.   

 Begin arranging the cards in some sort of structure.   

 This structure probably will not be permanent. 

 We are looking for a flow and how the scenes connect to each other. 

After I passed out the handout, I noticed that both 

sets of girls did embarrass, but acted embarrassed 

instead of embarrassing the other girl.  I clarified this 

and they did a few more actions. 
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 Who would like to work on which part?  

 We will be doing presentations in a couple of weeks.  

 

 

Closure 

Next class period we will be working on multiple voices. 

We will be doing presentations on what you have decided to work on, on 10/20 and 

10/22. 

10.8 Voice & Creating Space 

Anticipatory Set 

Play clip from Youtube Two Towers Schizophrenic Gollum and Smeagol (0-2:00) 

Play clip from Youtube A Knight’s Tale Part 9 (3:00-4:10) 

Objectives 

Demonstrate characters in multiple spaces through different voices 

Standards 

Exercises: participation, concentration, and helping other students to fulfill the 

expectations 

Teaching 

Raise your hand when you hear a Gollum change to Smeagol and back again. 

Viewpoint exercises allows you to see how many choices that you have as a character 

both physically and vocally. 

We have talked about tempo, pitch, and dynamic.  Using this language describe the 

difference between the two characters of Smeagol and Gollum. 

 

Today we will be using timbre, shape, gesture, architecture, repetition and kinesthetic 

response.   

Guided Practice 

Vocal Viewpoints (Bogart 106-110) 

After the girls, introduced their cards they began to put them in an order.  At first 

the girls, just put their card down, but I got them back to rearrange the cards.  

This started the conversation. 

I built up the anticipation a bit with setting 

up the YouTube clips. 

All of the girls didn’t get every time he changed, but 

as a beginning exercise, I think that it went well. 

I am glad that the girls got to use the language of vocal Viewpoints with a 

couple of terms, before we added to their vocabulary. 

I think that it worked better breaking up the vocal Viewpoints 

and then returning to them to review and then add the others.   
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 Choose a place in the room where you can most effectively concentrate on your 

own voice and sound 

 Make up a three syllable word of gibberish, ka-bing-zong or yip-eed-oh  

Pitch (Bogart 106-107) 

 “Start at your lowest possible pitch, intoning your three syllable gibberish word, 

and continue repeating it, with each repetition rising a notch in pitch.  Exercise is 

complete when you are vocalizing your word at your safest high pitch in your 

range.” 

 “Experiment with switching pitch on each syllable of your word.  . . . try 

low/low/high or very high/medium/low.  Try creating as many different 

combinations as possible.” 

 “This exercise heightens awareness of our traditional limited pitch range and 

strengthens ability to expand that range.”  This is also our goal for the rest of the 

vocal exercises.   

Dynamic (Bogart 107) 

 “Starting at your most quiet volume (barely audible), speak your gibberish word, 

and continue repeating it, with each repetition increasing a notch in volume.” 

Stop when you reach safely reach your loudest volume. 

 “Now experiment with switching dynamic, or volume, on each syllable of the 

word, e.g. loud/barely audible/ medium or quiet/loud/quiet 

Tempo and Duration (Bogart 107) 

 This next exercise deals with specific rhythm or meter. 

 “Repeat . . . except in terms of Tempo moving from the slowest possible speed to 

the fastest.   

 “Then switch tempo duration on each syllable.” 

Timbre (Bogart 107) 

 For Timbre you will be using different physical resonators to produce the sound  

 Send sound through nose  

 Focus the sound in your abdomen and then your throat 

 Mix and match 

Shape (Bogart 107-108) 
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 Take the word and “adjust the vowels and consonants as necessary to produce a 

word which is made of round shapes.  What sounds feel round? Why? Which are 

clearly not?  Now change the syllables into a gibberish word which is linear or 

jagged in its component shapes.”  

 Mix and Match 

 “Think of and say aloud to yourself recognizable words for the English Language 

(or any other language which are specifically round, soft or fluid in shape, or 

specifically sharp spiky, or percussive.” 

Gesture (Bogart 108-109) 

 Expressive not something that you usually hear, it expresses an emotion or idea 

 Grief – not a sob or wail, might be high long ‘ee’ with a low ‘oh’ 

 Beauty, Ugly, Freedom, Terror, Balance, Justice, Home 

 Behavioral Gestures are sounds that people make every day such as “. . . clearing 

the throat, swallowing, exhaling, sniffing, etc.” 

 Weather (teeth chattering), person’s health (coughing), age (wheezing) 

 Person’s personality or demeanor (grinding teeth, constant clucking, or 

whistling) 

 Thought or intention behind sound (clearing of throat, tsk-tsk, moan)  

Architecture (Bogart 109) 

 Use your three syllable word to explore the space 

 Vary the volume 

 Explore corners, walls, different textures, materials, distance, objects 

Repetition (Bogart 109-110) 

 Get a partner 

 Person A says their word and B repeats exactly 

 Use pitch, dynamic, tempo, and duration 

 Switch 

Kinesthetic Response (Bogart 110) 

 Form groups or 4 or 5 

 Each person chooses a word and closes their eyes 

 Focus not on what you are saying but when 

 Use the silence 

I had the girls close their eyes for this exercise and their 

concentration improved immensely.   

I ended up not doing this exercise, but 

I did introduce the concept of silence. 
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Open Vocal Viewpoints 

 Take your original word and experiment with pitch, dynamic, tempo and 

duration, timbre, and shape. 

Use the Scene for all occasions to work on each of the elements individually 

 

 

Independent Practice 

“Creating spaces, using voice and body only, pairs enter as if in 1) a dark circle 2) a 

cathedral 3) a library 4) a club.” (Lamden 118) 

 

 

 

 

Closure 

How is the work going for your presentations?  I would like for some of the 

presentations to be ready by 10/13. Who would like to volunteer? 

Next class period we will discuss and practice problem solving and constructive criticism.   

10.13 Problem Solving & Constructive Criticism 

Anticipatory Set 

Play clip from Youtube Vultures from Jungle Book 

Objectives 

Demonstrate problem solving skills 

Standards 

Exercises: participation, concentration, and helping other students to fulfill the 

expectations 

Teaching 

Difference between evaluation and critique: 

I felt they were ready to move straight to the scene, 

so we didn’t do open Viewpoints. 

I had the girls focus on the elements individually.  We then put them 

together.  Finally I asked them to put thought and intention or 

actions behind their words. 

I started with having the girls use the scene for all occasions while they were in 

different places.  To end the class, I had them create a scene where they had to 

reveal where they were with their voice and body.  These scenes went 

particularly well.  I believe that the exercises prepared them to do and discuss 

what they were doing.  They tried to fall back on imitating what had been done, 

but I encouraged them to use the Viewpoint language.  Some of the students 

made some really profound thoughts. 
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 “Evaluation talks about processes, methods, tools abilities, what is learned, and 

what is valuable – all in terms of agreed-upon goals. An evaluation places the 

activity and behavior on a continuum from high to low – from success to failure.” 

(Kerrigan 138) 

 “A critique concerns the subjective, complex criteria that comprise a work of art.  

A critique doesn’t deal with the process’ it deals with the performance.  Critiques 

take place constantly during rehearsals and after performance.” (Kerrigan 138)  

Constructive Critiques (Kerrigan 138-144): 

 What works? 

 Attitude of a friend 

o “It is important to say what you have to say from the point of view of a 

friend.  When you’re criticizing, you only speak about your feelings, from 

your own experience, without passing judgment.  ‘This is what I am 

feeling.’” (Kerrigan 139) 

 Change negatives to positives 

o Solution 

o Instead of negative try task language. “Enter at this cue.  Do your activity 

while you converse.” (Kerrigan 140) 

 Ask questions (Kerrigan 140) 

o Negative: “You were late for a cue.” 

o “What was going on at this point?  What is your cue?” 

o Negative: “You weren’t paying attention to Sarah.” 

o “What were you paying attention to here?” 

 Receiving Criticism 

o Hard – need to hear and absorb 

o About the topic – not you 

o Don’t argue 

o Active listening 

 Listen openly 

 Reflect content 

 Summarize 

 Paraphrase 

 Ask clarifying questions 

Critical Response Process (Kerrigan 142-144) 

 Step one: Respondents give affirmations 
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o Meaningful or stimulating 

o Nothing generic 

o “This step tells the artist what works, what is being communicated to the 

audience, and how.  It melts her defensiveness and garners trust 

between her and the respondents.”  

 Step Two: Performer Asks  

o Gives you opportunity to think critically  

o Ask anything about work 

o “Do you understand the action? How do you interpret the symbology? 

How did you feel in this section?  What do the costumes say to you?” 

 Step Three: Respondents Ask Neutral Questions 

o Negative: “Why is there no point?” 

o “What do you want the audience to understand from your piece?” 

 Step Four: Respondents Ask Permission to Give Options 

o Ask to give opinion about something specific  

 Optional Step Five: Discussion of Content 

 Optional Step Six: Discussion of the Artist’s Response 

o Describe changes to be implemented 

 Optional Step Seven: Work the work 

o Try ideas right away 

The Next Step: How to Generate Material About Your Idea and How to Begin to Shape It 

(Kerrigan 30-31) 

 “What did we just do?” 

 “What were the problems?” 

 “What do we want to keep?” 

 “Where does this get us?” 

 “How does what we just did relate to what we already have?” 

 “What is the nest step?” 

 “What do we need to decide?” 

 “Given what we have, where does the piece want to go?” 

 “Given the character(s), what choices are available now?” 

 “What actions are logical?” 

 “What does the scene need?” 

 “What are we trying to say?” 

 “How do we solve this problem?” 

 “How do we move the action forward?” 

I had the girls read the questions. 
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o “Why are we doing this piece?” 

o “Is it news?” 

o “Who needs to see it?” 

o “Who is interested?” 

 “What is original about it?” 

 “What do people know about its subject matter?” 

 “What clichés, metaphors, and images pertain to it?” 

 “How can we capitalize on them?” 

 “How do we challenge them?” 

o “What are the underlying assumptions?” 

o “Are these assumptions true for us? For our audience?” 

o “What logic do these assumptions set up?” 

o “Is the piece true to that logic?” 

o “Where does the piece break the logic?” 

o “Is that ok?” 

 “Who is our audience?” 

 “How do we connect our piece to them?” 

 “Why do these people need to see this piece?” 

 “How do we want to affect them?” 

 “How will they be changed by it?” 

o “What is the statement?” 

o “How can we best make the statement?” 

o “What media most eloquently express the statement?” 

o “What are the most compelling visual and aural ways to make the statement?” 

 “How do we communicate the world to the audience?” 

 “Do they get it?” 

o “Is it a comedy?” 

o “Does it have a happy ending?” 

o “Is it a tragedy?” 

 “What is the nature of the conflict?” 

 “How do we solve it?” 

o “What symbols are, or should be, in the piece?” 

o “What do they symbolize?” 

o “What does the audience understand about the symbology?” 

 “Where is the piece taking place?” 

 “Is that the best place for it to be, in terms of statement, logic, possibilities?” 

 “Does the audience recognize the place?” 
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o “Who is each character?” 

o “How do we reveal the relationships between characters?” 

o “What do the characters want and need?” 

o “Do they get what they want and need?” 

o “How?” 

o “Why don’t they?” 

o “What obstacles must they overcome?” 

o “What do they want and need, moment to moment?” 

o “Where did they come from before the piece began?” 

o “Where will they go when it ends?” 

 “What are the essential moments without which the piece won’t make sense?” 

 “What do they say?” 

 “How do they more the piece forward?” 

 “Do we highlight or weight them adequately?” 

o “What are the human qualities in the piece?” 

 “What is the emotional resolution of the piece?” 

Guided Practice 

Problem solving improvs (Lamden 92-93) 

 You have three minutes to prepare an improv 

 What are some problems that could come up in rehearsal? 

o Personality clashes 

o Lateness 

o Commitment issues 

o Talking behind someone’s back 

o Absence because of personal or family issues 

 After improv, discuss how problem can be resolved 

 May be fun.  “The real purpose is to share views, establish a common set of 

attitudes to working in a group and establish frameworks for managing problems 

during the devising process.”  

 Rework the improv to include the solution  

 

 

 

The girls suggested almost all of the ones that I have written and a lot more 

problems that can occur.   I emphasized that we will have challenges and 

problems, but it is how we deal with them that is important.  The girls enjoyed the 

improvs and gave good suggestions of how to deal with different issues.  The 

redone improvs weren’t cheesy. 
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Independent Practice 

I would like some girls have their scenes read and then we will practice what we have 

been talking about today. 

 

 

Closure 

Next class period you will be doing presentations and group work. 

Have a good break. 

10.20 Immediacy 

Anticipatory Set 

I will walk in and show the difference between planning ahead and immediacy. 

 

Objectives 

Demonstrate immediacy in the scenes they perform 

Standards 

Exercises: participation, concentration, and helping other students to fulfill the 

expectations 

Teaching 

Immediacy (Hagan 102-105) 

 Prevent anticipation – thinking and planning ahead 

 Immediacy – happening now, being in the moment 

 “In life we think ahead and have expectations”, but we don’t know what is going 

to happen 

Guided Practice 

Lose an article (Hagan 103-104) 

 High stakes 

 Look in rational and irrational places 

 Allow emotions to jump, drop, level off, drop and climb  

 Clarify circumstances 

I had a couple of girls bring in work that we could immediately apply the 

constructive criticism.  The feedback was much more detailed than in the 

previous lessons. 

I believe that I didn’t give the example long enough for them to 

be able to see the difference between the two examples. 

For the most time, I thought the girls were 

practicing immediacy.  One of the girls 

looked liked she was trying too hard to be 

funny. 

I decided to add this lesson because I felt a lack of 

immediacy in some of the exercises that we did with text 

and improv.    
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 Really examine objects 

 Practice and present for group 

Independent Practice 

Practice immediacy in the rehearsals. 

Closure 

Next class period you will be doing presentations and group work. 

11.3 Titles  

Anticipatory Set 

What are your favorite titles? And why? 

Objectives 

Collaboratively create a title for the piece. 

Teaching 

“Titles are important for many reasons.”  (Smiley 222) 

“. . . at best symbolizes the play by catching its emotive quality.  It functions to identify 

the form, material, style, and purpose of the work.  It can express the overall meaning.  

It should attract attention and excite curiosity in the minds of producers and audiences.  

A title is the mnemonic symbol representing the whole, a symbol that people must be 

willing and able to carry in their minds.” (Smiley 222) 

“A title should represent the whole work by providing an imaginative image, rather than 

merely a verbal one.” (Smiley 223) 

“In communicates a play’s mood, style, and subject matter.” (Smiley 223) 

“A title should also be unique, either as a fresh image or as a new use of an old one.” 

(Smiley 223) 

1. “A leading character’s name: The Late Henry Moss” 

2. “Emotions: Love! Valour! Compassion!” 

3. “An image: A Bright Room Called Day” 

4. “A character trait: Top Girls” 

5. “A quotation: The Little Foxes” 

6. “A situation or event: How I Learned to Drive” 

7. “A place: Homebody/Kabul” 

8. “A description: The Foreigner” 
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9. “Objects: Fences” 

10. “A meaning: Wit” 

11. “An item of humor or irony: Oh Dad, Poor Dad, Mamma’s Hung You in the Closet 

and I’m Feelin’ So Sad” 

12. “A literary allusion: Oleanna” (Smiley 223)   

Standards 

Exercises: participation, concentration, and helping other students to fulfill the 

expectations 

Guided Practice 

I will give you time to think about what you have written or jot down some ideas. 

Independent Practice 

Let’s start with giving ideas about titles. 

Now that we have written a bunch of words, what words stand out as interesting or 

intriguing? 

Closure 

Rehearsal is tonight at 7.  If you are going to miss rehearsal, come and double check the 

dates with me. 

12.1 Interviews 

Questions 

1. What is working well?  What is helping you learn? 

2. What is not working well?  What isn’t helping you learn? 

3. What suggestions or recommendations do you have to improve the course? 

4. How has this course changed you view about theatre or performance? 

5. Has this course inspired any other projects or ideas? 

6. How have your ideas of beauty changed or evolved over the semester?  

7. Do you feel like you can determine beauty by societal norms or other criteria 

determined? 

8. If the latter, what are some of the criteria necessary for the assessment? 

9. Can you determine the reasoning behind the current view held by society? 

10. Do you agree with this current view?  Why or Why not? 

11. How can this current view be changed?    
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Appendix G 

IRB Proposal 
Devised Theatre (THA 3352 Special Topics) 

Katie Wampler, M.A. 
August 10, 2009 

Rationale  

My goal for this study, which I plan to document in my dissertation, is to create 

the pedagogy for a devised theatre course and implement the pedagogy in a university 

class.  My thesis for my dissertation is:  “This Professional Problem Dissertation will 

involve developing a curriculum for a devised theatre course at the university level, 

using university students to collaboratively create an original performance piece that 

integrates theatre, music, and art.”   

The class would consist of students who are interested in education and the arts, 

specifically theatre, music, and visual art.  The overall goal for the students would be to 

prepare them, through individual and group exercises, to develop an original 

performance piece.   Through collaboration, the students will incorporate their 

individual talents to develop text, movement, music, and visual art around a specific 

theme that is relevant to them and the community.  

This dissertation will document a specific devised theatre project as well as the 

pedagogy used to create it; it is particularly geared towards students who may have had 

little direct contact with theatre in performance.  In 1994, Oddey wrote in the preface of 

her book Devising Theatre that one of reasons for writing it was that she “felt there was 

a lack of information on the subject. . .” (Oddey xi) and  Heddon and Milling pointed out 
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the need for further exploration in their book, Devising Performance by suggesting  that 

“*t+en years later, and after what turns out to be a surprisingly quick survey of books or 

articles that specifically concern themselves with this enduring and prevalent practice, it 

is apparent that very little has changed.” (Heddon and Milling 1)   

Since the very nature of theatre is ephemeral, artists should not only document 

the product produced but also the process by which the collaborators created the 

performance.  Historically, theatre documentation often consists of texts of the various 

plays that were performed.  When beginning with original work that may or may not 

produce a script, the artists should produce some sort of record for future generations.  

This dissertation will also meet this need of documentation.  

The significance of this project is that it will be a case study of devising theatre in 

a classroom setting.  Theatre practitioners have written several books detailing their 

individual professional processes in creating original works.  The goal for the dissertation 

is to build on what has been previously discussed by these authors by practically 

applying their advice and exercises in creating a university course.  The paper will 

discuss what assignments and exercises worked to help create the original performance 

piece, what did not work, as well as other elements that could have been beneficial for 

the process.        

Devising Theatre is a unique opportunity for students to collaborate on the 

creation of original material that will culminate in a performance.  My experience with 

devising theatre, while having taken risks, is that such projects are more rewarding 
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when the group has created a piece using their own experiences and researched a 

theme that they can share with an audience.   Devising theatre is a very practical class.  

The students will immediately take what they learn from the exercises to develop a 

performance piece.  This theatre course is different from most acting classes, because 

the students begin with work that has already been created to interpret the character.  

Devised theatre allows the students to originate the source material that is performed.    

Theatre is the culmination of many arts and this multi-disciplinarity should be 

more fully explored.  Part of what drew me to the Ph.D. program at Texas Tech 

University was the Interdisciplinary degree.  The devised theatre course will contain 

exercises that specifically focus on implementing visual art and devising music.  Devised 

theatre is an excellent opportunity to implement all of the arts into a performance.    

This course will utilize a combination of lectures, discussion, theatre exercises, 

group and individual presentations, readings, rehearsals, and performances.  The 

students will participate in class work that focuses on ensemble building, storytelling, 

music, art, movement, voice, and problem solving.  By the end of the class, I hope that 

the students will feel confident in producing their own theatre pieces whether these are 

finally script-based or not.  My goals for them through the course are that they 

experience and learn 1) ensemble building through improvisation exercises 2) to tell a 

story with and without words 3) to develop original music 4) to implement art work and 

images into a performance 5) to use kinesthetic, character, and stylized movement 6) to 

analyze their work 7) to develop character voices 8) to create spaces 9) to problem solve 
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10) to implement all of these elements into a performance and 11) to reflect on the 

process. 

Subjects 

The subjects involved will be students who are enrolled in Devised Theatre (THA 

3352 Special Topics) at Lubbock Christian University.  A description of the class Devised 

Theatre was placed in the course schedule of Lubbock Christian University.  The 

undergraduate advisors recommended the class to the art and theatre students.  As the 

class involves theatre, music, and art, those students were encouraged to register for 

the course.  Since the class is a special topics class, the students have many other 

courses to take instead of this class. 

Before I give the students the consent form, I will have discussed syllabus, see 

Appendixes C, and what is required for the class.  I will also tell them that the 

videotaping will have multiple functions.  First, we will be able to review the work that 

they do in class.  An example would be if they do an improvisation that we would want 

to include in the final performance, we can go back to the video tape to review the 

work.  The students will also have the opportunity to see themselves, what they are 

doing well and how they can improve.  Finally, the videotapes will help me review the 

overall class when I am writing the dissertation.  I will refer to what I did that helped the 

students to learn.  The interviews at the end of the semester will also serve to help me 

assess the outcomes of what they have learned over the semester, as well as help me to 

improve the course.   
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Procedures  

Since the very nature of theatre is ephemeral, artists should not only document 

the product produced but also the process by which the collaborators created the 

performance.  Historically, theatre documentation often consists of texts of the various 

plays that were performed.  When beginning with original work that may or may not 

produce a script, the artists should produce some sort of record for future generations.  

To be able to review the work from previous class periods and provide documentation 

for writing the dissertation, I will have the lessons videotaped.  The videos will only be 

included in the research with the student’s permission. 

The course description of Devised Theatre (THA 3352 Special Topics) was put in 

the LCU course catalogue.  The theatre and art advisors recommended to the students 

to sign up for the class to fulfill a credit for their degree.  The students had a variety of 

options to fulfill this credit.  The consent form will be presented to the students the first 

week or as soon as the proposal is accepted.  I will inform the students that their 

participation is completely voluntary and will not affect their grade.  The lessons will be 

videotaped, but if they choose not to participate their face will be blacked out.  I will 

then ask for a volunteer to gather the forms, seal them in an envelope, and turn them 

into the secretary of the Communication and Fine Arts Department to be held until their 

grades have been posted.  I will leave the classroom so the students have the 

opportunity to decide whether they want to participate or not.  I hope that each class 

will be videoed, both for the students to be able to review their work and to be later 

included in the documentation of the class.  The interviews will be scheduled during the 
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last days of class and should not last longer than thirty minutes.  The appendices contain 

possible questions that will be asked of the students.    

 After the performance, I will also interview each participant about what they 

have learned and experienced in the class as part of the assessment for the dissertation.  

The student’s work and interviews/questionnaires will only be included in the 

dissertation with their permission.  Also the questions they answer as part of the 

interviews/questionnaires will not affect their grade and will only be reviewed after the 

student’s final grades have been posted. 

Adverse Effects and Liabilities 

 This proposal requires no liability plan. 

Consent Form 

 The consent form is attached in the appendices of this proposal.  As soon as this 

proposal is accepted or the first week of school I plan to have the students sign the 

consent form. 
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Appendix A: 

Interview/Questionnaire  

(Sample Questions for Reflection would include the Following) 

 

1. What is working well?  What is helping you learn? 
 

2. What is not working well?  What isn’t helping you learn? 
 

3. What suggestions or recommendations do you have? 
 

4. How have your ideas of (the subject) changed or evolved over the semester?  
 

5. Do you feel like you can determine (the subject) by societal norms or other 
criteria determined? 
 

6. If the latter, what are some of the criteria necessary for the assessment? 
 

7. Can you determine the reasoning behind the current view held by society? 
 

8. Do you agree with this current view?  Why or Why not? 
 

9. How can this current view be changed?  
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Appendix B: 

Informed Consent Form 

The professor, Miss Katie Wampler, M.A. (720-7726 LCU Arts Office) of the course, 

Devised Theatre (THA 3352 Special Topics) has created a new course with specific lesson 

plans which will be included in a dissertation.  Part of the dissertation will be to evaluate 

the course and its effectiveness.  The students are asked to participate in the research 

by giving their permission for the videotapes of the lessons as well as answering 

questions about the effectiveness of the course in preparing them for their final 

performance to be included in the dissertation.  The student’s participation will last the 

length of the course period.  The research will not cause the students any risk or 

discomfort. 

Benefits of Participant 

1. Helping to document the ephemeral experience of the course and art since there 
is a lack of information about devised theatre. 

2. Opportunities to reflect on the experience of the course to help to improve the 
course for future students.   
 

Confidentiality 

1. Your identity will be kept confidential.   
2. The work and interviews/questionnaires will only be included in the dissertation 

with your permission.   
 

Rights and Information about Consent 

1. Your participation is completely voluntary.  Refusing to be a part of the study will 
not affect your grade, and the interviews/questionnaires will not reviewed until 
the final grades are posted. 

2. If you decide at any time not to participate in the documentation, your grade will 
not be affected.  
 

Contact  

Miss Katie Wampler will answer any questions you have about the study. For questions 

about your rights as a subject or about injuries caused by this research, contact the 

Texas Tech University Institutional Review Board for the Protection of Human Subjects, 

Office of Research Services, Texas Tech University, Lubbock, Texas 79409. Or you can 

call (806) 742-3884. 
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Permission       

      I give my permission for the videotapes of my participation in class to be included in 

the research.              

      I give my permission for my interview to be included in the research.  

 

_______________________________________________  ________________ 

Signature        Date 

 

_______________________________________________ 

Print Name 

 

This consent form is not valid after August 31, 2010. 
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Appendix C: 

THA 3352 Special Topics – Devised Theatre 
Fall 2009 

 
Instructor:Katie Wampler  Office: CAA 138  
720-7726 (Carma McKenzie)  Office Hours: by appointment 
Katie.wampler@lcu.edu 
 
Course Description:  Devised Theatre (THA 3352 Special Topics) is a course that will 
collaboratively explore developing and performing original work based on a particular 
theme – in this case the theme of beauty.  Alison Oddey writes in Devising Theatre, “Any 
definition of devised theatre must include process (finding the ways and means to share 
an artistic journey together), collaboration (working with others), multi-vision 
(integrating various views, beliefs, life experiences, and attitudes to changing world 
events), and the creation of an artistic product.”  Instead of starting with a script, the 
group will collaboratively create the material for an original performance.  The students 
will participate in class work that focuses on ensemble building, storytelling, music, art, 
movement, voice, and problem solving.   The culmination of the class will be a 
performance piece that the students have created over the course of the semester.   
The performance could include text, movement, images, music, and multi-media.  
Theatre, music, art, education, and youth ministry students are encouraged to enroll.  
 
Course Objectives/Student Learning Outcomes:  The student will: 

1. Demonstrate ensemble building through improvisation exercises  
2. Tell a story with and without words   
3. Develop original music  
4. Implement art work and images into the performance  
5. Demonstrate kinesthetic, character, and stylized movement  
6. Apply actions to scripts  
7. Develop character voices  
8. Create spaces  
9. Problem solve 
10. Implement all of these elements into a performance 
11. Reflect on the process 

 
Resource Material (Required):   
Authentic Beauty by Leslie Ludy 
 
Teaching Methodology 
This course will utilize a combination of lectures, discussion, theatre exercises, group 
and individual presentations, reading, rehearsals, and performance. 
 
Assessment and Grading 

mailto:Katie.wampler@lcu.edu
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 10%  Journals 
15%  Theatre Exercises 

 20% Presentations 
 25% Rehearsals 
 30% Performance  
 
Journals: The student will answer specific questions over the readings that will be 
turned in the class period the reading is due.   
 
Theatre Exercises: These exercises will be led by the teacher in class.  The student will 
be graded on their participation, concentration, and helping other students to fulfill the 
expectations.    
 
Presentations: Outside of class, students will prepare presentations individually and in 
groups.  Students will be graded on their participation.  The presentations may be 
included in part or wholly in the final performance.      
 
Rehearsals: Students are to come prepared and on time for rehearsals.  The teacher will 
communicate what is expected before the rehearsal.  
 
Performance: Since the final project is the performance, students must completely fulfill 
their responsibilities that have been pre-assigned.    
 
Academic Progress and Grade Information:  Students are responsible for tracking their 
academic progress throughout the semester.  Therefore, if you have any questions 
about your grades, please contact your instructors.  Final grades will be posted on IQ 
Web at the conclusion of the semester. 
 
Academic Integrity:  This course adheres to the Code of Academic Integrity found in the 
Student Handbook. 
 
Student Dress Code:  This course adheres to the Student Dress Code found in the 
Student Handbook. 
 
Absence Policy:  Your attendance in class is required.  Please refer to the LCU Catalog (p. 
25, 2008-2009) for University policy on class attendance, excused absences, and 
unexcused absences.  This policy states in part: 

Students, whether present or absent, are responsible for all material presented in 
or assigned for their courses, and will be held accountable for such material in 
the determination of course grades. Three, six, or nine absences in courses 
meeting once, twice, or three times per week, respectively, and absences for 
athletic or school-related participation exceeding 25% of the class meetings 
and/or laboratory sessions may, at the discretion of the professor, cause students 
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to be dropped from the course with a grade of F. Absences for athletic or school-
related participation are counted as any other absence. 
 

ADA Policy:  Students with a documented disability are responsible for: 1) ensuring that 
current documentation is on file in the Disability Services office and requesting 
accommodations within the first week of enrollment in a long semester or by the 
second class day of a short term; 2) discussing the approved accommodation with each 
instructor within the third week of enrollment in a long semester or by the fourth class 
day of a short semester. 
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Appendix H 

Poster and Postcard 
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Appendix I 

Program 

Ensemble 

Actress 1 
Playwright: Mirror, Mirror, Then I Would Feel Beautiful 
Director: Silence, Mirror, Mirror, Then I Would Feel Beautiful, Treasure of Beauty 
Performer: Ideal Beauty, Alice, Princess, We Only Come Out At Night, Then I 
Would Feel Beautiful, Insecure, Our Ideal Beauty 
 

Actress 2 
Playwright: Thank You 
Director: Ideal Beauty, Our Ideal Beauty 
Performer: Ideal Beauty, Mirror, Mirror, Alice, Princess, Till We Have Faces, 
Thank You, Our Ideal Beauty 
Designer: masks, costumes and set 
 

Actress 3 
Playwright: Silence, Then I Would Feel Beautiful, Insecure, Happily Ever After 
Composer: Anything Like Beautiful 
Director: Cancer Monologues, Then I Would Feel Beautiful, Insecure 
Performer: Ideal Beauty, Silence, Alice, Then I Would Feel Beautiful, Happily Ever 
After, Our Ideal Beauty 
 

Actress 4 
Adaptor: C.S. Lewis’ Till We Have Faces 
Performer: Ideal Beauty, Alice, Princess, Sash of Unity, Our Ideal Beauty 
Designer: Power Point 

 
Actress 5 

Performer: Ideal Beauty, Alice, Princess, Sash of Unity, Treasure of Beauty, Our 
Ideal Beauty 
Designer: marketing materials, props 
 

Actress 6 
Playwright: Alice, Princess 
Director: Alice, Princess 
Performer: Ideal Beauty, Mirror, Mirror, We Only Come Out At Night, Sash of 
Unity, Insecure, Till We Have Faces, Our Ideal Beauty 
 

Actress 7 
Playwright: Cancer Monologues, We Only Come Out At Night  
Composer: Anything Like Beautiful 
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Director: We Only Come Out At Night, Till We Have Faces 
Performer: Ideal Beauty, Alice, Cancer Monologues, Princess, Our Ideal Beauty 
 

Actress 8 
Playwright: Treasure of Beauty 
Performer: Ideal Beauty, Silence, Alice, Princess, Sash of Unity, Treasure of 
Beauty, Our Ideal Beauty 
Designer: Power Point, props 

 

Actress 9 
Playwright: Sash of Unity, Movement Video 
Director: Sash of Unity, Thank You 
Performer: Ideal Beauty, Alice, Princess, Sash of Unity, Movement Video, Till We 
Have Faces, Treasure of Beauty, Our Ideal Beauty 

 Prop Master 
 
 
 

 
 
Artistic Director’s Note 

The performance Framed Reflections is the culmination of collaborative work by the 

class THA 3352: Special Topics Devised Theatre.  The students’ goal in the class was to 

take their individual talents in art, music, and theatre and together create an original 

performance.   Through the semester, ten of us have explored the theme of beauty from 

various perspectives.  Collaboratively, the students have written journals; researched 
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various topics; written and edited scenes; collected and created images; found and 

composed music; and cast, directed and performed the piece.  These young women 

have struggled and worked endlessly to create this performance.  I am incredibly proud 

of my nine students.  I congratulate them for their hard work and selfless attitudes and 

welcome you to our original performance.   ~ Katie Wampler          

             

Special Thanks 

Family and Friends, Dr. Williams, Dr. Doyle, Dr. Gelber, Dr. Donahue, Dr. Steele, Dr. 

Stoune, Genevieve Durham, Mr. Proper, Joshua Miller, Bill Kopf, and Tiffany Greene 
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Appendix J 

Audience Survey 
1. What is the story? 

2. Which sections were most effective? 

3. What in the performance was unclear? 

4. Did your perception of beauty change or broaden after the performance? If so, in 

what way?  
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Appendix K 

Framed Reflections 
Ideal Beauty 

Silence 

Mirror 1 

Alice 1 

Cancer Thanksgiving 

Princess 2 

We Only Come Out At Night 

Mirror 2 

Then I’d Feel Beautiful 

Alice 2 

Cancer Christmas Eve 

Sash of Unity 

Cancer Christmas 

Mirror 3 

Cancer New Year’s  

Princess 1 

Movement Video and Monologue 

Insecure 

Alice 3 

Till We Have Faces 

Cancer Valentine’s Day 

Mirror 4 

Happily Ever After 
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Treasure of Beauty 

Thank You  

Our Ideal Beauty
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IDEAL BEAUTY THROUGH THE AGES 

(The following scene is read through four times. The first time the scene is read 
through normally.  The second time, the girls overlap on the last word of the line.  
The third time, the girls begin their line half way through the last line.  The final 
time, the girls say their lines at the same time.) 

STEPHANI 
I don’t know ask the mirror. 

CHRISTINA 
He was afraid my features might scare her away. 

ADDISON 
I don’t want to be compared to other girls. 

ASHLEY 
I’m getting more beautiful by the second. 

CLAIRE 
I’m tired of walking and being pretty. 

MARISSA 
I guess I should change. 

JENNA 
I still saw the lost little fat girl with headgear and braces. 

JESSICA 
Wait- You think I’m beautiful. 

STACEY 
I was beautiful, and that’s all those people cared about. 
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SILENCE 

(Girl rushing around:  louder, talks faster.  Last homeless woman in line: talks 

slower and quiet.) 

WOMAN 
Since I’m the last one in line and you’re now done serving, would you like to sit and eat 

with me?  

GIRL 
(Uncomfortable)  

Umm…  
(looks around)…  

I guess I have 15 minutes before class. 

WOMAN 
Why are you here? 

GIRL 
Service project for credit for a class. 

WOMAN 
Glad you are here then. 

GIRL 
umm hum. 

(Awkward silence) 

GIRL 
Sorry this is awkward silence… 

WOMAN 
There is beauty in silence. 

GIRL 
(puzzled)  

There isn’t comfort in silence. 

WOMAN 
Life isn’t meant to be comfortable, but it can be silent. 

GIRL 
Other than awkward times like this…When do you ever hear silence?   
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WOMAN 
 I hear silence in every moment that someone holds back. Their eyes tell a story that 

their mouths do not. Look around at the people this shelter… You can see their painful 

stories in their eyes but they keep a smile.  

GIRL 
How do they keeping smiling?  

WOMAN 
They make the decision to see the good things in life. 

GIRL 
Even though they sleep outside on cardboard?  

WOMAN 
Yes, there is something beautiful in that too…  Let me ask you a question. When is the 

last time you took time to gaze at the stars?  

GIRL 
Umm… this summer.  

WOMAN 
I have the time to do that every clear night.  

GIRL 
Oh. 

WOMAN 
When is the last time you took a walk through a park? 

GIRL 
I don’t know… 

WOMAN 
See…you don’t have time to slow down and take in the beauty around you. You’re busy 

with school, work, friends, and commitments. You have so much to do that you don’t 

have time to stop and take a deep breath and marvel at what was created for us to 

enjoy. I have that time. I’m not busy and can take time to enjoy God’s creation.  

GIRL 
I never thought of it like that. No offense, but I thought you would be sad all the time 

and wouldn’t think that the world could be beautiful because of your… umm… situation. 

WOMAN 
My situation is not ideal, but life is beautiful. Every morning I wake up I’m thankful.  
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GIRL 
What do you have to be thankful for? 

WOMAN 
Moments like these.    
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MIRROR 1 

CAROLINE 
Okay, I’m almost ready to go. My new jeans and top look great, I’ve just got to put the 

finishing touches on my make-up and I am ready to go on my date with Jackson. 

MIRROR 
Are you sure you want to go out in that? Jackson is the hottest guy in school and you 

won’t live up to his expectations. How much did you pay for those jeans anyway? 

They’re called skinny jeans for a reason Caroline; you have to be skinny to wear them.  

As far as your make-up goes I can still see everything you’re trying to cover up, like that 

pimple on your chin and those dark circles under your eyes. Try again Caroline.  

CAROLINE 
Oh gosh, you’re right, I do look terrible.  I spent a fortune on this outfit though and the 

sales girl told me it looked great… 

MIRROR 
And you fell for that?! She was trying to make a sale, duh. 

CAROLINE 
And the people at the make-up counter showed me how to do my make-up just right… 

MIRROR 

Well you obviously weren’t paying attention. 

CAROLINE 
I guess I should change. 

MIRROR 
You guess? I know you better change if you don’t want to get laughed at when Jackson 

opens the door.  
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ALICE 1 

 (Voices from off-stage) 

MOTHER 
 Oh, Dinah, you look so beautiful. 

DINAH 
Yeah, thanks mom… Hey, Alice, what do you think? 

ALICE 
 I think taffeta is Satan’s toilet paper— 

MOTHER 
Alice! 

ALICE 
What?! Oh, you look great Dinah, really beautiful. I promise. 

MOTHER 
 No, look what you’ve done to your beautiful dress! Look at that tear! You can’t be in 
the wedding like that. 
 

DINAH 
Mom! You can fix that, Alice just go take off the dress, we can fix it, I know we can. 

MOTHER 
There’s no time. Just… go help your father usher in the guests. 

DINAH 
This is my day! 

ALICE 
Don’t be too sure… 

MOTHER 
Alice… well, maybe someday you’ll be able to take care of beautiful things like your 

sister. 

(Alice runs on from S.R.) 

DINAH 
(Exasperated)  

Mother!  
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MOTHER 
Oh, I’m sorry, Dinah. It is your day. And you are beautiful. 

ALICE 
What is the big deal about beauty anyways? I’m only going to be wearing that dress 
ONCE in my WHOLE LIFE. Who cares if there’s a little tear in it?  

(Yelling indignantly towards S.R.  She sits down in front of a “mirror” and sighs) 
Mirror, mirror in my way: what lies will you tell today? Am I pretty? Am I fair? Does it 
matter? …Why should I care…  
  

WHITE LADY 
(Enters)  

Where are you? Hello? Oh, dear I’m lost. Where am I (etc…) 

ALICE 
(Sits up and looks around) 

 Hello? Who’s there? 
(Watches mesmerized for a moment)  

Miss, where are you trying to go? 

WHITE LADY 
Go?  

(realizes Alice is there)  
Where am I? Oh, dear, I’m lost again! 

ALICE 
Miss? What’s wrong? I could help! 

CHESHIRE 
Oh, don’t bother with her. She can’t be helped. 

ALICE 
(Startled)  

Oh, my! Who are you? 

CHESHIRE 
Little miss, I am the Cheshire cat: Guide, Advisor, and Disorganizer of Wonderland. And 

who are you? 

ALICE 
Oh… I’m just Alice. 

CHESHIRE 
  (Muses over the name) 
Ah, Just Alice… how may I guide, advise, or disorganize you today? 
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ALICE 
Um… Could you tell me who that woman is? 

CHESHIRE 
(Enticingly) 

 That is the White Lady. 

ALICE 
The White Lady?  

(Looking after her) 
She seemed so upset… 

CHESHIRE 
That’s because she is so upset.  

ALICE 
(concerned)  

Why? 

CHESHIRE 
(Smug)  

Because she went looking for beauty and lost herself along the way. But that’s always 
how it goes: Look for something you don’t understand and you’ll never find it. 
 

ALICE 
Do you mean to say that you understand beauty? 

CHESHIRE 
I understand it well enough to not go looking for it. 

ALICE 
What do you mean? 

CHESHIRE 
 (Warningly)  

I mean, Just Alice that, beauty is fleeting, and the more a person hunts for it, the farther 
and farther away it gets. If you go searching for it, you’ll only lose yourself in the 
process. Just like the White Lady. Beauty cannot be captured.  

(Exits S.L.) 
ALICE 

(After the Cheshire Cat has left)  
Perhaps not…But I’m sure I can learn more about it than that! 

(Exits S.R.)  
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CANCER THANKSGIVING 

CLAIRE 

Dear J: Enjoyed visiting with you last week. I’m glad we got to have Thanksgiving 

together, even if it was a week early. And even though you caught the turkey on fire. 

And even though the cat ate the stuffing. Okay, so it was mostly a disaster. But for the 

first time since Halloween, I was happy. It’s so easy to feel happy with you here. It was 

nice to let my hair down. Actually, that’s a terrible metaphor, given the circumstances. I 

really appreciated the festive head scarves- I’m glad we can make light of the situation. 

The one with the fall leaves is my favorite. I’m wearing it to the Thanksgiving dinner at 

the Country Club tonight. I think it will look nice with my brown sweater. Can’t wait to 

see you next month! All my love, C. 

P.S. Where’s my new mix CD? You forgot it this time! If I don’t get one this month, 

neither do you.  
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PRINCESS 2 

BOOK MANAGER 
Get ready princesses, you’re almost on. We’ll need a strong comeback after all the Big 

Bad Wolf’s “wind” jokes. 

WINIFRED 
(groan)  

I can’t be read today.  

RAPUNZEL 
Me either. 

BOOK MANAGER 
What’s the problem? 

WINIFRED 
I’m exhausted! I haven’t had a decent night’s sleep in a hundred years! Do you have any 

idea how hard it is trying to sleep fifteen feet in the air? 

RAPUNZEL 
Fifteen feet? Try fifty stories: Cramped tower, scary witch, and a prince who insists on 
wearing rubber gripped gloves when he climbs up my hair. I have split ends that are 
looking like the wicked witch’s broom cupboard, and a migraine the size of James’s 
Giant Peach.  

(rubs her head) 

WINIFRED 
Oh, come on, the witch is practically your mother, and you grew up in the tower. I grew 

up in the flatlands; I’m terrified of heights! I get altitude sickness and I have night 

terrors—all that plus a hundred thick mattresses make for a really restless sleep. 

BOOK MANAGER 
Okay, we all have our issues, but you are the beautiful princesses that little girls 

everywhere long to be like. We need you. 

WINIFRED 
I told you: I’m not coming. I’m tired, I’m sore, and I think I caught hypothermia last night 

because that nasty queen wouldn’t open the gate to let me in! 

BOOK MANAGER 
Hey, that’s her character. You can’t get too mad at her for it. 
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WINIFRED 
Maybe not…but I can sure get mad at the writers! Whose brilliant idea was it to stick me 

out in a storm, huh? Much less write me to be “so beautiful” that a prince swoons over 

me and a queen loathes me on first sight. I don’t want to marry that chauvinistic, 

egocentric brat, and I really don’t want to be that old shrew’s lab rat to see if I’m a 

“real” princess. It’s not fair! 

RAPUNZEL 
You want to talk not fair? I got traded to a witch for a head of lettuce because my dad 

was too lazy to go to the market like a normal person. I get locked in a freaking tower 

when I turn twelve because the witch thinks I’m a beautiful treasure and she doesn’t 

want to share me with the rest of the world. Can you say “Creeper”? 

BOOK MANAGER 
Look, ladies, I understand, it’s hard being the heroine of a story— 

RAPUNZEL 
Heroine? I sit in a tower and sing for three pages. Then a prince climbs my hair. Pray tell, 

what is heroic about that, huh? Tell me what is so brave about dead ends and rats nests. 

WINIFRED 
Yeah, and all I get to do is walk around awkwardly, prove I have manners, and sleep on 

top of an uncooked green pea! 

RAPUNZEL 
Oh, don’t start vegetable drama. I’m named after roughage. 

BOOK MANAGER 
But very pretty roughage. Okay, look, the three little pigs’ story is almost over. Is there 

any way we can hurry this up? 

WINIFRED 
I’m not going on! I’m tired of just walking around and being pretty. I’m sick of being the 

queen’s guinea pig because she’s in denial about menopause. I will not spend a hundred 

more years out in the horrible storm. I want out! 

BOOK MANAGER 
(sigh)   

Fine. If it’s that important to you, I’ll see what I can do about a re-write. 

RAPUNZEL 
Me too! I don’t know how many more times that prince will be able to climb my hair 

before my head falls off! 
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BOOK MANAGER 
Ok. If I promise to try and change your stories, will you promise to go on? You’re about 

to be late to the page. 

WINIFRED and RAPUNZEL 
Deal. 

WINIFRED 
But how will you change them? 

BOOK MANAGER 
I’ve got some favors to cash in with the Disney company and Rogers Family, I might be 

able to get you a couple of musical gigs, they always spunk up leading ladies in those. 

WINIFRED 
Will I still have to sleep on a pea? 

RAPUNZEL 
Yeah, will I still have to get my hair climbed? 

BOOK MANAGER 
Girls, those are your stories, aren’t they? You’ll still have to be the beautiful princesses; 

the world needs beautiful princesses to keep hope and imagination and fantasy alive. 

But hopefully I can get you written with more heroism rather than damsel-in-distress 

complexes. 

RAPUNZEL 
I guess I can deal with that. How about you, Winifred? 

WINIFRED 
I guess so… Hey, do you think when you pitch my new story you could get them to call 

me Fred? I’ve always liked that nickname. 

BOOK MANAGER 
I’ll see what I can do. Now get your beautiful selves out there and make some little 

princesses-in-waiting happy, ok? 

(The Princesses curtsy and walk out.) 

BOOK MANAGER 
Ok, next up I need Little Red Riding Hood. 

(Girl in a red hood walks over) 
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LITTLE RED  
I’m tired of getting chased around by the big bad wolf. He makes the worst jokes, and he 

keeps trying to get me to pull his finger… 

BOOK MANAGER 
Oi vey…   
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WE ONLY COME OUT AT NIGHT 

SETTING: Lindsay and Ange sit at the table. They both have drinks. Lindsay has explained 
the dream and its effects to Ange. 
 

(Ange sits on the SR side, with Lindsay on the SL side.) 
 

ANGE 
So she just started screaming in her sleep? 
 

LINDSAY 
Yeah. It scared the fire outta me. She nearly suffocated on the blankets. 
 

ANGE 
That’s crazy, Linds. That girl needs serious help. 
 

LINDSAY 
Be nice. 
 

ANGE 
Be smart! She’s nuts! 
 

LINDSAY 
She’s… I don’t know. She’s just…  I don’t know. She does this almost every night now. 
 

ANGE 
Has she talked to anyone about it? 
 

LINDSAY 
Not that I know of. I mean, who would she talk to? Her parents are a total non-
presence, and she hates docs. Last time I suggested she go to the counseling center, she 
threw the lamp at my head 
 

ANGE 
Call a priest. 
 

LINDSAY 
She’s not possessed, you brat. 
 

ANGE 
No, she’s the devil. 
 

LINDSAY 
 Stop. 
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ANGE 

Linds, wake up. She’s not even your friend. She’s just trying to get attention. You know 

the only reason you haven’t applied for a new roommate is that you don’t have to read 

her obituary. You’re a glorified babysitter. Get out of there.  

LINDSAY 
She’s not dangerous, Ange. She just has nightmares. 
 

ANGE 
Yeah! About burning you at the stake! 
 

LINDSAY 
That’s not true and you know it. 
 

ANGE 
I’m telling you, she could murder you in your sleep. Why are you sticking up for her?  
 

LINDSAY 
Because she’s a person. 
 

ANGE 
So was Hitler. 
 

LINDSAY 
As I recall, your nightmares went away and you turned out okay. Well, other than being 
a brat. 
 

ANGE 
I didn’t dream about catching people’s hands on fire. 
 

LINDSAY 
Let’s not get into what you dreamed, okay? She’s a sweet girl. She just has a problem. 
 

(Ange is unable to come up with a counter argument.) 
 

ANGE 
She’s prettier than me. 
 

LINDSAY 
That’s your real problem, isn’t it? You’re jealous that her nightmares haven’t damaged 
her in the way yours did. 
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ANGE 
Maybe a little. 
 

(Ange moves her hair out of her face, and we see a bad scar. Fade to black.)  
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MIRROR 2 

(Caroline changes jeans, and applies more make-up.) 

CAROLINE 
These jeans are not as form fitting but they’re still nice and I like the way they fit. 

MIRROR 
Caroline, Caroline, Caroline…did you notice the way your fat hangs over those jeans? 

They don’t call it a muffin top for no reason, and that shirt Caroline honestly. I didn’t say 

anything before because I thought maybe you would figure out how hideous it looks on 

you, but it just shows that you’d be lost and horribly dressed without me.   
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THEN I’D FEEL BEAUTIFUL 

UNISON 
It all started when. . .  

ADDISON 
I was picked on, pushed around, and called names. I was skinny. At the age of 12, I was 

constantly told how ugly I was. The phrases 2 by 4, Bean Pole, 12 year old boy, four 

eyes, buck teeth, scrawny, and my nick name throughout junior high and high school, 

shrimp. I was never picked for sports because I might break.  

UNISON 
It all started when. . .  

JENNA 
A boy told me he wouldn’t date me because I was “pleasantly plump”. I had never 

thought of myself as plump, let alone pleasant. How could I be with permanent head 

gear and glasses? I had never really been “picked on” , but I would have taken any other 

words they would have thrown at me, “four eyes”, “metal head” ANYTHING other than 

“pleasantly plump”.  I decided then and there I’d be different; I’d become the girl he 

wanted. 

ADDISON 
I would have done anything to gain weight. To look like a girl at least! Even in high 

school I weighed less than most girls. At 5’6 I weighed 90 pounds and was shaped like 

this. I had a horrible self esteem and felt rejected in many situations. I loved food and 

would binge eat to try to gain weight. Late at night I would stay up eating while I read.  I 

found the best comfort food ever, ice cream.  And still, nothing.  This was the only 

aspect of my life that I had no control over. As much as I tried, I could not look the way I 

wanted. 

JENNA 
I would have done anything to lose weight. It started out by me only doing it 

occasionally, like right before volleyball practice when I knew the other girls wouldn’t be 

there, but it quickly turned into something that I did at least three times daily. Did I 

mention I was in 8th grade? Things I never even thought about before began to plague 

me; things like other girls bodies in the locker rooms or skinny models in magazines. I 

had to be just like them, and I thought the only way I could do it was by forcing myself 

to throw up. My first compliment was from a fellow teammate, “Have you lost weight?”, 

“I don’t think so”. My insides were jumping with joy and from that moment on I was 

hooked.  The faster I lost weight the faster my obsession grew.  
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ADDISON 
The boys NEVER looked twice at me. Once I was asked out by a popular senior when I 

was in 9th grade. I thought I was on top of the world! But after prom and a couple of 

months of hanging out, he told me that he liked someone new. His exact words, “She’s 

beautiful.” I asked what he meant. “She’s got an amazing body, not so thin like you.” I 

knew he was being a jerk, but it hurt me. My best friend told me not to worry about it, 

that one day I might look like a woman, like her, one day.  

JENNA 
When I got into high school my self-esteem only worsened, that is until a sophomore 

boy asked me to be his girlfriend and I became captain of the volleyball team. I was 

convinced I was being rewarded for all the hard work I had done on my body. People 

would tell me how great I looked but I still saw the lost little fat girl with head gear and 

braces. 

ADDISON 
The first time I started being truly noticed was at the age of 19. I had finally ‘grown’ into 

a woman. A late bloomer as they said. But still when I look in the mirror I see that 

scrawny girl with long hair, buck teeth, and big glasses. My posture is affected by it, 

never standing up straight. I would have done anything to look curvy in high school. 

Swaying my hips and standing with confidence, instead of my hip bones jutting out and 

my clothes never clinging to anything but my lanky shoulders. I tried never to mention 

weight because I don’t want to be compared to other girls. 

JENNA 
A close friend asked me if I was anorexic, “no, I love food you know that”.  Technically it 

was the truth, and I loved being able to keep my secret. It had become a game. How 

long could I keep it a secret, how many people could I fool today? My friend still wasn’t 

convinced, “I’m worried about you. You’re so thin and if you so much as catch a cold you 

could die.” I shrugged it off, that would never happen, I was in great “shape”. It turns 

out my friend was right. On my sixteenth birthday I had a routine tonsillectomy and 

everything was fine until I stopped eating because my throat hurt constantly and as a 

result I lost even more weight. Due to my lack of nutrition my body shut down and my 

kidneys failed. This game I had played for three years had almost killed me. I had done 

everything I could to lose weight because I wanted to be compared to other girls. 

ADDISON 
I used to say if I got my braces off, I’d be beautiful.  

JENNA 
If I got contacts, I’d be beautiful.  
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ADDISON 
If I needed something other than a training bra, I’d be beautiful. 

JENNA 
If I lost ten pounds, I’d be beautiful.  

ADDISON 
If I didn’t wear jeans with the word ‘slim’ on the tag, I’d be beautiful,   

JENNA 
If I can wear jeans under a size 6 I’d be beautiful. 

UNISON 
These thoughts consumed me.   I desired to be beautiful.  I just wanted to be beautiful 

like you.  
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ALICE 2 

HATTRESS 
More tea!  

(She grabs the teapot and reaches over to serve Hare. The March Hare attempts 
to take the pot and Hattress swats her hand away.)  

No, no. Let me. 

DOORMOUSE 
(Pops her head out of the teapot and starts singing)  

‘Twinkle, twinkle little star—‘ 

HATTRESS and HARE 
NO!  

(Each put a hand on the lid and push her back down.) 

(Alice enters S.L.) 

HATTRESS 
Sugar?  

(Holds out the sugar bowl. Hare reaches for it and her hand swatted away again. 
Hattress starts to serve hare) 

 Four lumps or three? 

HARE 
I think just six. I’m trying to cut down on sweets, you know.  

(Hattress counts six sugar cubes into Hare’s tea cup.) 

ALICE 
Excuse me? I was wondering— 

HATTRESS 
No room! No room! 

ALICE 
No room? Look, I was just going to ask— 

HATTRESS 
Fine, fine, just give me a second to set you a place.  

(Takes off black top hat, puts on another hat. She grabs a place card and a pen)  
Who are you? 

ALICE 
I’m Alice. I don’t mean to stay. I just— 
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HATTRESS 
 Alice…  

(writing her name on the card)  
A-L-I…Y…I…um… 

HARE 
Like a snake: isss. 

HATTRESS 
I knew that! “–ISSS”. 

(Goes back to her seat and puts black top hat back on.) 

HARE 
Sit down and relax Alisss. Have some tea. 

ALICE 
Well, okay… 

(Sits where her name card is) 

HATTRESS 
You know, Alisss, even if you are a snake, you shouldn’t go crawling through the dirt 

before joining a tea party with polite company. 

ALICE 
What? I’m not a— 

HATTRESS 
No matter.  

(Changing hats again)  
Doormouse? 

 
(Doormouse pops out of the lid and hands Hattress a HandiWipe, then continues 

to watch in silent interest.) 

HATTRESS 
  (Proceeds to wipe Alice’s hands and cheeks)  
That’s better.  

(Goes back to her place and changes back to black top hat. Holding up sugar  
bowl)  

Six lumps or twelve? 

ALICE 
Six or twelve? 
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HATTRESS 
I’ll just do it for you.  

(Counts out some sugar cubes, pours tea and sets it in front of Alice, then sits 

back down) 

ALICE 
What are all the hats for? 

HATTRESS 
For keeping myself organized! I have so many things to do: I’m a party planner and 
hostess, a calligrapher and cleaner, a homemaker, a caregiver, and so much more… 
seems the sugar needs refilling.  

(Switches hats and stands up)  
I’ll be right back.  

(Exits) 

DOORMOUSE 
Don’t mind her. She’s bitter because she’s ugly. 

ALICE 
What? 

HARE 
The Hattress. She’s always bossing everyone around and treating them like they can’t do 

anything. 

DOORMOUSE 
She’s jealous that she’s not beautiful. That’s the real reason she keeps all those hats. 

She doesn’t need to be ANY more organized than she already is, she needs something to 

distract people from how ugly she is. 

ALICE 
How do you tell if she’s ugly? 

HARE 
Because beauty comes from— 

DOORMOUSE 
(Interrupting) 

—because nobody likes her. Everyone knows that people like people who are beautiful, 

so since nobody likes the Hattress, she must be ugly. Duh! 

ALICE 
Are you beautiful? 
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DOORMOUSE 
Of course! Well… I mean…sort of. I’m beautiful, and people like me, they just don’t 

know it yet. But I’ve got a plan to fix that. 

ALICE 
(Intrigue) 

 How? 

DOORMOUSE 
I’m going to become famous!  

(strikes a dramatic pose) 

ALICE 
What is that going to do? 

DOORMOUSE 
Once I’m famous, everyone will want to know who I am, and once they know who I am, 
they’ll see how beautiful I am! Duh! Listen:  

(Dramatically to the tune of Twinkle, twinkle little star) 
Twinkle, twinkle little star / I wish I were what you are / On the movie screens I spy / 

Pretty people passing by / Twinkle, twinkle little star / I wish I were what you are.  

(Alice applauds.  Hare yawns.) 

DOORMOUSE 
Good isn’t it? There’s another verse— 

HARE 
Yes, yes. That’s enough.  

(Pushes Dormouse back into the teapot) 

ALICE 
Wait! Why are you pushing her down into the teapot? 

HARE 
Because she’s obnoxious. She hasn’t got a clue what real beauty is. 

ALICE 
You don’t think that being famous and people liking you is beautiful? 

HARE 
No. Fame and famous people create chaos, and chaos is ugly.  

ALICE 
Then what’s beautiful? 
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HARE 
Beauty is internal, Alisss. You have to search yourself to find it. So many people go 

seeking other people approval of what they look like, or they stress out by taking over 

everything so that they can be in charge of what the beautiful “norm” is. That’s vanity, 

not true beauty. 

ALICE 
So how do you become “truly” beautiful? 

HARE 
By finding beauty within yourself, meditating on it, internalizing it, and not letting 

anyone’s opinion of you interfere with your opinion of yourself. 

ALICE 
So, are you beautiful? 

HARE 
I am, and getting more beautiful by the second. 

HATTRESS 
(Returns with the sugar bowl)  

Here we are— 

DOORMOUSE 
(Popping out of her teapot and singing at the top of her lungs) 

Twinkle, twinkle pretty lights / Will you spell my name tonight? / High above the street 

you shine— 

HATTRESS 
 (Cutting her off) 

 Oh, will you get her out of here, she’s giving me a headache. 

HARE 
Gladly.  

(Grabs the teapot handle and walks off S.R.) 

HATTRESS 
Oh, those dirty little monsters! Look what they’ve done to my tea party! Just look at 

them; they’re noisy, they’re lazy, they don’t clean up after themselves!  

ALICE 
But doesn’t it take meditation and people noticing you to be beautiful? 
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HATTRESS 
Real beauty comes from hard work and organization. Keep your windows clean and the 

beauty shines through! 

ALICE 
  (Grumbling)  
That’s what my mom always says. 

HATTRESS 
Then your mother is very wise. Beauty can’t be pampered, and it can’t be dragged 
through the dirt. To be beautiful, a person must take care to keep clean and take care of 
their responsibilities—oh no! That Hare has left hair all over my table.  

(Changes hats and cleans. Gets distracted cleaning and forgets about Alice.) 

ALICE 
Hm… well… er… thank you for the tea. 

HATTRESS 
(Muttering to herself)  

…that Dormouse’s sticky paw prints are all over my new teapot… and look at these tea 
stains! Oh… a broken saucer. Is it so hard to take care of my beautiful things for ONE 
DAY?  
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CANCER CHRISTMAS EVE 

CLAIRE 

Dear J: Well, it finally happened- all my hair is gone. My dad said I look like Voldemort, 

and this morning he let me open a present early- it was a black cape and a wand. “To 

top off the look,” he said. I got your present in the mail two days ago- thank you for the 

candy cane head scarf- I’ve been wearing it all week! I’ll drive up tomorrow to bring you 

your present. I should make town about dinner time, so you better cook me something 

fabulous! Just don’t burn the turkey again. Actually, maybe you should just break out 

the blue box this time. All my love, C. 

P.S. Thanks for the extra long CD this time. You definitely made up for skipping the last 

one! I forgot your CD this time. I’ll send two next month! 
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SASH OF UNITY 

(Movement piece.) 
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CANCER CHRISTMAS 

CLAIRE 

Dear J: I know I just saw you, but I wanted to write and tell you again how 
touched I am that you shaved your head to make me feel better. I already printed out 
our picture, and it’s in the frame next to my bed. I must say, you look much better bald 
than I do, but thanks to you I have scarves for every occasion! Thanks again for 
everything you’ve done these past few months. All my love, C.  
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MIRROR 3 

(Caroline changes into a dress.) 

CAROLINE 
I love this dress. It cost me a fortune but I had to have it. I like the material and the way 

it flows. I feel like a princess in it. 

MIRROR 
Well you look like the pauper. Caroline you know better than to wear short sleeves, you 

have huge arms.  Looks like somebody could hit the gym a little more often to work out 

some of your flab. There’s no way you’re going out of the house in that or anything else 

in your closet. You need a new wardrobe. 

CAROLINE 
But, I don’t have time, Jackson will be here soon to pick me up. 

MIRROR 
Then you’d better think of something because he won’t want to go out with you looking 

like that. 

CAROLINE 
You’re right, I look terrible in everything and even though I put on more make-up I can 
still see everything that’s wrong with my face too.  

(Picks up her cell phone.) 
Hey Jackson, it’s Caroline. Yeah hi. Listen, I’m not feeling very well so I don’t think we 

should go out tonight. No, no don’t come over, I might be contagious. Yeah maybe some 

other time. Bye. 

MIRROR 
Good move Caroline, you just saved yourself a ton of heartache. Now what can we do 

with that hair?  
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CANCER NEW YEAR’S EVE 

CLAIRE 

Dear J: Thanks for surprising me at the party last night! I’m sorry we had to leave before 

midnight- I just don’t have the energy for all-nighters anymore. I appreciate you just 

chilling with me at the apartment instead. It was so fun rigging up that New Years Ball 

out of legos and Christmas lights! That was a great idea. By far the best part of the night 

was the New Years kiss. I know you had hoped to share that with Veronica, but it means 

a lot that you shared it with me. Oh, it looks like I won’t be able to make it for Easter- 

I’m just not up to long trips anymore. I’ll send a box of eggs though! Can’t wait to hear 

back from you. All my love, C.  
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PRINCESS 1 

(Three women stand on stage in ball gowns.) 

UNISON 
Once upon a time there was a beautiful princess… 

SNOW WHITE 
I was beautiful… 

CINDERELLA 
I was beautiful… 

BRIAR ROSE 
I was beautiful... That was my story… 

CINDERELLA 
The prince came… 

SNOW WHITE 
The chorus sang… 

UNISON 
And we lived happily ever after. 

(Overlapping one another) 

CINDERELLA 
All because I was beautiful 

BRIAR ROSE 
 All because I was beautiful 

SNOW WHITE 
All because I was beautiful 

UNISON 
So we lived  

BRIAR ROSE 
happily  

SNOW WHITE 
ever  
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CINDERELLA 
after. 

BRIAR ROSE 
I was graceful and I was kind, I was a little too curious. I was cursed for no reason, and I 

was rescued for nothing I had done. I did not ask for parents who would insult an evil 

fairy, nor did I ask to be blessed with beauty, though I would sooner take the evil fairy 

than I would the shallow prince! 

CINDERELLA 
I wanted one night off to enjoy the same liberties as my sisters, though they were mean 

and lazy and I had to pick up all their slack. They hated me for the way I looked, but I 

never understood why. I was blessed with the opportunity to see things the way they 

did, and I’d give it back in an instant. I danced, I laughed, and I was beautiful, and that’s 

all those people cared about… 

SNOW WHITE 
A stupid mirror, a creepy step mother, and a series of poor parenting choices drove me 

to live in the forest. I was humble and patient and worked hard. We were a happy little 

family, me and my seven surrogate grandfather’s, but because of my beauty I was a 

target for scorn and cruelty, and as well for strange men to come do as they would with 

my seemingly dead self. 

UNISON 
I was beautiful. That’s all I was. That’s all that mattered. 

BRIAR ROSE 
I was going to travel. 

CINDERELLA 
I was going to start a dress shop. 

SNOW WHITE 
I was going to have a place to belong. 

BRIAR ROSE 
I had adventures! 

CINDERELLA 
I had a career to build! 

SNOW WHITE 
I had a family again! 
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UNISON 
I was beautiful before there was a prince to see me. 

CINDERELLA 
I was beautiful when I was wearing my handmade, one-of-a-kind frocks from the 

leftover scraps my sisters left me! 

BRIAR ROSE 
I was beautiful when I climbed mountains and swam lakes and walked barefoot! 

SNOW WHITE 
I was beautiful when I was home! But nobody saw that… 

BRIAR ROSE 
Nobody saw my beauty… 

CINDERELLA 
Until there was a prince to see it too. 

UNISON 
Now I live in a castle. 

CINDERELLA 
A clean castle… 

SNOW WHITE 
A safe castle… 

BRIAR ROSE 
 A boring castle. I don’t climb… 

CINDERELLA 
I don’t sew… 

SNOW WHITE 
I don’t care… 

UNISON 
I am beautiful. That is my story… 

BRIAR ROSE 
That is NOT my story… 

SNOW WHITE 
That is their story… 
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CINDERELLA 
That is what they want me to be. That is NOT my story… 

BRIAR ROSE 
That is their interpretation… 

SNOW WHITE 
That is their opinion. That is NOT my story… 

CINDERELLA 
 That is not my future… 

BRIAR ROSE 
That is not my life! 

UNISON 
That is NOT my story! Who are “they” to tell me that my beauty is the only thing that 

matters?! I was beautiful before them… 

SNOW WHITE 
Before ‘Mirror, mirror on the wall…’ 

BRIAR ROSE 
Before ‘She shall prick her finger on a spindle…’ 

CINDERELLA 
Before ‘Be home by midnight…’. I was beautiful then… 

BRIAR ROSE 
 I am beautiful now. 

SNOW WHITE 
I will be beautiful… 

(Overlapping) 

BRIAR ROSE 
Prince or no prince. 

CINDERELLA 
Gowns or no gowns. 

SNOW WHITE 
Looks or no looks. 
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UNISON 
Story or no story, happy ending or life of hard work, I am beautiful, with or without you.  
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MOVEMENT VIDEO AND MONOLOGUE 

STEPHANI 
On a crowded street you can’t move the way you want to. You seem to be pushing 

yourself through a crowd of people on your way to work, wishing you were home. So, 

you simply imagine yourself being there, in that empty drive way you like to call 

serenity. You move with the wind and are enjoying every minute of it. This is you, 

someone who will dance on a bridge just because, someone who wishes they were like 

pooh bear, whose home is amongst the trees. Nature is your safe haven. The smell of 

pine, and leaves drifting with gravity towards your feet. To you this is what makes life 

beautiful. You’re cautious in taking small steps, not knowing what’s ahead of you, but 

not afraid to face the stepping stones of life’s decisions. With each step, things can get 

difficult, but you’ll find your balance, and just keep on walking. You’re carefree, and find 

yourself dancing along the banks of a river running long. The child inside of you comes 

out to play. Every move your body makes is like a stroke of color that completes the 

picture of you. You find yourself dancing on bricks of imagination. You dig deep down 

within you and pull out the you, you always knew you were, you just felt hiding you was 

the best thing to do. And the tension in your muscles excites you as you pop that final 

pose. Then, there, you sit and simply smile at life. As imagination melts into reality, 

you’re glad to know that work might a bit more interesting today. No more going 

through the motions, without variety. You decide to change things up a bit, and play 

with your surroundings. And you discover those smells that bring you back to your 

dance on the bridge. Oh, and all those toys, how they make you smile, and reminisce of 

your childhood play days. You’ll do silly dances with silly objects until your 90 summers 

old. The evening skies, this is true beauty you say. When the sun meets the horizon and 

a glow stretches from behind the trees, you know he smiles at his creation. The sky 

lights next to memorable buildings call you to recital, so you dance in circles to make 

them happy, while they shine their light up at you. Telling yourself, “You know what? I 

should dance on a bus today”, this thrill is something you rarely find, and the dare-

devilness of it is enticing. The wind befriends the fabric that hugs your hips, and the 

chills that come from it befriend you. It’s evening now and the cool lake breeze showers 

a dew across your moonlit dance. You call this handheld light your friend, as you dance 

in circles with it everything becomes clear in your mind now. The beauty of life is making 

those steps, taking those risks and being yourself in the midst of a shadowed world. Life 

is beautiful. This is my dance, what’s yours?  
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INSECURE 

BAILEY 
Why can’t you be what he wants? What is it about me that I need to change to make 

him notice? I’m so tired of being the girl who comes in second place… No, scratch that. 

I’m tired of being the girl that is the one to ‘fix’ him for the next girl. I feel used. I feel… 

not good enough. 

KARIS 
Bailey?  

BAILEY 
Karis! You heard that didn’t you? 

KARIS 
Yeah, I’m sorry I overheard. You want to talk about it? 

BAILEY 
What’s there to talk about? These questions are impossible to answer. 

KARIS 
No they aren’t. Every girl has asked those questions.  

BAILEY 
You mean to tell me that every girl is insecure? 

KARIS 
Yes. 

BAILEY 
I don’t believe you. 

KARIS 
Why not? 

BAILEY 
Because you of all people know that there are a lot of girls out there that have 

confidence. 

KARIS 
Name one. 

BAILEY 
You. 
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KARIS 
What? What makes you think I have confidence? 

BAILEY 
You have guys that ALWAYS talk to you, and you carry yourself in a way that makes 

people pay attention. 

KARIS 
I come across that way because I made a decision a long time ago not to sit in the corner 

while other had lives… (pause) what am I? 

BAILEY 
What? 

KARIS 
I’m an actress. Do you not think I learned more than monologues in acting class? I 

learned how to become someone else, someone with confidence. I practiced, as if I was 

playing a part. After a while let’s just say I became a method actor. I learned that how I 

saw myself, is how others would think of me… Instead if the listening to what others 

thought of me and reflecting on their views. 

BAILEY 
So you live a lie? 

KARIS 
No! 

BAILEY 
You make people think you are ok with who you are, but you’re really not? 

KARIS 
I’m not lying. I know that we are all different and no one has a right to make me feel 

good or not good enough for them. You are a beautiful girl. Don’t try to become 

someone that he ‘wants’. You deserve better than that. Be yourself. And if he doesn’t 

understand how amazing you are, then he’s not worth it.  

BAILEY 
  (Sighs) 

KARIS 
I know you don’t want to hear that, but it’s true. I hate to see you upset, and I know it 

hurts. You’re allowed to be angry and be frustrated with him. Just don’t let it consume 

you. Be yourself, enjoy being you, have fun and act like he’s the last thing of your mind. 

Do me a favor, ok? Look in the mirror and tell me one thing about yourself that you like. 
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BAILEY 
Umm… I don’t know. My eyes I guess. 

KARIS 
Then focus on your eyes. Act like that’s all he can see of you. The thing you have 

confidence in. Show him your eyes, Bailey. Show him what he’s missing by not looking 

into your eyes.  
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ALICE 3 

ALICE 
This place is so weird. All I want to know is why beauty matters so much. Is that so much 

to ask for? 

CHESHIRE 
I don’t know. Ask the mirror. 

ALICE 
You again? I thought you left. 

CHESHIRE 
Left, or lead? 

ALICE 
What do you mean? 

CHESHIRE 
You tell me. 

ALICE 
Why have you got to make everything so complicated? 

CHESHIRE 
Because Just Alice everything is so complicated. I tried to warn you. You’re losing it. Bit 

by bit, more and more. If you want to go home, ask the mirror. 

ALICE 
What mirror? ARGH!  

(Frustrated) 

(White Lady and Queen of Hearts enter) 

WHITE LADY 
I’ve been doing everything you told me to try and be more beautiful, and now I’m just… 

I’m so lost… 

QUEEN 
Dear heart, it’s okay, we’ll fix it. You just wait here while I think. 

ALICE 
(Approaching the Queen)  

What’s wrong with her? 
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QUEEN 
The poor thing… her heart’s been broken. Torn apart. 

ALICE 
No wonder she’s so upset! 

QUEEN 
Indeed… Who are you, dear heart? 

ALICE 
(Tired of answering that question)  

I’m Alice. Not: Just Alice. Not: Alisss. I’m Alice…and I’m tired of being here. 

QUEEN 
  (Enticed) 
 You seem upset. 

ALICE 
I am upset! 

QUEEN 
It’s a shame a girl as beautiful as you should be so frustrated. 

ALICE 
Tell me about it! Wait, beautiful? You think I’m beautiful? 

QUEEN 
I know you are! Who’s the boy? 

ALICE 
Boy? 

QUEEN 
Of course! You don’t mean to tell me that a pretty girl like you is… single? I mean, it’s 

not my place to judge, but I know my son Jack wouldn’t be silly enough to let you slip 

by— 

WHITE LADY 
Stop it! 

QUEEN 
(Trying to calm White Lady]  

Shh. Dear heart, shh. 

WHITE LADY 
NO! 
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QUEEN 
Oh my— 

ALICE 
No what? What’s wrong, Miss White Lady? 

QUEEN 
Oh, dear… She’s gone crazy from heartache… 

WHITE LADY 
I have not! I’ve gone crazy from your constant badgering! Leave me alone, leave her 

(pointing to Alice) alone. Go away! 

QUEEN 
But, dear heart, we could find you someone else, we could fix this. So what if that Derek 

boy didn’t like you? Off with his head! Maybe Matthew might… 

WHITE LADY 
I already tried being with Matthew, and Travis, and Aaron!  

QUEEN 
Well off with their heads, off with all their heads! Forget about them… 

WHITE LADY 
I’ve done everything you said would help me be more beautiful, and all that’s 

happened…all that’s happened is… is… 

ALICE 
You’ve lost yourself? 

WHITE LADY 
Exactly!  

(Turning back to the Queen) 
 You keep telling me I’m beautiful, and then you tell me I’m not beautiful enough, and to 

go do this or wear that, or date him or act like her and I’ve had enough!  

QUEEN 
What a shame. You had such potential… Now, Alice, if you’re interested— 

WHITE LADY 
 No! I won’t let you trap her too! Leave! 

QUEEN 
Off with your heads! [Huffs and grudgingly exits] 
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ALICE 
Are you okay? 

WHITE LADY 
(Laughing)  

Yes… yes, I’m finally okay.  
(Looks at Alice) 

Are you? 

ALICE 
Yes, I’m alright. Why wouldn’t I be? 

 
WHITE LADY 

The Queen of Hearts can be very enticing, like a broken mirror. 

ALICE 
What do you mean? 

WHITE LADY 
People are drawn to how they look through her eyes, but she never shows them the full 

picture, only the bits and pieces that reflect her views. They cling to her because they’re 

desperate to see the version of themselves she displays, but the harder they hold on, 

the more those broken deceptive shards tear them apart.  

ALICE 
So that’s why you’ve been so upset. 
 

WHITE LADY 
It took a while, but now that I’ve let go of the Queen’s idea of beauty, I can finally 

appreciate real beauty. Speaking of which, I need to go. I neglected some very 

important aspects of my life while under the Queen’s spell, and I need to fix that. Stay 

beautiful, miss Alice. 

(Alice nods and the White Lady exits. Mirror enters from opposite side) 

ALICE 
 (Facing the mirror) 

 I take it you’re the mirror the cat was talking about? 

MIRROR 
It would appear so. 

ALICE 
So… how do I get out of here? 
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MIRROR 
Every entrance is an exit. 

ALICE 
Well, I came in through the mirror in my house, so I guess I go out the same way.  

(Tries to get through the frame, but can’t)  
Hey, what’s wrong? 

MIRROR 
Every question needs an answer. 

ALICE 
Yes, I know, so why won’t you answer me? 

MIRROR 
You must answer yourself. “What is the big deal about beauty anyways?” 

ALICE 
Oh. Oh, yeah… 

MIRROR 
So? Have you found the answer you were searching for? 

ALICE 
(Pauses, looking back where she entered from, then answers)  

Yeah… I think I have. 

MIRROR 
Then return Alice.  

(steps aside) 

(Alice tentatively steps back through the mirror) 

DINAH 
(From Off-Stage) 

 Alice! Alice? Where are you? 

ALICE 
Here I am! I’m back. 

DINAH 
Back? Oh, never mind, that’s not important. I need to talk to you. I want to explain… 

ALICE 
It’s okay, Dinah. I understand now.  
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TILL WE HAVE FACES  

SETTING: The little grass plot behind the pear trees next to the palace in Glome on a hot 

summer’s day     

ORUAL 
(Looking into the cloudless sky that burns with the sun’s rays) 

Do you happen to know when I first came to understand myself as ugly? 

THE FOX 
(Looking at her curiously) 

When was that?  
ORUAL 

It was when my father requested that I wear a thick veil to the wedding of him and my 

late stepmother. He was afraid my features may scare her away. 

THE FOX 
(Looking at Orual he sang tenderly)  

The moon’s gone down, but alone I lie. I used to sing those words to you. I did not want 

you to know that I pitied you. 

ORUAL 
I had a sensation that you did. Yet, I also discern that you have an avid love for me.  

THE FOX 
I do. That is why I must teach you all that I know. You have grown so much in our studies 

together. 

ORUAL 
Yes I have. You have taught me your language, how to speak and write Greek. You 

educated me of Greek lands and its gods, plants and customs, about philosophy, poetry 

and nature. 

THE FOX 
Indeed I have. I do however have a new lesson to teach you. It is superior to anything I 

have taught you before. 

ORUAL 
Really? What could be greater than poetry and nature? 

THE FOX 
You and I come from exceptionally different customs and backgrounds, however, both 

of our countries pursue a life based on polytheistic beliefs. Yet, I have chosen a much 

more singular view. 
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ORUAL 
  (defensive)  
But why?  

THE FOX 
There is only one God, Orual. 

ORUAL 
The gods will curse you for such blasphemy. 

THE FOX 
A god that is truly omnipotent if you will. A God that encompasses all that is good.  A 

God, nay, a creator and a divine father that is the very embodiment of love, o such love. 

ORUAL 
How can such a god exist in such an awful world where we sacrifice beauty? Is not that 

how we get gods to love and take care of us? 

THE FOX 
Not this single God. God gave a sacrifice so that we may love him, not the other way 

around. You see, God made all things beautiful. Before His face all He sees is beauty in 

what He has created. We cannot understand God’s intent till we have faces and sincerity 

in our souls and selves. 

ORUAL 
So He thinks I am beautiful? 

THE FOX 
He knows you are beautiful. 

ORUAL 
 I have often questioned our gods why I was born with such a misshapen appearance. I 

demanded them to tell me. I am good for nothing in their eyes.  It seems to me that it is 

because they cannot answer… perhaps they are not there. (Sigh) 

REDIVAL 
  (Yelling) 
 Where have you been sister? Our father waits for you in the Pillar Room. 

ORUAL 
(She says bitterly facing her sister with squinted eyes)  

I am on my way  
(Turning to the Fox)   

The King must be in a one of his moods again.  
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(She starts to get up) 

THE FOX 
  (Lightly touching Orual’s arm) 
Wait. Before we see your father I want you to know something else. My God that I have 

been teaching you about will not answer your questions either. 

ORUAL 
  (Frozen in place)  
Then what is the point in believing in anything at all?  

(Getting frustrated)  
What makes this one God different from the gods? I want answers… 

THE FOX 
Child, It is because He is the answer. Before His face questions die away. He is truth; the 

untouchable and everlastingly truth that you have been searching for in your heart. 

REDIVAL 
Hurry sister! Our father’s patience is quick to run out. 

(Enlightened Orual looks up at the sun one last time before she turns with The Fox and 

heads to the Pillar Room with Him.)   
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CANCER VALENTINE’S DAY 

CLAIRE 

Dear J: I know you were planning to come down this weekend, but I’m writing from the 

hospital, and I don’t think you should come. I don’t want you to see me this way- I look 

like a skeleton, and I want you to remember me the way I used to be. I haven’t written 

out a formal will or anything, because my parents will just take all of my things home, I 

guess. I’m enclosing the key to my apartment with this letter, because I want you to get 

there before they do, and take my music, and any books you want. I made you a last mix 

CD. It’s sitting on my vanity in a case with your name on it. Also, I want you to take 

Archimedes- my stuffed owl will need a loving home, after all. Oh, and your birthday 

present is hidden in the top of my closet. I know it’s not till June, but I get the feeling I 

won’t get to give it to you. Thank you for you love and friendship this winter. I couldn’t 

have made it this long without you. I love you till the end. C.  
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MIRROR 4 

(Scene changes and there are clothes all over the floor and Caroline is sitting in 

front of her mirror working wiping off her makeup while her mirror babbles on. 

There is a knock on the door and an unseen person hands Caroline a bouquet of 

flowers.  Reading the card aloud)  

CAROLINE 
I bet you’re beautiful even when you’re sick. Get better soon so we can finally go on our 

date. Jackson 

MIRROR 
What is that….are those from Jackson? 

CAROLINE 
(As if not hearing her) 

He thinks I’m beautiful.  
(Looks at mirror) 

He thinks I’m beautiful.   
(Gets cell phone) 

Hey, Jackson.  I just got your flowers I’m feeling so much better.  I was wondering if you 
could come pick me up.  Ok, see you soon. 

(Caroline covers the mirror with a sheet.) 

MIRROR 
Wait! Caroline! He’s lying…you can’t go out like that.  
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HAPPILY EVER AFTER 

ADDISON 
I thought when we stood next to each other and quoted vows in front of our friends and 

family it would be the most significant exchange of our relationship. Then there were 

moments to follow that over shadowed that one in our life together.  I thought it was 

the moment the first time our baby girl looked up at us and we shared a glance of total 

admiration and love. And again when our son was born, and you were stuck in traffic… 

you had such road rage when I was a back seat driver. But you made it in time; and that 

memory was so surreal and wonderful.  We shared those miracles. I thought the 

moments in between, our children’s first steps, their first day of school, their first dates 

(you really freaked out about that one and I had to keep you from strangling that poor 

boy who came calling for your baby girl). We shared those laughs. Our many wedding 

anniversaries.  That one you forgot, man I made you pay for that. 24 years! How do you 

forget after 24 years? We shared those mistakes. Then our children’s graduations from 

high school, and then thankfully college. The movie nights with the kids. The many times 

we sat in church together as a family. We shared that faith. (pause) Those are amazing 

memories. I thought those memoirs would capture our relationship’s worth. But instead 

it was our signatures on a document that finalized the imprint of our life together.  

Now there is more room on my pew. A new movie comes out I’m dying to see; One 

ticket please. I drive everywhere now, alone. Maybe your road rage was justified a little. 

The trash needs to be taken out, that’s now my job. I bought a step stool, because I have 

to retrieve things alone from the top shelf.  

(Beat)  

Our daughter’s wedding is today. This was supposed to be our moment to share as her 

parents.  There’s going to be family pictures taken. And you’re bringing her. Now where 

do I stand? 

(Beat)  

Life is more than unexpected. .. I’m surviving. I’m finding me again. I haven’t given up 

hope in happiness.  I’m still dreaming even after my ‘happily ever after’ disintegrated.    
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TREASURE OF BEAUTY 

(Carlie, Georgia, & Anna, playing in the backyard) 

GEORGIA 
Clang! Clang! Swish! Whoa! And the mighty dragon swoops over the village. The 

villagers run away in fright. But not to worry, the valiant knight is here to save the day! 

ANNA 
(from in the tree)  

Save me! Save me! 

GEORGIA 
Oh no the beautiful princess is in trouble! I must save her. 

ANNA 
Help me brave knight! I’m trapped in the tower. That mean old dragon won’t let me 

leave. You must kill the dragon and take me away on your white horse. 

GEORGIA 
I’m coming princess! I will defeat the dragon and peace will be restored. 

ANNA 
Oh dragon  . . . . Oh dragon  . . . . Carlie! That’s you! 

CARLIE 
Why do I always have to be the dragon? I don’t want to play anymore. 

ANNA 
Carlie! You have to be the dragon because you’re the youngest. 

GEORGIA 
You’re a good dragon. If I weren’t a brave knight I would be afraid of you. 

CARLIE 
(pouting) 

 I want to be the princess!! I’m tired of playing the ugly parts. 

ANNA 
But I’m the princess! 

CARLIE 
You’re ALWAYS the princess! 

ANNA 
Sorry Carlie. If you don’t want to be the dragon then you can’t play. 
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CARLIE 
Fine! I’m going home! If I can’t be the princess then I don’t want to play. 

GEORGIA 
Wait! Don’t go! We can play something else for a while. Something without princesses, 

dragons and mortal peril. 

CARLIE 
Like what? 

GEORGIA 
 I don’t know? Umm . . . .We could be pirates? 

ANNA 
Ok! I get to be the beautiful swooning maiden that the pirate king falls in love with! 

CARLIE 
No fair! I want to be the girl. 

GEORGIA 
We can all be the girl. We can be girl pirates. 

ANNA 
Georgia! Everyone knows Pirates are boys!! 

GEORGIA 
My mom says that a girl can be anything she wants to be and that includes being a 

pirate 

ANNA 
Ok, Fine. So we’re girl pirates. But are they pretty? Cause I don’t want to play if I have to 

be ugly. 

GEORGIA 
Sure. 

CARLIE 
So. . . . what do girl pirates do? 

GEORGIA 
Well, regular pirates look for buried treasure. So I guess girl pirates can do that too. 

CARLIE 
Oooh! Do you think we could actually find some treasure? 
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GEORGIA 
Maybe. Let’s look in Anna’s garage and see if we can find something to use for a 

treasure chest. 

ANNA 
Ok, as long as I don’t have to get dirty! Princesses don’t like to get dirty. 

CARLIE 
You’re not a princess anymore Anna! And I don’t think pirates care about getting dirty. 

ANNA 
Well I do. 

CARLIE 
(sigh) 

 Whatever Anna! 

GEORGIA 
Look! There are some old boxes in the corner. Maybe something interesting is in there. 

CARLIE 
Ugh. No, it’s just a bunch of old books. 

ANNA 
And they’re really dirty 

GEORGIA 
What about this?  

ANNA 
It’s just a plain old box. 

GEORGIA 
But it can still hold stuff. 

CARLIE 
It’s perfect! 

ANNA 
Well, there’s not anything else, so  . . . ok. 

GEORGIA 
What should we put in it? 

CARLIE 
I think we should each pick something. 
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GEORGIA 
That’s a good idea! We could even bury it somewhere and make a treasure map too! 

ANNA 
How fun! I’m going to put in my gold necklace. It’s valuable AND beautiful. A perfect 

treasure for any pirate. 

GEORGIA 
I’m going to put in my sparkly hair barrette. It’s shiny like gold and I think it’s pretty.  

ANNA 
It is pretty. What are you going to put in Carlie? 

CARLIE 
I’m going to put in this flower. 

ANNA 
Ugh! Carlie you can’t put that in it’s a weed! 

CARLIE 
I didn’t say anything about your choices so you can’t say anything about mine! 

ANNA 
Well we didn’t make stupid choices. Georgia! You can’t let her put an ugly dandelion 

into our treasure box! 

CARLIE 
Hey! We each get to pick something! Not just you! 

ANNA 
I’m not letting my expensive necklace be in the same box as that thing. 

CARLIE 
Fine! We don’t need your stupid necklace in our treasure box. 

ANNA 
Well actually it’s my box! And I say that only beautiful things can go inside it. 

CARLIE 
Who says what’s beautiful or not? 

ANNA 
 I do! 

CARLIE 
That’s not fair! 
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GEORGIA 
Hey! Stop fighting!! 

CARLIE 
Sorry Georgia. 

ANNA 
Sorry . . . . . 

GEORGIA 
Look, Anna why do you think your necklace should go in the box? 

ANNA 
 Because it’s beautiful! And it’s worth a lot of money too. Treasure is always beautiful! 

GEORGIA 
Ok Carlie what about you? 

CARLIE 
I think my flower is beautiful! Just because some people think it’s ugly because it’s a 

weed doesn’t make it ugly. It’s not its fault no one wants it in their yard. Besides, God 

made it and everything he makes is beautiful. 

ANNA 
Well I still think it’s ugly 

GEORGIA 
Maybe you don’t think a dandelion is very pretty but Carlie does. 

ANNA 
Carlie has bad taste. 

CARLIE 
 I do not! 

ANNA 
Do too! 

CARLIE 
We don’t have to like the same things! I think your shoes are ugly! 

ANNA 
  (shocked gasp) 
 There’s nothing wrong with my shoes! 
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CARLIE 
There’s nothing wrong with my flower! 

ANNA 
  (sigh) 
 Alright. You can put it in the treasure box. 

CARLIE 
 Thank you! 

ANNA 
But I still think it’s not very pretty. 

GEORGIA 
Everybody likes different things. 

ANNA 
I guess that’s true. Sorry I got so mad. 

CARLIE 
That’s ok. I forgive you. 

GEORGIA 
Yay! No more fighting! 

ANNA 
Well, I can’t promise that.  
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THANK YOU 

MARISSA 
So this is how you see me?   

But this is the way I am now 

Don’t worry because you know my heart 

I wish everyone could see my heart the way that you do 

You have seen me through every situation 

And loved me in spite of my flaws 

You inspire me to be better 

If I could be half the person you are, my life would be meaningful 

And it’s you that believe that I’m beautiful 

No one can ever think that I am as beautiful as you think I am 

You showed me how care (pause) for everyone 

You taught me love with all my heart 

You encouraged me to be an artist 

You showed me that it’s good to always be myself 

No matter what people say or think 

And you, you, made me beautiful 

Thank you  
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OUR IDEAL BEAUTY 

(Each girl comes out walks to spot beside their picture.  Walks downstage poses.  

Then walks upstage and poses.  Everyone backstage sings the song.  Exits.) 

STACEY 
JESSICA 
JENNA 
MARISSA  
CLAIRE 
ASHLEY 
ADDISON 
CHRISTINA 
STEPHANI 

ANYTHING LIKE BEAUTIFUL 

I’m searching for answers, for the truth 
Questions form and everything’s surreal 
My mind is clouded, dark and shrouded 
The mirror won’t show who I am inside 
There’s nothing here to see but pretty lies. 
 
So won’t you tell me what beauty means to you 
And do you see it anywhere in me 
‘Cause I am shaking from this waiting 
Hoping you can see with open eyes 
Do I posses the beauty that you prize 
 
I can’t believe that you ask these things of me 
I’m hurt that you don’t see what I do 
This growing doubt is all consuming 
You think that I’m so unassuming 
But look away, the mirror lies to you.  
 
My dear, you’re what beauty means to me 
I see it every time I see you smile 
Dear friend, stop shaking, I’m here waiting 
To make your reflection clear to you 
‘Cause all I see is beautiful in you. 
 

 (All girls come out together to bow.) 


